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ABSTRACT 

Employing the research strategy of the descriptive case study and the techniques of 

the historiographer, the thesis traced the process of decision making which led to the 

creation of a project in support ofthe 1978 grade twelve Alberta Social Studies 

Curriculum. 

Within the context of the decision making process, the study identified the critical 

theorists' interest in the symbiotic relationship between ideology, society and cunicdum. 

The questions asked were: who makes what curricular decisions and how and why are 

they making them? 

Among the conclusions reached were that curriculum decision making was a 

political process closely tied to the social and political milieu. The govemwnt reacted to 

internal and external pressures and intewened in curriculum development. This 

interventionist stance was reflected in a number of areas: increased Canadian content; 

amplified centralization and escalating standardization. These developments resulted in 

loss of teacher autonomy over curriculum development and resource selection. 
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CHAPTERONE 

INTRODUCTION and SURVEY of the THESIS 

INTRODUCTION 

Larry Cuban remarked that in any society, curricular change evoIves fiom many 

needs and interests which are not necessarily connected to the foxnalized educational 

institutions. The loci of impetus for curricular change is often to be found in the current 

malaise of society. Cuban's one liner - "When society has an itch, the schools scratch'' 

(1 992, p. 2 16) underscores the acute vulnerability of curriculum to social change. 

In the framework of the critical theorists this is so because curriculum is not 

ahistorical value neutral, or uninterested in producing social structural changes; change 

in curriculum is viewed as society's mechanism to achieve cultural and political 

transformation, economic r e d ,  national identity and solidarity. It is Cuban's ( 1  992) 

premise that at the highest level of generalization, there is an agreement in western 

nations that the cuniculum should prepare youth so that they possess the knowledge, 

values and skills needed for active participation in shaping the identity of society and 

thereby enable them to become responsible citizens of a democratic state. 

Social Studies as a school subject claims to do just that. Accordingly, it would 

follow that any change in the Social Studies cllrriculum would mean that society has 

made a change in the knowledge, the values and or the skills which are deemed important 
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for full societal participation. It would also follow thaf an examination of the process of 

decision making involved in developing Social Studies ca.miculum would provide 

valuable insights. The resuits of such an examination would conm'bute to the howledge 

necessary to make sound choices for fimae cudcuIum change. The aim for this treatise 

was to permit the formation of possible answers to a series of relevant questions which 

would identi@ the probIems inherent in the process of cURicuIum decision making. 

Driving this study was a theomtical fhmework of generai public policy formation. The 

thematic strands of the theoretical fiameworlc identified were: the steps of the decision 

making process; the classification of the agents of the decision making process; the aims 

of policy; the methods of legitimization of policy decisions; the competing views of the 

decision making process; the models or styles of policy formation and the decision 

making process as a factor of innovation. When applied to a case study involving change 

in educational curricula the questions asked were: Who made what curricular decisions, 

how were they making them and why were they making them? 

Employing the research strategy of the descriptive case study and using the 

documentary content analysis technique of the historiographer, it was possible to trace the 

process of decision making which led to the creation of a project in support of the 1978 

interim grade twelve Alberta Social Studies Curriculum, entitled: "Should We Encourage 

the Development of World Government?". 

The aim of the research was to gain knowledge, discover some of the variables that 

were important in the history of the development of the project, and to analyze how the 

creation of this particular unit faed in tenns of the theory of decision making. It was 
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also hoped that by examining this single case rmdy of curriculum decision making, a 

framework would be built upon which otha  curricular decisions could be examined 

This historical case study involved more than a chronological history of the event. 

To understand the process and to apply that knowledge to present practice meant 

knowing the context of the process or event, the assumptions behind it, and the process' 

impact on the participants. 

Data for the case study component of this thesis were gathered exclusively fiom 

primary source archival documents generated by a number of sources involved with 

Alberta Education and government. The nature of the problem suggested that the most 

efficient research method involved an analysis of nonoreactive documents. This was so, 

because it was assumed that the process of decision making, was a political process and 

as such there were biases inherent in this type of research- Thus the fewer human 

interaction, the fewer were the chances to transfigure truth or objective reality into falsity. 

ORGANIZATION of the THESIS 

Chapter One of the thesis provides an introduction and survey of the study and 

identifies the perspectives which are brought to the study by the researcher. The "case" 

chosen is briefly described, the research questions are identified and the significance of 

the thesis is stated. 
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Chapter Two provides the background to the "case" by providing reasons why the 

subject of Social Studies was choscn to illuminate the symbiotic relationship between 

ideology, curriculum and the state. The pervading attitudes of A I h  in the 1970's are 

discussed in terms of e1ectoral behaviour- The reform movement in Social Studies 

Curriculum during the early and mid seventies is reviewed. 

Chapter Three is devoted to the review of the decision and policy making process 

and provides an analytical mework for the thesis. The methodology, research design 

and procedures followed in the process of data co11ection are outlined in Chapter Four. 

The methodology chapter provides justifications for the use of the historical case study 

approach for this thesis. 

The Findings of the research process are presented in Chapter Five and include data 

concerning both the larger project - that of the 1978 revision of the Social Studies 

Curriculum, and the d e r  project - that of the development of the single unit in support 

of that revised cuniculum- 

The final chapter (Chapter Six) contains a summary of the findings derived from 

the previous chapters, together with various conclusions drawn from the study. 

Implications for the decision makers arr discussed and recommendati011~ and suggestions 

are offered for areas of firrther consideration and research- 



IDENTIFI:CATION of PERSPECTIVES 

Biaun and Graff have recognized that "a student of history responds to the need 

for pa- and wants a strong motive to propel research: hence he cannot be neutral. 

Without interest on his part, his work will lack interest too" (1985, p. 200). Therefore, 

the "biasu that was brought to this research must be identified and somewhat justified, in 

order that it will not be pejorative to the conclusions. ' B i d  in this thesis is used in the 

historian's context; a sociologist would prefer to use the term 'perspective'. The former 

recognizes that the researcher has priory thinking that is brought to the studyy it is the 

prejudices , the experiences, the beliefs, the attitudes of the historian which affect the 

interpretation of the history . It may be overcome by extensive reporting (Shafer, 1980, p 

180). The later refers to the identified relationships or the relative importance of facts 

fiom a special point of view, such as the interpretation of events using the critical 

theorists' point of view which this study utilizes. Sir Keith Hancock, commented that 

"getting inside the situation is the opening movement, getting outside is the concluding 

one" (In Barmn & Gtaff, 1985, p. 201). The vehicle through which the study propelled 

through the evidence and which drove it to its destination in order that at the end of the 

journey general conclusions could be dram was a specific bias held by the researcher. 

The researcher's background had been in historyy a perspective which was brought 

to cutricular work. Having "escaped" from a country in which history was often 

subordinated to the aims of the state, the re-heis interests had been focused on the 

effects of governmental policy on the cmiculum in general, and on Social Studies 
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curriculum in particular. T'he researcher considers herselfa historian of curriculum: One 

who studies the effects of various events and social movements on curriculum and on 

curriculum decision making- For a curricular historian, one of the concerns is that there 

has been little attention given to the interaction of context - cultural, social and historical 

- in the process of curriculum development The criticism is that curriculum development 

is directed largely to provide classroom teachers and instnxctional nrpervisors with "how 

to's" and "what to's", but has failed in the larger social arena to take into account political 

and cultural factors which have been imposed on the curriculum and on the curriculum 

development process (Kliebard, 1975, p. 44). This study was committed to take into - 

account these factors. 

The perspective of analysis chosen for this study also involves another predilection 

- that of the critical political theorist's interest in curriculum programs, organizational 

change and the process of decision making. What the critical analysts, such as Apple, 

Giroux, Anyon, Foucault, Fnire, Gadarner, Habermas and Ricouer have contributed to 

curricular theory has been to demonstrate that in fact curriculum research is not a neutral 

or a value free entity and that curricula are not produced in a vacuum absent from 

political or social ideology (Lincoln, 1992). As noted, this study was committed to 

discover whether in fact curriculum and its development is neutral or whether, as the 

critical theorists claim, is a controversial activity. 



DESCRIPTION of "THk CASEw 

In 1971, the Department of Education of the province of Alberta had introduced a 

revised Social Studies ceculum. The 1971 release of the new curriculum was a 

cuImination of a long and complicated process which had originated in 1964 and which 

was part of the general curriculum reform movement of the sixties. At the same time 

there were political and social changes in the province, evidenced partly by the election of 

a Progressive Conservative govemment which replaced 36 years of Social Credit 

dominance. The new government was seen to take a larger role in education. As a small 

part of this increased involvement, it commissioned a report on Social Studies. The 

mandate was to provide a study that was to be descriptive, comparative, normative, 

exploratory, and imperative (Downey, 1975, p. 1). The findings of the report were 

published in the document: A Report of An Assessment The Social Studies in Alberta - 
1975, and became widely known as the "Downey Report". 

Partly as the result of this report, partly as a result of other pressures, such as a 

demand for more Canadian content, and a "back to the basics" movement, the 

government instructed the Department of Education to revise the Mastet Plan for the 

Social Studies Curriculum. The project was to sene as a prototype for developing 

changes in other curricular areas. What resulted was not only the introduction into the 

classrooms of Alberta of a revised Social Studies curriculum, but the beginnings of a 

change in education which appeared to have reflected the agenda of the new govemment. 
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The general problem to be investigated by this shdy was delineated to concentrate 

on the identification ofthe processes that led to the creation of a sinde project in support 

of this revised 1978 Alberta Social Studies CUTZiculum (Interim Edition). The implement 

that drove me to study this particular case grew out of a personal experience. The early 

seventies marked my entry into the classroom where I was confronted with a Social 

Studies curriculum that was open ended and afforded much possibility for teacher input 

in content, resources and methodology. I had left the teaching profession in 1978 and 

when I had returned in 1990 I had found a very diffint atmosphere in the Social Studies 

classroom. I wanted to trace how and why the change had come about. 

Based on this personal obsewation and on the researcher's personal critical 

perspectives outlined above, the general problem of cULZiculum decision making was 

identified. The general problem was subdivided into three related problems, each with a 

Merent focus. Ow concentrated on the poiicy process itseIf, another on a specifiic 

politid view of the policy making process, and a third on the co~ection between the 

decision making and the phenomenon of change. These subdivisions were not delineated 

into separate matments but were woven into the whole of the thesis. 

The platform for the research objectives of this study was built upon a quest for the 

answers to two groups of questions. 'Group One Questions' related to the events that 

were antecedent to the creation of the single unit and to a general understanding of the 

development of the Alberta Social Studies Master Curriculum in the 1970's; 'Gmup Two 

Questionsn related to the development of a specific resource unit within the 1978 Alberta 
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Social Studies Cmricculm. Research to provide answers for the questions in "Group 

Two" constituted "The Case" to be d e s c r i i  

The research of the problem began with the cutsory study of the larger area of the 

changes to the whole field of Social Studies and then "zoomed in" on a very specific 

section of that field. The answers to the 'Group One' questions were sought through an 

extensive and integrative literature review of past research and were partially built on the 

earlier work of researchers. The primary sources used in these early studies were re- 

examined and analyzed fiom this researchefs perspectives. The answers to 'Group One' 

questions provided the foundation for the original contriiution that this study made when 

it undertook to find the answers to the 'Group Two' questions. The answers to 'Group 

Two' questions were pursued through the analysis of findings brought to light by tracing 

the development process of the single unit It advanced, refined and revised what was 

already known and deviated h m  what had already been done by emphasizing and 

detailing a small part of a larger phenomenon. 

RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

GROUP ONE QUESTIONS 

* What were the factors, influences, and pressures which can be identified as the 

impetus for change in curriculum development? 
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* What individuals or groups were involved in clnriculum development? 

* Why had some individds or groups commanded and exerted more influence and 

power on curriculuxn development and change than some other individuals or groups? 

* What was the general poIiticaI, economic, social and cultural climate in Alberta 

prior to, and during the curriculum change in the 1970's? 

* To what extent had the curriculum decision making process in Alberta changed 

fiom 1971 to 1978? 

* To what extent had the curzi~dum decision making process remained stable over 

this same period? 

GROUP TWO QUESTIONS 

** What were the steps followed in developing the resource unit in support of 

Topic "B" of the Alberta grade twelve Social Studies 1978 Interim Curriculum? 

** Who were the policy actors involved in the development of this single unit? 

** What effmt did the process followed in creating this project have on curriculum 

decision making policy of The Alberta Department of Education? 



SIGNIFICANCE of the STUDY 

Curriculum change is a fact in educational We. New knowledge is being added to 

the public domain- New skills are needed to earn one's livelihood. Different political and 

cultural attitudes and values are being accepted. New instructional strategies and 

organintiond patterns based on improved pedagogical, psychological, economic and 

administrative theories permit the achievement of different curriculum goals. 

Consequently, the broad outlines or ?he major thrusts of curriculum change seem to be the 

inevitable result of social evolution (Stewart, 1974, p. 67). The actual process of 

developing a specific curricular change appropriate to the major pressures of a particular 

time and place is the task of curriculum designers who logically adopt a set of theories on 

which to base their work. These theories are those of pedagogy (method); theories on 

"What and Whose Knowledge is Worth Teaching" (content); and the theories upon which 

rests the process of decision making itseIf - policy theories. 

Curriculum designers and those who ultimately commission design have to be able 

to continually reevaluate the theories on which they base all their actions. What may 

legitimize any theory is the praxis, and thus research should continU8Uy be undertaken to 

show how a process fmes in the "real world". The result of any decision making adds to 

the knowledge of how decisions are to be made in the h e .  These decisions eventually 

may become policy. 

One of the presumed purposes of the analysis of any process or theory is to improve 

the effectiveness of the policy which is based on i t  Examination and evaluation of "what 
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was done" wil l  identify the processes that work well and can be therefore retained and 

expanded and locate those that are working poorly and must be modified or terminated. 

This examination and evaluation of a past process can also serve to provide support and 

vindication for the current p d u r e .  

The research into how decisions are made can also serve as a device for control. It 

is a way that the decision making actors may become informed and explain what happens 
r 

when decisions are made, thereby making possible for them to identifv ways to influence 

the process. Policy actors should be able to understand before they can influence. Those 

without power or input into the decision making process, but who desire to obtain such 

power, should understand the process before they attempt to control it. 

Keeping in mind that educators need tools to enable them to have control and 

power over their profession, this study was intended in part to contribute to the important 

area of understanding the process of decision making by providing an example at the 

level of curriculum resource material construction. It should provide those in the field of 

education, such as teachers and student teachers, university and government perso~mel, as 

well as the general public, with a history of how a process-worked. 

By examining a past case, as opposed to a cunent case, it becomes possible to be 

more objective and even more critical - as the past affords a detached perspective due 

largely to the assumption that the passage of time provides for emotional distance. The 

description of a past case yields general historical data that can be utilized by policy 

makers, as policy relevant historical data or as a tool for analyzing the appropriateness 

and effectiveness of a specific policy. 
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An important objective of such a description is to give to the actors of decision 

making, the lmowledge and insights that can be gained through the close analysis of a 

single case. One hopes that the more knowledge decision makers have about how "things 

work, the higher their own level of involvement may be. One also hopes that policy 

actors base their decisions on rationality, and having objective information is one of the 

hallmarks of rationality. This study provides a level of objective information. 

A further significance pertains to the assumption that in time a process becomes 

tired and stale and takes old axioms for granted, substituting routine for thought Even if 

a process is viable, it must never become stagnant. Research may give critical 

perspectives which may lead to renewal (Weiss, 1982). An examination or a re- 

examination of an existing problem brings to it a point of view which is unique and 

therefore significant. It becomes unique because the milieu which the current researcher 

inhabits changes the basis for interpreting the existing information and thereby changes 

the conclusions and the synthesis. 

On a more generalized, and perhaps current level, due to the rapid growth of 

content in any field and the resulting obsolescence of the study of pure content, it 

becomes imperative in all fields, that research must be foremost in the areas of process, in 

as much as it is the understanding of process which will make it possible to continually 

update the content of the field. This study therefore further becomes significant because 

it adds to the knowledge base in this context. It studied the process associated with 

curriculum, not the elusive, changing and growing content of curriculum which has often 
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been highlighted in many curriculum studies. It aimed to provide a framework which 

may be used to study other cases of curriculum development. 

Alberta education in the 1990's is characterized by major structural changes in all 

areas including curriculum. An understanding of the processes of past changes and the 

results they brought about may aid in underSfiiIlding the process of change today and 

provide assistance to the educator in predicting kture trends. 



CLiAPTERTwO 

BACKGROUND 

WHY SOCIAL STUDIES? 

This chapter seeks to examine why the area of Social Studies was chosen for 

investigation. It seeks to demonstrate that the study of change in the cUITicuium is largely 

a study of change in the cultural and political ethos of the state. Changes in what is 

perceived by society to be the "ideal person". 

The nature and the purposes of Social Studies are difficult to define. Both Marge 

Clarke and Charles L. Mitsakos identify t h .  views of Social Studies. Social Studies 

taught: as citizenship aansmission; as social science or the perspective of the situational 

interpretative; and as reflective inquiry or critical reflection (Clarke, 1990, Mitsakos, 

1985). Each of these has specific insights as to the purpose of Social Studies, as to the 

content or the type of knowledge that students should be e x p o ~ d  to, and as to the method 

that should be used to transmit the insights and the knowledge. 

Critical theorists point out that, because of the possible choices of views, the 

curriculum and therefore education, may either fimction as a democratizing agent or as an 

agent of elitist power. More generally, the central issue is the distribution of power and 

authority. The trend toward controlling the curriculum in the name of a predefined 



interest and through a central authority which has a specific political backing is most 

pervasive (Apple, 1990, p. 132). 

The reality of the Social Studies curriculum in democratic societies is significantly 

more than meets the uncritical eye. Apple (1990) contends that methodology, and overall 

objectives of the curriculum have been determined predominantly by legally authorized 

policy-makers who live unexamined political lives. Critical theorists, such as Apple 

(1990) argue that these curriculum functionaries - who are on the d a c e  presumed to be 

sigaiscantly ahistorid, aphiiosophical and apolitical - have established school programs 

which, frequently in an unwitting manner, sene the vested interests of those who wield 

political power. The c ~ c u l u m  hctionaries are aided in their work by a legion of 

researchers who are overtly guided by these curriculum workers. These critical theorists, 

also often charge that fiont line educators are simply technocrats delivering a product 

which is assembled outside the system and which they often do not identify with. 

Furthermore, "recognition of the dialectical relationship between schools and economic 

and cultural control is not something educators are used to looking for'' (Apple, 1990, p. 

152). Therefore, educators are not always aware of the possibility that they may be 

manipulated by outside forces. Curriculum in this way is dictated fiom above. 

School curriculum thus relates to other insdtutions in society, not only those - 

dealing solely with pedagogy and education. Curriculum may generate struchual 

inequalities of power and access to physical and intellectual resources. Schools 

contribute to what Apple calls the "cultural reproduction of class relations in advanced 

industrial societies" (Apple, 1990, p. 15). 
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Critical educational theorists make the case that the overt inclusion of political 

learning, or political knowledge, in the curriculum is not sufficient to elimiaate 

inequalities since mere understanding of social and political realities cannot serve to alter 

them; it is only through cteative conflict and criticism that this can be achieved. Learning 

the tools of creative conflict however is often de-legitimized by the dominant ideology 

which underlies the cuniculum, when it sees this type of learning as threatening the 

continuation in society of such dominant ideology (Apple, 1990, Chapter V). It is not 

enough to include in the curriculum a knowledge of how the system of government works 

but must also include methods and skills by which the system can be challenged and 

critically evaluated. 

In 191 1 Emile Durkheim pubiished an article on education which has significance 

to the theme under discussion, and needs to be regexamined and considered by 

contemporary educators. In the article Durkheim commented that the assumption by 

government is that if the legitinate government was not directly involved in the 

curriculum to guarantee that pedagogical iduence be exercised on behalf of the majority, 

education would be put to the senice of private beliefs, and the whole of society would 

be divided and would break down into an incoherent multitude of little merits in 

conflict with one another. Thus one justification for government involvement is that 

everything that pertaim to education must in some degree be submitted to the influence of 

those who have been elected to govern @urkheim, 1956 translation, pp. 78-80). 



THE SYMBIOTIC RELATIONSHIP of IDEOLOGY, CURRICULUM, 

and the STATE 

Underlying some political values are a number of mlogicaf hmeworks. Politics 

may form the link between the beliefs and actions of society, and values fonn the roots of 

ideology- Ideologies just@ methods for controlling educationai institutions and 

educational practices and processes (Springy 1988, p. 2). Because there is a relationship 

between change in ideology and change in the status quo, educational change must also 

be viewed as part of the process of change in ideology. 

Both Apple (1 979) and Nelson (1 98 1) emphasize that ideology is an instrument 

that can be used to legitimize change- It legitimizes interest groups who are-struggling 

with each other in their efforts to make the school reflect their image of what society 

should be. Change occun as a result of ideological conflict between groups to convert 

political demands into outputs (Wirt and Kim, 1982, p.62). The outputs for the prnposes 

of this study is the curriculum which schools use. 

The philosophy of education - the what, how, who and why of teaching - is 
determined by the needs, values and ideologies of society. It is reflected in schools by 

the way they determine the methods, the materials and the content of instructions, which 

include the general and specific objectives of the curricula It is reflected by the way 

schools decide upon what literature is to be read, and in what way history and philosophy 

is to be interpreted. The decisions that schools make may have a direct or indirect 

influence on how students perceive the world in which they live, their peers and their 
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culture, their haws and their villains and their govermnent Curriculum is thereby, 

involved in the value clarification and moral development aspects of society. 

In the late 1950's and early 1960's the prevalent notion in North America was that 

ideology had lost its former importance. Western society had developed a modern stable 

political, economic, and social system which no longer meded ideological support (Bell, 

In Koole, 1983, p. 1 1). However, an examination of literature and research in education 

since the 1970's indicates that ideological issues again became and are becoming more 

central to educational discussions. Bernier and Williams (1973); Pnare (1977); Grace 

(1 978); Apple (1979,1990); Sharp (1980); Nelson (198 1); Sayers (198 1); Koole (1983); 

Krawchenko (1 984); and Hildebrand (1 99 1) are examples of researchers, authors, and 

scholars with the renewed interest in an examination of the role of ideology in education 

in general and in cuxriculum in particular. 

Political influence on education is assumed by some to be directly related to the 

philosophy of education as well as to a concern over the attitudes and behaviours of those 

responsible for teaching. Political interests exert influence by the use of specific political 

weapons such as controlling the financing, the entry end maintenance qualifications of 

school personnel and the quality of the curriculum. Education and politics, therefore, 

engage in a type of symbiotic relationship whereby education accepts and uses these 

political weapons for legitimating the regime and its leaders and for socializing the 

young into the ideology, culture and mores that are endorsed by the political system. 

Education acts as a gatekeeper for social and economic mobility (admission and 
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promotion of some groups over  other^)^ and thereby diRctly affects economic 

development 

Discussion of this symbiotic relationship is important in order to identify how 

encompassing the sphere of curricular and educational influence is and why, because of 

this innuence, it is so important to those in power to assert control over it And by 

implication it becomes important to identify the process in order to recognize this control- 

Max Weber identified th&e types of social domination that could become legitimate 

forms of authority or power. He called these the charismatic, the traditional and the 

rational-legal modes. He believed thM the ability of those in power to use one or another 

or a combination of these kinds of domination depended on the ability to find support in 

the ideologies of those being ruled (Morgan, 1986, p. 276). 

As Weber pointed out, charismatic domination is unstable and unstructured. It may 

serve at the onset of identification of an ideology but those who wish to develop a 

stronger form of domination (or guidance) need to evolve fiom this mode. Through the 

systematic organization of education, the cuniculum in particuiar7 a specific ideology 

may define itself as having the right to dominate. This right can then be converted to the 

traditional or the rational-legal mode which allows for a society's education to be 

systematically guided under the control of a m o w  group who are considered 

knowledgeable to make decisions. 

This is in keeping with whM Robert Michaels calls the 'Iron Law of Oligarchy", in 

"which he developed the view that modern organi;rations typically end up under the 
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control of narrow groups, even when this nms against the desires of the leaders as well as 

the led" (Morgan, 1986, p. 277). 

Paulo F r e k  called this type of pedagogy the "banking concept1'. "In the barking 

concept of education, knowledge is a gift bestowed by those who consider themselves 

knowledgeable upon those whom they consider to know nothing. Projecting an absolute 

ignorance onto others, a characteristic of the ideology of oppression, negates education 

and knowledge as process of inquiry" (Freire, 1974, p. 61). The banking concept of 

education in Freire's theory regards people as adaptable, manageabIe beings. Therefore 

the student is a "container" to be Wed. Freire betieves that the interest of the oppressor, 

lies in the consciousness of the oppressed not the situation which oppresses them. 

Under Freire's theory, the educator's role was to regulate the way the knowledge of 

the world entered into the student and since the student received the world as a passive 

entity, education would make them more passive still and adapt than to the official 

world. Of course this need not be considered simply as the education of the oppressed as 

it may also characterize most forms of westem education. In recording the development 

of the single teaching unit in support of the 1978 Social Studies curriculum it is beneficial 

to keep in mind and identify (although in terms unrelated to true domination) the 

symbiotic relationship which exists between ideology, state and the curriculum. 

Freire's theory further states that the banking concept of education produces 

students who are alienated from their own decision making which has a dehumanizing 

effect. Such students cannot solve problems and lead society to post modernist 

development. The dilemma for western education was how to remove the "pedagogy of 
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the oppressed" from the schools without removing some of the state control of it. The 

fear was that if the government's control of education was moved, the ideological 

control over society would also fade and thereby contribute to the end of the order. 

However, without changes which made the curriculum "problem posing" the economic 

and social goals could not be reached* 

The education process and curriculum are being developed and visualized in 
. - 

utopian terms as providing the answer to modernization and national unity. Nations 

identify a need and expect education to help fill i t  The educational system is often 

viewed as the key to rapid, and orderly9 social change. Coleman (1965) argued that the 

educational system, that was once regarded as an essentially conservative, culture- 

presenring, culture-transmitting institution, is now viewed as "the master determinant of 

all aspects of change" (In Zeigler & Peak, 1970, p. 115). The education system is 

regarded as the rescuer of society because education can guide the nation to reach its 

economic, social and political goals. Curricula has the fespomibility of establishing 

patterns of integration to replace prrviously existing intra-societal tensions and cleavages. 

Education is used as an agent of change as well as a condition of change. Education and 

the curriculum are given the responsibility to bridge the gap between how a society 

actually is and how a society wants to be. 

In democratic states, such as Canada, the tendency is to build curricula that reflects 

the values of those with economic and cultural power. In earliest colonial times people 

were taught to read so that access to scriptures would ensure later salvation. Education 

was in the hands of the church and was based on the assumption that the curriculum 
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needed to include educational aaining as well as moral guidance to produce good citizens 

(Bloch, 1987, p. 29). 

By the middle of the nineteenth century within the g e n d  North American context, 

the emphasis of education was moving away from religious ideology to secular ideology 

in support of the economic and political hierarchy of the time. The phenomenon of mass 

schooling with national or provincial curricula, all the paraphernalia we take for granted 

when we think of schooling was an invention of the late nineteenth century. Mass 

schooling drew si@cantly on the factory for a number of models in its organilation. 

The rational efficiency of the factory was much admired and has influenced many social 

institutions @gan, 1992, pp. 641-655). 

Apple (1979) perceived that the bureaucratic organization and moral mission of the 

school was to produce a vigorously conformist system to produce the norms and 

dispositions required of industrious, thrifty and efficient workers for the capitahst 

industrial base. 

Popkewitz (1 987) characterized the period of time fkom 1880 to 1920 as the 

Progressive Era from which the curriculum of American schools emerged. The United 

States, the leader in the Progressive Education Era, was reasserting a national confidence 

and identity through social, political and educational reforms. Theological purposes of 

teaching were replaced by wcular concerns of socialization and labour selection. 

According to Popkewitz socialism influenced the curriculum between 1900 and 1940, 

although Apple argues (1979) that the middle class controlled education. According to 

Apple, the middle class felt threatened by the working class below and corporate 



capitaLists h m  above. At any rate, there seems to be general agreement that the 
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curriculum stressed social improvement and institutional critique. When society "itched" 

the school "scratched". This phenomenon also appeami in other westem states including 

Canada, although a decade k. 

The historic tendency is to build curricula that reflect the values of those with 

economic and cultural power. Ideology always has been and always will be used by 

contending p u p s  to legitimize their goals as they seek to influence the firmre of 

education. Political ideology is therefore a powerful influence on curriculum decision 

making. The state's interest in curricula is thus largely confined to socialization. 

Durkheim was only stating a fact when he described education as: 

"The influence exercised by adult generations on those that are not yet ready for 

social We. Its object is to arouse and develop in the child a certain number of 

physid, intellectual and moral states which are required by him both by the 

political society as a whole and by the special milieu for which he is specially 

destined" (In Conley & Osbome, 1985, p. 1). 

Egad (1992) claimed that the government in power has littie interest in 

encouraging controvemy and scepticism about its authority. The government's interest in 

schools is to have the students perform in significant degree the homogenising role. The 

main American innovation in curriculum, Social Studies, was a prime agent in this 

achievement. 
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This kind of stereotyping of schools, of corn, ignores the divisions within society 

by speaking rather of society "as a whole" and thus ignores the role of education in 

enabling one group within a society to control or manipulate others. As Susan Houston 

has observed: a common school system was an institution established and supported by 

one group of people not for their own children, but for the children of others. 

Nonetheless the point is made: public education is and has been inevitably political. Its 

mandate is to train citizens, in the widest sew of the term (In Coney & Osborne, 1985, 

P- 1)- 

With so much at stake, the curriculum of any country has a political nature and the 

development of curriculum can be identified as o w  of the most important undertakings 

by government. Control over such development becomes significant. The process of 

decision malting which leads to policies in curriculum development becomes significant. 

Who makes these decisions becomes even more significant and revealing. Therefore the 

study of a specific case of curricular decision making process is mork than the study of 

identifying anomalies ben~een theory and practice. It becomes a study in the culhlral and 

political ethos of a state and an identification of changes in that ethos. 

The study of the curricular decision maldng process becomes a hldy in how the 

development of curriculum contributes to the politicisation of society's f h r e  citizens. 

Despite the long tradition between education and political purpose, the last twenty years 

has seen an increasing interest in political teaching and learning. Perhaps this is because 

as R. Freeman Butts has maintained, the urge to promote political education through 

schools accelerates in time of crisis or rapid social change (In Brown, 1977, p. 47). The 
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current era which has been labelled as "post-modern" is certainly such a time of crisis 

and rapid change. The "new ideal pason" that has deveIoped in this era has often been 

accused of being mediocre. By being mediocre hehhe is more easily controlled by 

outside forces. Postmodernism has given new emphasis to the role of citizenship in 

Social Studies. According to Ken Osbome, there is an attempt to redefine the nature of 

citizenship and to suggest ways by which the schoois can contribute more effectively to it. 

In doing so it is turning primarily to the academic political science for many of its 

concepts and frameworks and at least by implications is tuning away from history, which 

has long been assigned the main role in citizenship training (Conley & Osbome, 1985, p. 

1)- 

The renewed interest in political education via Social Studies may also be a 

response to the developments which are described as the "crisis of democracy" (Crozier, 

Huntington & Watanuki, 1975) which suggests that the h'beral democratic system has 

become ungovernable. Girow and McLaren (1992) charge that democracy is no longer 

universally hailed as the ideal to be striving for, nor as the precondition necessary for the 

creation of a literate public and critical citizens. In f a  the construction of new forms of 

knowledge, social practices, and critical public cultures linked to a deepening of 

democracy, have declined. Democracy and its mate - capitalism - has been perceived as 

dangerous since the 1970's and its excesses are under attack. Those who oppose this 

critical view of democracy need to interpret events to show that in fact democracy is the 

agent through which change can be accomplished (Stanley, 1992, p. xi). 
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A 1975 survey of civic education in ten Western nations has concluded that 

nowhere has the system proved capable of producing the ideal goal of a well informed 

citizenry, with democratic attitudes and values supportive of govemment policies and 

interested in civic affairs (Tomey & Oppenheim, 1975, p. 21). The interesting point of 

the conclusion to this survey is that civic education is intended to produce citizens who 

will be more supportive of their governments, or in the least, their political systems. The 

conclusion implies a cornlation between political education and support for government. 

PREVAILING ATTITUDES IN TEIE ALBERTA OF THE 1970's 

The 1970s were years that were identified by political, economic and cultural 

historians as a time when Alberta society underwent rapid changes. This section will 

identify the changes in Alberta's political ideology in the 1970's which affected both the 

curriculum and the educational decision making process in the province. 

ELECTORAL BEHAWOUR IN ALBERTA 

A statistical study of the results of Alberta elections since the province's creation in 

1905 to 1979, shows that Alberta has historically been characterized as having a degree of 

political consensus sacient  enough to result in the long repetitive cycles of maintenance . 



elections (Caldarola, 1979; Flanagan, 1979; Lalu, 1979). This meant that ideologically 

identical governments were rezlected time and time again. This pattern of re-election of 

previous governments in tun had resulted in single-party domination of the legislature 

over extended periods of time, despite often dynamic trsulsformation in the economy and 

society itself. The result has been a routinization of politicsf which in time seemed to 

render the governing party incapable of adapting its policies and images to gradual but 

widespread changing societal expectations. The eventual result of such cumulative and 

repetitive failures to adjust to societal changes by the governing political party were 

periodic and critical election adjustments. What seemed to have followed each of these 

changes in the ruling party was a new cycle of one-party domination of the legislature 

(Elton & Goddard, 1979, p. 49). 

Explanations for electoral behaviour in Alberta have been given by a number of 

political scientists. It is not the intent of this thesis to analyze all the possible 

characteristics which permeated the Alberta political environment and discouraged the 

development of an alternative party system. Various and competing explanations are well 

documented and given by C. B. Macpherson (1962), Quo and Long (1972), Flanagan 

(1972), Howard and Tamara Paher  (1976), Elton and Goodard (1979), and Flanagan and 

Lee (199 1). 

What becomes relevant to this study is to note that in 1971 economic and social 

changes in Alberta were responsible for the demise of the 36 year rule by the Social 

Credit Party and the beginning of a new dynasty under the Progressive Consematives. 

The change in the ruling political party brought abut ideological changes which would 
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have ramifications on education. The period h m  197 1 to 1978 in which the 

government of Alberta adopted a new political direction provides an ideal background to 

study in practice some of the themes that will be identified in Chapter Three. Thematic 

strands such as: the steps of the decision making process; the aims of policy; the methods 

of legitimization of policy decisions; the competing views of the decision making 

process; the models of policy formation and the decision making process as a fanor of 

innovation- It is an ideal opportunity for such study because the period provides a time 

of considerable societal malaise and change. 

The consensus among the poiitid scientists identified above, has been that h e  

Alberta election of 1971 was a prime example of a "critical election". Critical elections 

are ones in which old loyalties shift, and new voter alignments, which can endure for a 

generation, are established Alktam in 1971 were tired of a government which had 

been in power for 36 years and the Conservative slogan "It's time for a change" was 

successful not only because the Social Credit had been in power for so long, but because 

the needs of the majority of Alberta voters had changed. Social Credit, which was 

basically a rural small town and lower middle class populous movement had little chance 

of swiving in a society which was not only increasingly urban and middle class but also 

one in which urban values had penetrated rural areas. According to Palmer and Palmer 

(1 W6), the conservative victory was not based primarily on either superior campaign 

strategies or on the innovative treatment of key issues, but was more an indication of the, 

then recent, provincial trends of replacing the lower middle class values with those of the 
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middle class. Vaiues of urbanization, secularization, increasing geographical mobility 

and affluence. 

The Conservatives in 1971 offixed the electorate continued free enterprise 

conservatism, but with the added bonuses of urban-middle class respectabilityy a 

comfortably vague social conscience and a little poiitical excitement. Social Credit was 

hurt by rapid urbanization, in that the young rural imrnigraats to urban centres became 

isolated fiom the political traditions of their parents (Palmer & Palmery 1976, pp 123- 

126)- 

A distinguishing mark of the Social Credit ideology, especially by the early 1950's 

was its great emphasis on the individual. In the words of Earnest Manning, leader of the 

Social Credit party fiom 1943 to 1968, the 

"major emphasis of this organized humanitarian society should be to assist each 

citizen to attain through his own enterprise sufficient financial resources to enable 

him to obtain for himself and his dependants an acceptable standard of social 

welfare without dependence on State Welfare services. To the extent that this is 

impossible, society coUectively must assume the cost of an acceptable standard of 

social smtices, to bring such d c e s  within the financial reach of each individual 

citizen1' (In Flanagan & Lee, 199 1, p. 217). 

In terms of educatiod policy the Social Credit ideology of "Managed 

Individualism" saw the Alberta classroom as promoting the Progressivist Educational 
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view where the needs of individuals were to be respected through as much individualized 

curriculum as possible. An educational view arising from the Dewey tradition posited 

that education was a m o d  undertaking to socialize the youth to reshape fbture societies. 

In his Pedagogic Creed Article II Dewey states that "education is a process of living and 

not preparation for firmre living where the best and deepest moral training is precisely 

that which one gets through having to enter into proper relations with others in a unity of 

work and thought". Central to Dewey's thought is the notion that schooling should be 

valued in its own right. The educator's role in this process was to ensure that education 

operates independently of societal and work processes. Thereby advocating the autonomy 

of education (In Kitpatrick, 1988, p. 10-1 1). 

Progressive education was essentially Dewism in varying degrees of adulteration. 

Progressivism was adopted in Canada to some degree from the American version since 

the advent of the great depression of the thirties and the resurgence of strong social 

movements at this time, schools again became an arena for extending equali7ation and 

democratization. The social reform movements in Alberta predicted increased protection 

of h k  rights and pursuit of egalitarian aims. This was especially marked during the 

fifties and sixties where dramatic increase in the birth rate coupled with an expanding 

economy and greater equality for racial minorities and the women's rights movement led 

to egalitarian changes in many of society's institutions. 



GOVERNMENTAL ATTITUDES TOWARD EDUCATION 

Although the conservatives first took office in 1971, the Worth Commission on 

EducationaI Planning, established under the Social Credit government, and intended to 

evaluate the education system, had not yet submitted what proved to be a provocative 

Report. The Commission's mandate was to explore the existing trends and to plan for the 

future of education. When the report, which became known as "The Choice of Futures" 

became public in 1972, there was no indication fiom the new government that it intended 

to distance itself dramatically &om the thrust of the Report. There seems to have been a 

wait and see attitude. This is no doubt because the government was pre-occupied during 

this first term of office 1971 -1 976, with elaborating its development strategy and 

asserting control over the province's resources. The wait-and-see attitude was also 

explicable in terms used by Dr. Worth (1977) himseIf in his discussion of the relative 

flexibility and openness of governments at the beginning of their terms of office, "when 

interests and power are being realigned, and the nature of the mandate is undergoing a 

refinement and articulation ..." (In Krawchenko, 1984, p. 6). 

After the landslide electorai victory of 1976, however, the question of mandate was 

not only refined, but came to provide a constant and crucial legitimating reference for the 

governmentfs purpose for education. On the basis of political strength which came not 

only fiom the electoral suppon for the government, but also fiom certain structures that 

were set in place by the govemtnent in order to provide "inputf'fiorn society, the 

government began in its second term of office to take an active, intewentionist stance in 
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educational matters. The "input" h m  society came fmm such areas as: the Cumculum 

Policies Board, established in 1976; the Minister's Advisory Committee on Student 

Achievemeat (MACOSA), established in 1977; and public discussions organized to hear 

responses to the Harder Report, 

The Curriculum Policies Board's membership consisted of 16 members, and was 

one-half nominated with the approval of the government. Who got appointed depended a 

great deal on political leanings and affiliations. The first group chosen was hand-picked 

by Premier Lougheed and the then minister of Education, Julia. Kodak. The implicit 

hc t ion  of the Curriculum Policies Board was to bring government's mandate and 

curriculum policy in closer alignment 

The Harder Report (1977) commissioned by the new government to review the 

state of education, advocated several recommendations for policy change. These 

included the adoption of a systems approach to curriculum development; a mastery 

Leaming approach to instruction; periodic system-wide competency tests to asaxtah 

achievement of set standards; a narrowing of the educational responsibilities to what 

schools supposedly could do; making selected subject mandatory; increasing the 

prescriptiveness of come content and the specifkity of objectives; placing more 

emphasis on the development of skills and practical competencies; and reducing the 

number of come options (Van Manen & Stewart, 1978, p. 3). The recommendations of 

the Harder report opened up the whole question of ideological control over the curriculum 

and educators were beginning to acknowledge that education and politics were 

inseparable. Educators recognized that they were entering into a new phase of decision 
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making which was thoroughly political in which educators would find themselves on the 

outside looking in (Krawchenko, Paradis & Sommerfeld, 1979). 

In 1977, the government initiated a move toward a province-wide examination 

system. In the same year it allocated substantial monies (8.37 million dollars) fkom the 

Heritage Savings Fund to develop curricular materials outside the normal structures. In 

1978 it legislated the Gods of Basic Education for Alberta. That trend of direct 

intervention and control which began with these measures? has continued to the present- 

The Alberta Department of Education under Social Credit Government, prior to 

1968, prescribed the school curriculum in considerabIe detail- The province set external 

examinations and had a cadre of inspectors to ensure that the centrally prescribed 

curriculum was followed But by the time Deweyism and Progressive Education was 

adopted, the extended preparation of teachers, the availability of more and more learning 

resources, demands for local autonomy and the greater pluralism of society were some of 

the factors that were promoting the provincial government to give local school systems 

and classroom teachers an increasingly signiscant role in the curriculum decision-making 

process. 

In 1968, a partial decentralization of responsibility for curriculum planning was 

formally provided for by Section 10 of the General Regulations under The Department 

of Education Act. (Order-In -Council 27168.) Section 10 subsections a, b, c, and e 

reinforced the powers of the central authority (Le. the Minister of Education and his 

Department). However, subsections d, f, and g delegated to the district, school and 

classroom levels a major share in the making of cmiculum decisions. The intent of . 
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Section 10 was clarified add extended by provisions of the new School Act adopted in 

1970. Whereas regulation 10 specified that "The Department of Education will prescribe 

courses of study ...." the new Act used less mandatory terminoIogy. The Minister "may 

prescribe courses of study ..." and pamitted the Minister to delegate all or any of his 

powers regarding curriculum to a school board . 

Following the passage of the Act, the Minister of Education delegated to school 

boards the selection of texts and other referuce materials (Ledgemood, 1975, p. 14 -1 6). 

Ledgemood also noted that the school boards in many cases delegated the selection to 

committees of teachers. By 1978, however, when the Consemative government had 

consolidated their legislative leadership and their overall aims for Alberta, they undertook 

to legislate The Goals of Schooling and Education in Alberta (see Appendix V). With the 

"Gods", the government accomplished two very important items on its agenda for 

education: I )  to demonstrate to the public and to educational administrators and teachers 

that it was assuming political authority and asserting its leadership in needed educational 

change and 2) to ensure, by means of authority which is suggested by public legislation, 

that curriculum policy revisions would conform to very clearly specified, delineated and 

publicly authorized goals leading to a narrower core traditional, competency based 

educational program. According to Dye, such authority is precisely the meaning of 

public policy, as opposed to other policy. That is, "public policy is typically characterized 

by legal obligation, universality and government monopoly of coercion" (Dye, 1978, p. 

20). This became a clear challenge to the traditional autonomy of teachers and local 

school boards which had been allowed to develop f o d y  and i n f o d y ,  under the 
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Social Credit government It was an apparent desire for more centralized control of 

Alberta Educatioa It would also appear that the new g o v m e n t  had already determined 

the educational directions to be putsued, at the very outset of the "public discussions" 

which was meant to provide the ground for a redefinition in the first place. Thus under 

the Conservatives, there was to be an ideological shift in education "back to the basics", 

achievement tests, provincial exam and more control of the curriculum. It was a "shift in 

emphasis" away hrn  the ideals of the political left to the ideals of the political right 

By 1978, Premier hugheed openly stated his resewations of the Worth report : 

"I reread that document, and I came out with a concern with the underlying 

philosophy that was there. I wondered whether that philosophy was reflective 

of the public policy point of view of the elected legislators of Alberta. When 

we examined what our goals were in relationship to the establishment of that 

Commission on Educational Plaruling, it became apparent, it seemed to us, that 

the former government had launched that important commission on a broad basis, 

without the commission having the parameters of goals of schooling that I 

believe were necessary ..."(Hansard, 1978, p. 1 189). 

It was likely that the new governxnent, even in 1972, would have had to challenge the 

basic premise of the Worth Report, but needed time to set in place important mechanism 

for effecting the adaptation of its own educational perspective (The CPB, MACOSA, the 

Harder paper discussions). The underlying philosophy of the Worth Report and indeed 
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of the changes that had occumd in education since the 1960's were recognized by the 

new government as unsuitabIe for the implementation and advancement of their 

development strategy for Albeaa For the values of the Worth Commission represented 

a break fiom the functionalism which characterized education in the 1950's and to which 

the Lougheed government intended to return, albeit in a modified form. 

The Worth Commission gave official sanction to the humanistic Zeitgeist in 

education and stressed such values as selfdetermination, the autonomy of individuals, 

participatory planning and emancipatory change. Worth foretold that this type of 

ideology would result in changes which would witness the considerable decline of the 

values attached to capitalism and private ownership. ClearIy, this sort of change was not 

on the agenda of the Progressive Conservative government, whose values were based on 

capitalism and private enterprise, thereby making the values of the Worth Report 

inappropriate ( Worth, 1 972; Krawchenko, 1984). 

At about the same time as The Goals of Education report was being discussed in 

the Legislature , some monies from the Alberta Heritage Savings Trust Fund were 

allocated to a special project for Social Studies education. The Trust Fund was legislated 

to use its assets for investment into projects that would divers@ the economy of Alberta 

and also which would provide long term economic and social benefits for the province. 

The social benefits category permitted the designation of 8.37 million dollars for the 

production of curriculum resource materials to support the teaching of Canadian history, 

geography and environment. The project was to have been just one madiestation of the 

govemmentts desire to affect the curriculum. The Heritage Learning Resources Project, 
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seen in the context of the Progressive Conservative Government's agenda, raised the 

question of control and ofhow cuniculum polices were made and implemented The 

people, after all, who hold the purse strings and pay the pipers, really made the decisions. 

Krawchenko (1984), examined the history, the logic and the purposes of education 

fkom the standpoint of educational policy-making using the discourse of the legislators 

themselves, as recorded in the Alberta Hansard. His aim was to plot the direction of 

change taken by the Progressive Conservative govemment in Alberta. It was apparent in 

the conclusions of his study that by the middle of the 1970's the curriculum policy making 

process in Alberta was increasingly being governed by the political sphere in a way 

which was not only unprecedented but also very ovea He noted a political penetration 

into the very substance of the curriculum through a process of extending the means of 

control at the disposal of the government He also noted that overriding an apparent 

democratic process of curriculum development, was a discernible social and political 

agenda which was somehow working its way through the policy-making process. A 

"change of direction'' as advocated during the election campaign of 1971 was in place by 

1978. 

Thus, the change in the social, and economic milieu of Alberta which had 

manifested itself in a change in the governing legislature also witnessed a change in the 

education system. 

This section has discussed some of the major social, political, economic and 

educational changes in Alberta which formed the pervading attitudes of Albertans' during 

the period which saw the creation of a single project in support of the 1978 grade twelve 
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Alberta Social Studies Curriculum. The govanmmt of Alberta intended to make the 

Social Studies Curriculum revision project a test case against which all other revisions in 

other polas of the curriculum would be made. 

REFORM IN ALBERTA SOCIAL STUDIES 

This section presents the review of the literature outlining the major antecedents, 

pressures and influences that played a role in the reform of the 1971 Social Studies 

Curriculum. The results of the reform undertaking became known as the " 1978 Alberta 

Social Studies Curriculum-Interim Edition". The specific case study of this thesis was a 

project in support of that undertaking- A cursory examination of the changes which led to 

the creation of the 1978 curriculum will provide the background for some ofthe answers 

offered to the research questions. 

Two unpublished studies charted the pressures which had an effect on the Alberta 

Social Studies currjculum in the 1970's. Both served as important sources for 

background information for this present study. The earlier work, by Lawens Korteweg 

(1 972) was a historical survey of the processes that resulted in the development of the 

1971 Alberta Social Studies prograrn. A decade later a study by Sheila Mawson (1 982) 

used the guidelines, identified by Korteweg, to uncover a number of the pressures that led 

to changes to the 1971 program. 
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Laurens Korteweg (1 972) researched the period between 1961 and 197 1 and 

described actors, events, and decisions that were of major significance in the development 

of the Social Studies program in the decade prior to 1971. His conclusions provided a 

strong case to illustrate the ideological objectives which the Social Credit government 

tried to achieve in education. The 1971 curriculum was a marked contrast to the previous 

Social Studies curricula of the 1960's, which was highly centralized and followed the 

traditional, structured approach with an emphasis on the study of disciplines and on 

factual content. 

Korteweg's &dings concluded that during the decade of his study (1 96 1 to L 97 1) 

individuals, rather than committees made the difference in the decision making process. 

He noted that the organizational structures within which the decisions were made 

concerning the changes to the cmricculum, were constituted of individuals. Thus one may 

assume that ifpeople who make the differrnce do constitute a group, then there is no 

reason to believe that such a group is less effective than the individuals that compose it. 

T h e  major centres of activity could be isolated in Korteweg's study. They were 

the Department of Education, the Universities of Alberta qmi of Calgary, and the teachers. 

With the department in a central decision making position, much of the leadership 

exerted by the universities during the antecedents of refonn was transferred to teachers 

during the consolidation of reform. Teachers who contributed were often found on the 

executive of the ATA Social Studies Council and among the Social Studies department 

heads, coordhators and supervisors. Cooperation among people in the Department of 

Education, the universities and schools resulted in the development of a certain kind of 
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program that would not Wrely have evolved h m  the efforts by individuals in only one of 

these groups of stakeholdas. 

A general conclusion was made that the environment of the decade under study was 

conducive to change. Alberta Education's acceptance of the theory behind Progressive 

Education and the Enterprise experience under Dewey's influence, which, despite its 

aberrations, made a problem solving oriented kind of education in the Social Studies 

quite acceptable to Alberta educators. 

A manifestation of the interest in change was the Alberta Conference on the Social 

Studies Curriculum held in 1967. The coafetence was intended to examine the structure 

of the total Social Studies program in Alberta. Invitations were extended by the 

Department of Education to selected individuals. The keynote address by the Deputy 

Minister of Education, Dr. T- C. Byrne, and a historical awey by Dr T. G. Finn, 

Associate Dean of the Faculty of Education in the University of Calgary, provided the 

background for the discussion of the relationships of the social sciences to the social 

studies. Professor T. Aoki, of the University of Alberta, presented an overview of this 

topic and contributions of the separate disciplines were then analyzed by university 

professors from the various fields of social science. During the second week of the 

conference, Dr. B. Massialas of the University of Michigan reviewed trends in the social 

science in the United States and discussed criteria for curriculum decisions and steps in 

curriculum development. 

There were a number of general observations made by the discussants of the 

sessions: 



1. The holding of the' conference itself emphasized the willingness of the 

Department of Education to set up a rationale for the teaching of the Social Studies which 

may alter recognized procedures. 

2. There was an agreement among some disciplinarians with respect to the 

existence of a core of social values which should be the basis for the Social Studies 

approach. The conxnsus was that the major focus of the Social Studies was the 

development of a citizen who made value decision on rational grounds. 

3. Several speakers urged the necessity for flexibility and open-endedness in 

curricula and agreed that inquiry materials could not be limited to textbooks. 

Some of the recommendations which emerged fkom the conference included that: 

no content in Social Studies should be specified as mandatory; no textbook should be 

commissioned; that the Department should commission the preparation of sample unit 

- - .  
kits; the role of external examinations be rmnunued; and the Department broaden its 

search for new Social Studies curriculum materials to include not only those form U.S.A. 

(Odynak, 1967). 

As a result of the conference the Department of Education undertook to review the 

Social Studies and make a number of significant changes. During the Department's 

review of the Alberta programme specific actors, with personal efficacy were able to 

sway the decision to highlight process and not content in the Social Studies. One of these 

key actors was C. D. Ledgerwood whose direction was felt throughout the development 

of the process. Those who wrote specific programs for the Social Studies curriculum 

which was introduced in 1971, had also been included in the development of the master 
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curricdm. This provided a closer link between the goal and the finished product. 

Decentralization of curriculum development, greater emphasis on the affective domain of 

knowledge, and greater involvement of teachers in the process of change were some of 

the major outcomes of changes that occurred during the decade Qorteweg, 1972, pp. 

255-26 1). 

Sheila Mawson1s study concentrated on the years between 1975 and 1978 and 

highlighted the emergent spirit of "Canadianism" which served as the impetus for 

curriculum changes. Mawson demonstrated that Social Studies had gained much 

attention during the late 1960's and throughout the 1970's. In Canada, the attention was 

partly due to the issue of Canadian content, and this issue caused much interest at the 

political level. With the celebration of Canada's Centennial in 1967, a rise in Canadian 

nationalism occurred which d i d  many aspects of Canadian life including education. 

In 1968, A. B. Hodgetts published What Culture? What Heritme? A Studv of Civic 

Education in Canada. which demonstrated that Canadian teachers and students lacked a 

knowledge of Canada In 1969, a Canadian Studies Confere~lce was held which resulted 

in the establishment of the Canadian Studies Foundation whose aim was to increase and 

improve the teaching of Canadian studies. In 1970, a regional project centre of the 

Canadian Studies Foundation was established in Western Canada called Project Canada 

West. Five years later, Me1 Hurtig published a survey of high school students which 

revealed student difficulty in amwering certain questions about Canada. 

The Canadian Studies Foundation, Project West and Me1 Hurting exerted a strong 

influence in creating awareness and support among educators, politicians and the lay 
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public for increased Canadian studies. The Alberta media picked up the issue and added 

their voice to call for increased Canadian studies. School boards and their provincial 

organizations, the Alberta School Trustees Association strongly pressed for more 

Canadian content in Social Studies. 

The Albena Department of Education responded to the "Canndilmism" pressure. In 

1973 and 1974, curriculum committees undertook the task of iden-g leaming 
. - 

resources that were written andl or published by Canadians. As well, in 1975 curriculum 

development teams were established to develop units in Canadian studies for specific 

grade levels. In 1977, the provincial government established the Alberta Heritage 

Savings Trust Fund Learning Resources Project which committed 8.37 million dollars to 

producing Canadian content studies materials (Mawson, 1982, pp. 14 1 - 143). 

Another source of attention focused on the Social Studies curriculum during the 

1970's was the impact of the Downey Report. In 1975, L. W. Downey and his associates 

completed their commissioned evaluation and presented an assessment of the 1971 Social 

Studies curriculum to the Alberta department of Education. The report of the assessment 

was titled The Social Studies in Alberta - 1975 - A Remrt of an Assessment The report 

concluded that there had been considerable slippage in the actual implementation of the 

program in Alberta classrooms. The report charged that the 1971 progratn of studies was 

not being effectively implemented in Alberta Social Studies classrooms (Mawson, 1982, 

p. 91). 

Mawson's study concluded that the Alberta government after the 1971 electionsj 

was one that actively sought change in the existing education system. During this period 
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the Alberta Government undertook a poIicy of revising the early 1970's trend to 

decentralize education. The influence exerted by the government on Alberta education 

was felt in the area of Socid Studies- Some of the influences were informal or iudirect. 

Mawson cited a number of individuals who discussed how this type of informal 

influence was exerted. The Premier, the Minister of Education, or some other prominent 

political figure would make a public pronouncement or statement on some matter relevant 

to the Socid Studies program. Individuals in the political and educational structures 

would be aware of the preferences of the prominent figures, would pick up on these 

stands, and endeavour to make an impact on the changes occurring in education. Here the 

influence was a subtle one, there were no dictates as to what changes had to be made. 

And yet in the subsequent changes that did occur there was evidence of the positions put 

forward by prominent political figures. The obvious example was the question of 

Canadian content Many prominent political individuals felt the need for increased 

Canadian history in the Social Studies program. In the curriculum that was finally 

developed, there is evidence of increased Canadian history in the program of studies. 

Other government influences were more direct- In some cases directives fiom the 

Premier and cabinet were given, as to how curriculum revisions should proceed. The 

government's move away fiom decentralization resulted in the adoption by the Alberta 

Legislature in May 1978 of a new set of Goals of Education for Alberta which cited, 

among other goals, the need to provide purpose and direction to cuniculum planning and 

evaluation, 
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One of the influences on policy decisions in general is that exerted by economics. 

The government had a great influence in this respect with the allocation of the 8.37 

million dollars to produce Canadian Studies materials. The large amount of money 

allowed for more individuals, such as educators and teachers in classrooms, to be hired to 

undertake curriculum work and thereby involved more people in curriculum writing, 

'piloting, developing of resources, and so on. The involvement of these people tended to 

increase their commitment to the program and thus would ensure greater success in 

implementation as compared to the 1971 program. The widespread use of this program 

would ensure that the government mandate for education would be carried out with more 

specificity and greater standardization. Thugh her research Mawson demonstrated that 

clearly the Alberta government during the 1970's was an interventionist one which 

influenced the direction of curriculum development. 

However it becomes conclusive that the government acted to alleviate the 

pressures exerted by major intexest groups. The placating of such pressure groups 

demonstrated the government's responsiveness. Responsiveness of a government to the 

perceived will of the people who have given it legislative power forms the basis of 

representative democratic society. Responsiveness is also a major contributor to the 

decision making process and is a characteristic of policy making in a participatory 

democratic society. 

The development process itseIf was open to input h m  various interest groups in 

the revisions that were undertaken. The Downey report provided formal evaluation. The 

public was solicited for its input by members of the Department of Education who 
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travelled throughout Alberta gathering reactions to the various reports and proposals for 

curriculum revisions. In many cases the l e d  of participation was confined to reacting to 

proposals or plans devised by government d h e n t s ,  commissions, and committees. 

Of course, it is difficult to ascertain the degtee to which the government was reactive to 

these inputs and was simply mirroring the demands of these interest pups  or whether 

they were the independent force that pushed for them and thereby acted proactively. 
. - 

Mawson feels that the govemment was probably both reactive and proactive (1982, pp. 

23 1-238)- This would be in line with the general theory of the decision making pnxess 

as outlined by J o h n  (1 974), Ratsoy (1 979), Weninget (1 988), and Cook (1984) and 

whose theories will be discussed in the following chapter. 

Korteweg's and Mawson's research into the development and changes to the Social 

Studies curriculum of Alberta h m  196 1 to 1 978 provide the antecedents for this study. 

Their findings helped to stress the fact that although the bureaucratic rational context is 

significant in the curricular decision making process, and an understanding of the power 

+ of individuals and their influence on policy making is of paramount importance, it is 

crucial that the underlying philosophy and ideology of the dominant elite and the roles of 

the government and the interest groups be considered when analyzing the curricular 

decision making process. 



CHAPTER THREE 

REVIEW of the DECISION MAKING PROCESS 

ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK 

Aaron Wddavsky r e c o e d  that "the analysis of any decision making process can 

hold immense fascination, but that it can be turned into a tedious rehearsal of tired 

concepts, especially where too much emphasis is laid on theory and too little on the 

investigation of real i s m s  and problems" (In Minogue, 1993, p. 30). With this warning 

in mind, not wishing to be t ' t e d i ~ ~ " ,  this chapter describes the theory of the decision 

making process. The description periodically makes use of events, actors, etc. fiom the 

w e  study to exemplify the theory However, at this point of the thesis, such use is not 

intended to serve as the explanation for actual genesis and development of the 1978 grade 

twelve unit of Social Studies, but rather as an analysis of decision making or policy 

determination in general. 

This chapter seeks to examine curriculum decision making and policy formation, as 

a detached academic study, to bring about an understanding of how, in theory, the 

decision making process leads to innovation in curziculum. The model of decision 

making was examined in isolation. There was an assumption that theory without practice 

is only a blueprint and often has little relation to the finished edifice. However, it was 

important for the aims of this chapter to try to achieve detachment of the model &om the . 
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praxis in order to have an &derstanding of what is going on, or more accurately, what 

should be going on, ifd occurred in conditions which were utopian. This chapter 

provides an "analysisu of the theory. Analysis which does not focus on "cldcatjon" 

(as it might in a quantitative study) but on "discussion" in order to reveal the theory with 

as much detachment b m  the praxis as possible. By first analyzing the theory of decision 

making, the h e  was constructed onto which the walls (the genesis and evolution of the 
. - 

specific case of the development of a unit of grade twelve Social Studies) could be 

subsequently placed. In this way the theory and praxis could be traced, relatively judged 

and the anomalies identified. 

Due to a shortage of research specifically on cutziculum policy makiag theory, the 

literature offered limited help to the analysis of the curriculum decision making process. 

Therefore, for the purposes of this study an approach was adopted whereby the findings 

fkom research into decision making in other fields were integrated with findings on 

educational decision making. This chapter, gained insights through the review of 

selected literature in the general field of pubiic policy-making. The theory provided a 

deductive framework for what was to be collected in the form of data, and it was used for 

the initial formulation of the specific research problems outlined for this study. 



POLICY DEFINED 

At its most simplistic levei, policy is the end d t  of a series of "steps", each of 

which represents decisions, which are taken to amve at a solution to a problem. If the 

solution to the problem is praiseworthy, or at kest workable, then the steps or series of 

decisions which were taken to arrive at the solution will become protofypical and will be 

transferable to other problems. A policy is thereby created to deal with other cases 

requiring solutions. Consequently, the concept of the decision making process and the 

concept of policy formation is an interactive process and the terms will be used 

interchangeably throughout this thesis. 

Hence, a policy consists of "a plan of some agent or agency to do something in 

particular" (Kern, 1976, p.6). Policies are classified according to the type of agencies of 

which they are a part of. According to this classification, educational curriculum policies 

would be policies of agencies whose mandate is cuxriculum development. The 

generalized assumption is that decision making, "represents a systematic, conscious, 

purposeful effort to influence the firture direction and activity of the institution and the 

enterprise" ( J o h n ,  1974, pp. 237-238). Policy formation, thus is a continuous and 

interactive process by which an institution reaches a decision, puts it into effect, and 

makes periodic revisions in response to changing societal needs and circumstances, as 

determined by the external and i n t d  pressures from the environments of which the 

agency is a part of. 
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Another assumption is that the decision making p~ocess is 'lanus' oriented. It 

simultaneously looks to the future while keeping an eye on the past to determine the best 

possible process when policy is formulated It is also ' Janusian', in that it often is 

perceived to be "two f d ,  having a public image as well as a bureaucratic image. 

PURPOSE and VALUE of POLICY 

The above represents an attempt to give the generic meaning of policy - to simplify 

it and explain i t  To explain, however is to "ex-plain" - or flatten out, which is usually 

intended to lead to prediction and control. Consequently, in order to explain policy, the 

question which should be addressed is not what is the meaning of policy but rather what 

is the aim or purpose or value of policy. It is not by chance that we use the words 

"meaning" and "purpose" interchangeably, for it is mainly purpose which constitutes 

meaning for us. 

The purpose is to set up a process which will achieve certainty in organizations, 

which will ensure that particular kinds of behaviom and actions and not others will be 

taken. A formalized decision making process *by, attempts to regulate, or in effect to 

maintain control. If the decision making process is exemplary, then it tends to reduce 

problems and often will formalize and even legitimize the organization. It is valuable to 

note that often a significant aspect of the decision meking process is what is not done as 

well as what is done. Consequences of inaction can be as great as the consequences of 
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action (Ratsoy, 1976, p. 1). The decision to act or not to act by a policy authorizing agent 

becomes especially important in times when policy is called into action, often to manage 

a crisis or deal with a controversial issue. 

In a democratic society, policies, educational or other, are g e n d y  responsive to 

the demands of citizens (the poiicy's public). Demands usually are requested to deal with 

controversy. This must be true, "for ifresponsiveness is lacking, a democracy does not 

exist independent of other characteristics of the systemn (Weninger, 1988, p. 4). 

RESPONSIVENESS and ITS CONTRIBUTION TO THE DECISION MAKING 

PROCESS 

The "crisis theory" of change in education implies two possibilities: change occurs 

in response to a crisis or a crisis occurs in response to a change. A series of events is put 

into place when citizens become sufEcientIy dissatisfied with an aspect of the education 

system or institution and employ methods to implement change either in terms of rightist 

or leftist ideology - i.e. either reactionary or radical. Because educational institutions, as 

a l l  other institutions, are part of a larger environment, rising discontent is usually 

preceded by shifts in the socio-economic and demographic composition of the 

environment. These shifts are very profound in the United States, but Alberta has also 

experienced several large shifts in its socio-political milieu since its formation in 1905. 

These shifts, in most cases, resulted in changes in educational policy as a result of citizen 
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dissatisfaction with the status quo. The realignments are believed to produce changes in 

expectations and thereby &ere is a constant necessity to also alter the way decisions are 

made (Ratsoy, 1 979; Weninger, 1980). 

Changes in expectations cause controversy to arise. Samwl Shermis provides a 

philosophical definition of controversy by noting that "important ideas in human 

experience explain significant valws, generate other ideas, produce revolutionary 
. - 

consequences, and attract allegiance and condemnation in eqyal proportions" (In Cook, 

1984, p. 3). For this reason decision making process which is fne h m  all controversy is 

hard to formulate and all processes are open to controversy, thereby all  policy requires 

constant change. Education policy is perhaps even more exposed to this phenomenon 

because it contains some of the most important and controversial ideas of any society. 

In education, the area likely to create controversy is the process of curricular 

decision making. Benjamin Cox warns that decisions about curriculum have political 

dimensions, and stresses that written school policy must place limitations upon classroom 

materials and methods and should also provide for and require the implementors of such 

policy and of curriculum with the training in the correct and effective approaches to 

introduce new controversial issues, themes, or programs into the classroom (In Cook, 

1984, p. 4). Education policy should undergo continuous evaluation and revision in 

order to meet the demands of changes in social values and in societal expectations. 

Policy change may also be effected simply because new policy makers amve on the 

scene and perceive a need to demonstrate their innovativeness, or because old policy 

makers want to insure that they wil l  not be replaced by new players and therefore act in 
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the only way they know how in order to insure their place - they bring about change to 

demonstrate that they have not become complacent and can still be responsive. Decision 

making fielled by this type of competition is usually rampant before and after political 

elections. In both cases there is a demonstration of the need for decision makers to be "in 

touch" with various aspects of the environment of their organizatious and to show that 

there is an adequate two-way flow of information between the decision makers and the 

various publics of the policy (Ratsoy, 1979, p. 101). 

ECONOMICS and ITS CONTRIBUTION TO THE DECISION MAICING 

PROCESS 

Responsiveness to public demand is, thmfore,sen as a fundamental contributor 

to the formation of the decision making process. Another contriiutor is Economics. 

Economics is the science of scarcity and choice. Scarcity is seen as a limiting factor with 

respect to the attainment of any decision. The notion that .there is alternative methods to a 

problem inherently adds the need for change. As in all other fields, educatiod decision 

makers are constantly weighing the monetary alternatives to net the highest possible 

benefits for the moneys spent (Johnson, 1974). Decision makers must balance the 

available resources with the needs of their public. 

During times of fiscal restraint decisions are made around the intaplay between 

"public wants" v m  "public needs". Decisions are made based on what decision makers 
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perceive the public "needs". Often in order to ensure that policy will be implemented, the 

decisions must be presented to appear that they are in fact what the public "wants" as well 

as what it "needs". F. Lutz points out, howwer, that inwvations based on public wants 

(instead of public needs) often change things symbolically but seldom change things 

strucRuaUy (In Pugh, 1990, p. 11). 

Government decisions on education in times of fiscd restmint focuses on the 

following aspects: 

1. initiating spending cuts and changes in the management of education which often 

results in a centralization of control; 

2. introducing curriculum changes that put the emphasis on core subjects (or back 

to the basics) and reduces the options available; 

3. mandating changes in evaluation and accountability by imposing or re-imposing 

standardized tests and elaborate streamed programs; and 

4. championing the diversion of h d s  fiom publicly nm 

educational iastitutions to privately run programs (Decore & Pannu, 199 1, pp. 75-90). 

The decision to make changes that have economic impact is presented to the 

policy's public as a response to the needs of the socio-economic climate of society. 

However, it is ofken an opportunity by the authorizing agent to re-focus power and 

retrench the system. 
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ESSENTIAL A C T W R U ~  WITHIN THE DECISION blAKING PROCESS 

The formation of policy may be viewed as an interactive decision making process 

which involves a number of steps: proposal development; aggregation of proposals into 

integrated p r o ~ ~ s ;  legislative action, or regulation; supplementary change to the 

legislated proposals; implementation; and review or evaluation (Johnson, 1974; Zeigler & 

Tucker, 1976; Mitchell, In ORei.Uyy 1991). 

The decision making process begins when the need for action is articulated as a 

result of the emergence of a problem. One or more alternatives are suggested to solve the 

problem and thus proposal development begins. Different proposals are developed, each 

aimed at solving the perceived problem. Each proposal strives to present the answer in 

such a manner as to appear to be the only conceivable alternative. This stage can be 

identified as "agenda setting". 

Once a formal proposal has been submitted by one or more of the policy actors it is 

usually reviewed by the office of the chief executive. It often occurs that the aggregation 

of different proposals are integrated into a single proposal. The process of aggregating 

the possibilities into a single answer results in considerable interaction between the 

source(s) of the proposal(s) and the office of the chief executive in order to clarify 

meaning and intent. This stage would be characterized by "agenda refining". 

Legislative action is the process of making "legal" the results of the agenda setting 

and the agenda refining. During this period public participation is sought out, but it is 

typically informational, in the attempt to initiate discussion. The aim of the discussions 
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is to provide a semblance of unity bewen the decision makers and the publics of policycy 

This strategy is added to comply with the responsiveness which the decision makers wish 

to exhibit The legislative action step produces a formal document which is an order from 

those in legislative power to those who will implement the action. 

The next two stages in the process are substantially less public than the preceding 

steps. There is typically a delay between the legislative action and the implementation 

stages. For example, because of the constraints of the academic t h e  table, cuniculum 

decisions made late in the school year, will not take effect until a new school year begins, 

a year later. A M e r  rationale for this delayed reaction between legislative action and 

implementation is ttueefold. First, it makes it possible to develop implementation 

procedures. Second, the delay provides for a transition period between the old and the 

new p r o m ,  during which time those affected by the decisions can be informed. Third 

it provides a final chance to make minor adjustments, major change or even a revocation 

of legislation prior to implementation. 

The stage of implementation is an activity of low visibility. It is at this stage that 

the relationship between the intent of the decision and the final product of the decision 

can be modified, covertly or overtly, by those charged with Carrying out the policy. In 

education, the most apt example is the militancy of teachers. Typically teacherst 

organizations have had very little influence upon educational policy. As compared to 

other professions, teachers have become less politically active and more reluctant to 

challenge the authority of superiors. However, even during their passive periods, teachers 

have shaped the educational process within the classroom, which coincidentally is the 
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level at which most public satisfaction or dissatisfaction could be expected (Zeigler & 

Tucker, 1976; O'ReiUy, 1991). 

Impiementation, is essentially to do with the tuming of the product of the decision 

making process (the policy) into specific programmes - and hence it is the pgmatic 

stage of an often philosophical process (Dale, 1989, p. 60). To relate this to education 

one must simply note that teachers are often considered technocrats instcad of 

professionals and are expected to put the resuits of the process of decision making, into 

which they often have had no input, into practice. However, in effect, teachers are the 

gatekeepers of the policy and have great covert influence over how the dictated product is 

delivered. They effectively perform a filtering fimction depending on their feelings 

toward the mandated policy. Thus at this stage the tension is especially acute between the 

authorizing agents and the implementing agents. 

The final step of the process is the external and internal review and evaluation 

which includes the review of the past decisions in the light of the new decisions. Review 

must necessarily follow implementation, but the review process is continuous and not 

simply a one-shot affair. Internal review is undertaken by the decision makers. External 

review involves participation by the general public and the pressure groups which may 

have initiated the need for action in the first place. Added to this review is a check on the 

financial feasibility and the financial impact of the decision (Dale, 1989; Ziegler & 

Tucker, 1976). Mitchell notes that evaluations which are part of the review process tend 

to be politically influenced and often have consequences for continuation, modification, 

or demise of an action (In O'ReUy, 1991, p. 1 17). In the educational sphere, the issue of 
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equality of educational opportunity looms large in the review process, as well as the 

debate over control and who has the right to make the decisions. 

POLICY ACTORS 

Decision making and policy formation in public organizations are the responsibility 

of the legal branch of the organization. This is true whether the organization is the 

government of the state or a cuniculum policy committee of a province. In the sense that 

the legislative branch is ultimately held responsible for any policy that is formulated and 

that reaches the implementation and evaluation stage. Educational decision making falls 

into the category of the responsibility of the Minister of Education and ultimately to the 

Provincial Premier since constitutionally education is the realm of each province within 

Canada However, at each stage of the decision making process, a set of key actors and 

agents of these key actors influence the process. These agents of the policy actors can be 

individuals as well as societal elements. The societal elements that can act as the agents 

of educational decision making actors include: politics (although in the broadest sense 

"politics" is a v e y  human and individual activity); controversial issues and crisis 

situations, the economy and the pressures of social change. Yet it is the human element 

which is part of the interest group (interchangeable with the term pnssun group) activity 

that ranks among the most visible contributors to policy change and decision making. 
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Educational decisions affect a wide range of public interest and stimulates considerable 

pressure-group activity on the part of concerned stakeholders. 

Paul Ross defines pressurr groups as organizations whose members act together to 

influence policy in order to promote common interests. Pressure groups try to permade 

the authorizing agents to make decisions which the groups advocate (1992, p. 3). Their 

mandate to "persuade" would indicate that the pressure groups seek influential power not 
. - 

authoritative power. Pross has defined several categories of pressure p u p s  and bad 

placed them on a continuum. At one extreme of the continuum are the "issue oriented" 

groups and at the other, the "institutional" groups. The institutional groups possess 

organizational continuity and cohesion; they have extensive knowiedge of those sectors 

of government that effect their interests. They have a membership that is stable, their 

objectives are solid and cumnt, and the importance of the maintenance of their 

organization generally outweighs the importance of any single goal. Issuesriented 

groups have limited organhtion cohesion, they have transitory membership, they 

develop quickly and focus on the determination of one or two problems or issues. They 

are excellent vehicles for generating immediate public reaction to crisis situations (Pross, 

1975, pp. 9-17). 

Pressure group activity in education includes many racial, religious, labour and 

civil rights organizations, corporate profasional lobby groups as well as educational 

groups. The institutional pressure groups such as the Alberta Teacherst Association or the 

educational faculties of universities, ofien provide the impetus for creating the issues in 

education. Many professional educators are distrustful of the lay people and feel that 
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educatio~liil decisions should be in the hands of the prof&onaI educators. They feel that 

important decisions about curriculum, f~ilities, jmmnnel and finances should be the 

province of persons trained in education. These groups form strong institutional pressure 

groups and support the idea that government and politics should be kept out of education. 

However, voters, who supply money for public schools and therefore feel that it is their 

legitimate right to control them, believe that citizen control of education is a vital 

safeguard of democracy- These individuals support "issue oriented " pressure p u p s  who 

appear under crisis conditions. 

The theory of the democratic political system assumes that schools are public 

institutions which should be governed by the citizens through elected representatives and 

thereby validates some type of centralized decision rnaking process (Dye, 1987, pp. 170- 

175). Issw-oriented groups in education would resembIe the concerned citizens who felt 

that Canadian Social Studies was not preparing students in the knowledge of Canadian 

content and thereby failing in its mandate to aaia responsible citizens. Ceaain nationalist 

groups in the 1970's identified this as an issue and many other interests groups evenmy 

evoked their influence to impact on curriculum decisions by exerting pressure on their 

elected representatives. 



METEIODS FOR LEGITIMIZING DECISIONS 

Institutions, therefore, find that their decision making process is influenced by 

internal, external, human and non-human Muences which become responsible for their 

policy formation or refonnation. Policy, no matter what the source of its impetus may 

achieve various purposes for which it was formulated, or it may achieve pllrposes for 

which it was not overtly formulated and which were unintended- Some believe that all 

decisions have unintended results, no matter how carefblly the decisions are made. 

Policy formulated with a specific purpose may achieve results which were unexpected, 

unwarranted, and undesired by even the original decision makers, not only by those that 

are effected directly by the decisions. This is so because a policy cannot control the 

reactions of those who are charged with interpreting and implementing it. In some cases 

it may also be possible that certain policy may have a hidden agenda known only to the 

decision makers and thus cannot be taken at its face value. 

However, decisions, no matter what their overt or covert purposes must be 

legitimized before they can serve as policy. In some cases the legitimatization of certain 

decisions may be required prior to implementation, in other cases such legitimatization 

follows implementation. In keeping with the democratic process, legislative groups seek 

legitimacy for their decisions though a process of consultation. Governments consult 

with the public and encourage the public to consult with the government. The objective of 

collsultations by the public and pressure groups is to influence decisions to be made in the 

interests of the common good and to promote the interests of the group. It may be a mild . 



form of propaganda. The objectives of the government to consult the public is to promote 

the idea that decision making is politically responsive and themby legitimate. 

Opportunities are created for the public to become more informed about the issues and 

therefore more willing to seek cotlsultation about them with those who ultimately make 

the decisions. 

Don Cochrane (1991) advances several arguments in tavoul of greater public 

involvement through consultation: in the positive Rousseauan tradition, the populace 

knows its own interests better than those who govga, thus the "general will" must be 

consulted; in the negative, the populace needs to protect itself against sinister interests. In 

the individual Lockean moral argument Cochrane posits that, though individuals, singly 

and coIiectively, can mistake their best interests and even support sinister causes, what 

befslls them is at least the result of their own decisionsy and so, they presewe their 

dignity, if not always their well being. This is the idea of the "fiee-will" valued by 

individualists. 

Unfortunatelyy in practice, those being consulted caanot always be certain that what 

they are engaged in is a genuine conference. "Governments often have their own agendas 

which are not always consistent with the ideals of consultation. Their interests may lie 

simply in: providing symbolic validation for a policy already decided upon; in stalling for 

time while pretending to listen to the public; in insuring better implementation of the 

policy at a later stage; or in locating political minefields and diffusing responsibility for a 

particular decision" (Cochrane, 1991, pp. 22-24). Critics have even suggested that in fact 
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the appearance of consultation does not actually legitimate policy but is simply a tool for 

political pi-g of interest pups ( C o c b e ,  1987, pp. 216 & 217). 

Another process by which decisions may become legithami, involves the use of 

special committees. Committees or commissions are established to study particular 

aspects of a system when it is out of accord with eitha society or with other parts of the 

synem. The recommendations brought in by commissions kquently lead to 

considerable controversy and debate before a11 or part of the reports are acted upon or 

implemented (Katz, 1974, p. 92). 

Two moot questions arise h m  the use of committees and commissions. First, 

what legitimacy is conferred on a particular commission? Secondly, what legitimacy do 

they themselves generate? In answer to the first query, there is the overt, legal and formal 

legitimacy, deriving h m  the fsct that those who appoint them have been elevated to 

public office tbrough the electoral process. The second issue is more problematic for it 

would follow that the legitimacy accorded by a majority is bound to have a stronger moral 

acclaim than legitimacy given by a minority (Kogan & Atkin, 1982). However, since 

commissions are formed through a democratic process and since all commissions are 

legitimated by those who gave them power, it would seem that their legitimacy coincides 

with the legitimizing power of those who commissioned them. Whether committees or 

commissions nre used in order to aid in the decision making process the dilemma is raised 

about whether minority or majority power gives legitimacy to decisions. The solution to 

the dilemma must therefore be solved by deciding on a style of decision making 

acceptable to the most. 



STYLES of DECISION MAKING 

C. D. Ledgerwood (1978), who was an influentid person in shaping the 1971 

Alberta Social Studies Master Curriculum Plan, outlined b e  approaches to 

1egitimi;ration of curriculum decision making. Each of the thrre approaches represents a 

style of decision making. The fht of these is the centralized approach where control is 
. - 

vested in a cenoal authority - i.e. the Department of Education; the second route is the 

shared approach; and the third style is that of devoIution, Each approach was labelled 

according to the paradigm upon which it was based 

Thus, the centralized or hierarchical style is characterized by a basic paradigm 

which attaches importance to classification, order and control. It assumes that a 

comprehensive knowledge of the curricular needs of all districts in the province may be 

synthesized and translated into specific and comprehensive ceculum guides. This is 

consistent with Guba and Clark's RDDDA. model of change, in which an elite 

Researches and Qevelops a product which is then m m i n a t e d  to a passive group of - 

Adopters. This style compares to what has also been IabeIIed as the "linear expert" - 

model, the "institutional mode" or the "instrumental" approach (Guba & Clark, 1975). 

In the shared approach to curriculum decision making the major stress is on 

participation. Although a centralited authority is present, participation at the local level 

is encouraged. The concept underlying this approach is that specific needs are best 

determined at the local level. However, there is a controlling factor of centralized control 

which ensures that core subjects are delineated and included in the teaching process. 
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Basic to the shared approach or the mutualistic style is a world view that defines human 

beings as seIf-directed beings living in hannony with an independent miverse. This style 

relies on a democratic leadership and regards participation just as important as efficiency. 

Mutualism is based on the assumption that everyone - teacher, student, parent, 

administrator, academician, community worker - has some fonn of expertise to contriiute 

to the making of curricular decisions. Hierarchical ranking of these "experts" is to be 

avoided and everyone is to share in decision making. Hence the label of "shared 

membership", "interactive " and "circular conse~lsus'' models are all related to this 

mutualistic style. 

Ledgerwood (1 978) characterized devolution as a complete decentralization of 

decision making wherein all cURiculum decision making authority is vested in the local 

school system, or in its most extreme fonn, at the school or classroom level. There is no 

central coordination or decision making if this approach is followed Indeed, each district 

or school determines its own curriculum policies, develops its own guidelines and 

prescribes its own instructional materials. This completely autonomous style derives 

£?om the paradigm in which the world is viewed as random, and as egocentric and society 

as unstructured. Major characteristics of the decision making process in this style are 

developed authority and laissez-faire leadership. It is consistent with the "do your own 

thing" philosophy. It assumes that each teacher or in the extreme case, each student 

should develop his or her own ctuxiculum. This type has also been labelled as 

"individualistic" and "dialogical" (Ledgerwood, 1978). This style of curriculum decision 

making was at the root of the Progressive Education Movement of the 1950's and 1960's . 
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Some of its characteristics were apparent in the process of development that was 

followed to create the 1971 Alberta Social Studies Curriculum. Its critics have labelled 

the results of such curricular decision making as the "cafeteria curriculumf'. 

It should be emphasized that these approaches not mutually exchsive. In 

reality, qualities of each approach are often utilized in any given situation. In al l  of the 

above approaches to decision making, legithimtion is achieved by the acceptance of the 

rationalee behind each model. If one accepts, or is rationally led to accept, the philosophy 

on which, for example, the hierarchical model of decision making is based, then the 

acceptance of the philosophy of value system legitimizes all decisions which are made by 

the use of that method. 

COMPETING VIEWS of the POLICY PROCESS 

Irrespective of which of the three different styles of decision making is employed to 

develop curriculum, two competing and extreme views of the process itself, may be 

identified. These views may appear in either of the three styles. One view is the purely 

political, focusing on the relationship between power and decision-making; and the other 

is largely rational, which examines the relationship between rationality and decision 

making. 

In the political view, the human element plays a large part posing difficult issues. 

These issues arise not only when to some immediate controvetsid crisis occurs, but also 
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when some group or another expresses an unmet need or want and another group omses 

the demand. Wants find their origins in personal values and self interests. The diverse 

values and self-interests thus join in a decision battle. Each group attempts to assemble 

support for its position - in order that it will have the power to persuade the legislative 

powers such the Minister of Education that its position is best - best, in this case, 

meaning unacceptab1e to the fewest people. 

In the support-seeking campaign there may be a tendency to distort information to 

the public. There may also be a tendency to use subtle threats to those responsibie for 

decision making. The major stages in this political view of decision making are very 

similar to the essential activities of all policy formation wbich had been identified in this 

chapter. They are: issue identification; political action; decision; and evaluation The 

stages of this view, however do exhibit certain idiosyncratic differences. Issue 

identification, in the political perspective, is largely ad hoc and unpredictable. It occurs 

when a particular group sees its values ignored, its wants and needs unmet This action 

takes the form of special position advocacy, a demand q k n  the decision making 

authority. The political action stage is charactterized by value and position consolidation, 

~e~interest determination, quest for influence, the formation of coalitions, negotiations, 

meditation, compromise and, in extreme cases, hostility and conflict. 

The decision phase generally results fhm compromise, but sometimes fiom 

confrontation and fiom a test of power. Mediation of the final decision is by an authority 

which sunives only through its ability to displease the least possible number of groups or 

individuals. The stage of implementation depends for its effectiveness and lor 
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authenticity upon the commitment of those responsible for implementing the decisioa If 

the decision has their approval, it is likely to be authentically implemented; if it does not 

have their approval, it is Iike1y to be effectvely aborted. As previously mentioned this is 

often the case when changes are dictated instead of brought about in a collaborative style. 

The political approach to decision making is also termed provocatively as 

disjointed incrementalism. This form posits the decision maker as starting not with some 
. - 

ideal goal but with the status quo. Decision making entails considering only incremental 

change, or changes at the margins. The incrementalist approach is accused of being 

unjust since "good" decisions are assessed not by their ranking on some objective 

evaluative criterion but simply by their acceptability in a particular situation. The 

approach is therefore thought to favour the interests of the most powerfid and thought to 

under-repnsent the interests of the underprivileged and politically unorganized (Smith & 

May, 1993; Ham & Hill, 1984). 

On the other extreme end of the decision making continuum is the Rational View, 

or the Rationalistic Approach. This extreme type is also conceived of as a four phase 

cycle involving the tasks of assessment; development; choice; and implementation. 

Assessment, as the name implies is the process of evaluating existing decisions or voids 

in the c m t  policy. This process involves the Ianusian approach of looking backward 

and forward at the same time and looking inside and outside of the institution. 

Evaluating what was and what can be. 'This process may be simple, intuitive and 

judgmental, or it may be information based and complex. The more complex information 

techniques might include: validation of existing policies - to determine whether or not . 
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their rationales or bases are consistent with the clmcnt values and goals of 

the organization; Mtutional evaluations - to verify whether or not policies are being 

implemented effdvely; trend analysis and fbture forecasthg - to determine whether or 

when existing decisions may become obsolete, in terms of society's needs and aspirations. 

Development involves the creation and testing of alternative decisions. This phase, 

may be simple as it is when there is only one obvious solution to a problem. But in more 
. - 

complex matters the process may include; systematic assembly of plausible alternatives; 

testing altematives for feasibility (economic, political, educational and practical) and 

preparing appropriate information for choice. The Choice stage is simply the act of 

selecting f?om among the available alternatives. This is the ultimate act of any decision 

makingprocess. Implementation is frequently the stage at which policies flounder. This 

is particularly the case in large-scale policy changes which are calculated to result in 

major innovations. 

The rational approach has been widely criticized. It is regarded as being too 

narrow. It neglects the range of political variables which limits the extent of choice 

available in the light of the power or relevant vested interests. Most decision makers do 

not work in an environment devoid of constraints. They are simply not fkee to consider 

all possible options (Smith & May, 1992; Ham & Hill, 1984). Hence, in the extreme 

purely political view, the process is one in which individuals and p u p s  simply compete 

with each other for the achievement of seKinterestst In the purely rational view, decision 

making process is seen as an intelligence based process of assessing the effectiveness of 

the status quo and developing viable, new alternative approaches, choosing the most 
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energetic alternative and putting it into practice. Either view can be introduced into the 

centralized approach, the shared approach or the devolution approach to curriculum 

development 

Of course as any case study will attest, the process never follows either of these 

pure alternatives. For decision making is both an intellectual and political process 

(Downey, 1977, pp. 135-142). Decision making is politid, not because all decisions are 

by-products of power and conflict but because key actors have bem appointed, selected, 

elected, or nominated to act on behalf of others. In combining the intellectual and 

political perspectives, a pragmatic, workable process is developed which may be adapted 

to hc t ion  in a wide range of organizations. 

Chapter Three up to this point has examined the diverse aspects of the decision 

making process by using various themes. The thematic strands identified included: a 

generic classification of the decision making process which identified the agents and 

actors responsible for influencing decisions; the aims of policy; and the methods of 

legihization of the decisions made through the process. These themes were revisited 

using competing views and models. Running through the discussion was the realization 

that the process is a facor of innovation and as such it is wrought with constant 

controversy and conflict due to the very nature of innovation. It is also evident that the 

various models and styles of decision making are interrelated and borrow concepts and 

methodology h m  each other. In fact, on the sdiice, it may be difficult to identify the 

subtleties which each theme adds to the decision making process. Perhaps this is what 

Widavsky had meant when he noted that analysis of the decision making process can be 
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tedious rehearsal of tired concepts dess  they are tied to an investigation of real issues 

where the subtleties become evident and thereby thought provoking. 

In the next section of this Chapter, selected literature was reviewed in an attempt 

to provide answers to a series of "Whys". Why is it important to identify the process? 

\Khy is it important to identify the policy actors? Why is such an investigation of the 

concept of the decision making process important to the curriculum development field as 

well as to society as a whole. 

In order to provide answers, various sets of reiationsbips existing between 

education, politics, ideology and the state were dyzed.  Some of these relationships 

have been identified in Chapter Two during the discussion of the symbiotic relationships 

between ideology, curriculum and the state. The aim of such an analysis was foremost to 

identify the wherefores of the importance of gaining knowledge about the curriculum 

decision making process and secondarily to construct a framework to support a personal 

bias. The personal bias presumes that the knowledge of and the control of the process is 

imperative for those who have power or for those who wish to gain power in al l  types of 

societal systems. 

POLITICS and POWER 

As it has previously been borne out there is a conceptual confusion evident in the 

literature which makes it impossible to discuss the concept of decision making without 



refance to the political process. Political process is defined by Zais as not being 

confined to the phenomena involving government; but r e f h g  more broadly to al l  

processes by which conflicts among competing public policies are molved (h Mawson, 

1982, p. 239). 

Joel Spring (1988, p. 23) defined politics, per say, as the pursuit of power and 

control. He identified educational innovation, as a product ofthe political tensions in the 

system. Maurice Kogan (1978) also defined politics in terms of tension; as the tensions 

between social needs and private wants, the balance between W o r n  and control and the 

competition of societaI resources. Hildebrand (1 99 1, pp.3 & 4) offered a definition of 

politics in simpler terms, stating that politics has to do with an understanding of how 

people work together. 

Synthesizing the above definitions would indicate that the politics of the decision 

making process involves power struggles when people work together to make decisions 

which effectively bring about changes in the status quo. While thought should be given 

to the programs and organizations involved in decision making? the politid perspective 

must emphasize the human faor. People are primarily political entities and they can be 

pressured to adopt new programs or not to adopt new programs by others who possess 

power. 

Omstein and Hunkins (1 988, p. 238), recognized that people will work to adjust the 

status quo or my reforms to the status quo, until the values and beliefs align with their 

own - unless they can be convinced on the merit of the idea or are coerced into it. In the 

fmmework of the critical educational theorists, it has been argued that no educational 
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system, nor its cuniculum is neutral (Freke, 1973, p. 13). The schools respond to the 

social, political and economic needs of a nation and its citizens. These three factors are 

considered important because they constitute the most important needs for modern states. 

The relationship of these needs with the school curriculum is a complex one because 

while they influence the cuniculum, they too are influenced by that curriculum. The 

stability of regimes and the viability of their basic political practices depend upon the 

widespread acceptance of the values which support the regime. The belief that curricular 

content is important to the development of basic political values is widespread The great 

amount of attention paid to curriculum, especially those of history and Social Studies 

curriculum and the textbooks used in these disciplines, suggest that those in power also 

perceive a relationship between content and political values. An understanding of the 

educational system and the curriculum as a vehicle for the eaasmission of society's 

political mores and norms require knowledge of the content and effective processes used - 
in building the curriculum. 

At the risk of tautologizing, it must be declared that there is no "neutral" 

curricuium, however schools do transmit political values in a variety of ways. The 

contexts for, and types of political learniDg vary from one political system to another. 

While political indoctrination, in the traditional sense, may be becoming rarer, open and 

participant classroom political education is also unusual. The political socialisation of 

dominant values is the most common form of politid learning in schools (Harber, 199 1). 

Om of the competing views of the policy process that was identified previously in 

this study was the purely political, which called attention to the relationship between 
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power and decision making. This political view concentrates on the process of struggling 

with compaing interests, agendas and preferences in an attempt to gain the power to 

create educational policy and to administer its implementation As part of this critical 

view of the policy process, Baldridge (1 971) notes that while education is in some way a 

ratiod bureaucracy where the strumre is hierarchical and is tied together by formal 

chains of command, the bureaucratic paradigm or rational view of the policy process as 

outlined earlier, f d s  short. The process falls short since education is an open system that 

is subject to pressures and forces struggling for control in an o f h  irrational, political 

manner. Education cannot, therefore simply rely on decision making being subject to a 

simple hierarchical process. 

In speaking about policy making in educational organizations, Ratsoy (1976, p. 1) 

declared that educatio~liil policy is affected by conditions in the intend and external 

environment of school systems. Hall (1972) had developed a typology of eight such 

environmental conditions which he labelled as: political conditions, legal conditions, 

economic, demographic, ecological conditions, cultural, social and technological 

conditions (In Sayers, 198 1, pp. 25 & 26). Weaver (1 9751 suggested that educational 

policy is established and developed at many levels within the educational bureaucracy, 

not simply at the top of the hierarchy, and is politically influenced at each level by many 

agencies and groups and individuals (In Sayers, 1981, p. 27). 

Perhaps the lack of case study research in the area of politics and education is due 

to the fact that the issues raised by the area requires work in a border zone between 

educational and political research. Many researchers may be reluctant to enter such areas, 
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for they involve cross-disciplinary efforts and close contact with concepts in disciplims 

with which they may be Mfamiliar (Jaros & Cannon, 1969). In the drive towards more 

and more specificity and speciali7ation, the academic community must return to such 

investigation despite the inhibiting factors. If such cross disciplinary efforts are to be 

undertaken, delineation ofproblems and guides to investigation need to be developed- 

Developing typologies of disciplines that may be cross breached and ident@ing ordering 

schemes must be undertaken- This section of this study provides a modest attempt at this 

effort, 

It cannot be over emphasized that outside pressures on curriculum are many and 

powerful. By controlling the agenda of decision makingy powerful interest groups 

manage to suppress change or to escalate i t  In a democracy, however, the society at large 

has a "zone of tolerance", and a desire of "conflict avoidauce" and only when educators 

or education policies exceed the boundaries of this zone of tolerance is there a possibility 

of controversy and opposition. Educators and the educational system is inclined to try to 

avoid conflict, therefore, they are cautious about testing the boundaries of this zone of 

tolerance. This inherent cautiousness ensues in the inhibiting of innovation. 

Consequentlyy in many cases, curriculum innovation is incremental end will stray only 

slightly fiom the status quo. The other result of this tendency to heed the boundaries of 

the zone of tolerance can be observed by noting that when offended, even small groups, 

will attempt to exploit the fear ofcontroversy. Ifthey are successful in this, there is a 

good chance that both politicians and bureaucrats will avoid change, again to retain the 

status quo and their place in it. 
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Ziegler (1 967) in a &dy of teach- and politics had concluded that schools are 

often described as victims of unrelenting pressure %m extremist groups who keep a 

sharp lookout for deviations fiom the majoritarian ideology. Ziegler also alleged that 

there is an assumption that schools mirror the dominant values of the society they serve 

and, therefore, can be! expected to be replicas of the value structure of the society. 

Another argument for why schools operate in defeose of the status quo is that because of 

the structure under which they are governed and because of patterns of occupational 

recruitment and socialization, schools are of necessity institutions that function to set 

limits to the legitimacy of policy alternatives (Zeigler & Peak, 1970). 

Historically there has been a sense that education was apolitical. This assumption 

has been held strongly by fiont line educators and the general public. Wirt and Kirst 

speak ofthis as a myth which had been discarded by the 1980's. The fact that this myth 

was discarded just recently, may account for the reason for a lack of theory and research 

into the politics of school policy until recently (In Hildebrand, 1991, pp. 15 & 16). A 

number of critical theorists have contributed to the decline of this "apolitical myth". 

Michael Apple (1979) had asserted in his work on the political aspects of curriculum, 

that "the language of learning tends to be apolitical and ahistorid, thus hiding the 

complex nexus of political and economic power and resources that lies behind a 

considerable amount of curriculum organization and selection" @. 29). In the 1990 

edition of his work he reminds us that curriculum is never neutral, and implies that 

curriculum serves the vested interests of those in power which makes schools &air 

(Apple, 1 990). 



Maurice Kogan (1978) emphatically stated that those who attempt to make 

education non-political do not understand what education is aIl about He uses the 

examples of Hitier and Lenin to demonstrate that, in the extreme, education has often 

been used to gain political ends. Hildebrand (1991) acknowledges that many writers have 

gathered evidence that points to economic, social, and cultural interest that are being 

served by the cuniculum. These ends are just as definitely political as those that are 

being directly rehted to the official party politics. An apolitical position ignores the fact 

that the knowledge disseminated by schools comes fiom somewhere and was not created 

in a social and political vacuum @p. 14-17). 

Gay (1985) sweyed clmiculum policy making in England and Wales, Germany, 

Japan, Sweden and the United States. He found that in all of these systems, governments 

at the national and local levels became involved in curzicuium decision making. He 

concluded that the selection of curriculum objectives, content, activities, and evaluation 

are influenced as much by values and politics as by pedagogy (In Hildebrand, 1991, p. 

IS). 

Curriculum and the schools which use them are rooted in the society in which they 

are found and thus reflect that society and the dominant value structure within it. 'The 

inescapable conclusion is that our schools are the products of the very society that they 

are trying to improve1' (Wiles & Bondi, 1979, p. 225). Societal trends inhetent in social 

change effects education and the curriculum. Education is administered by officials who 

are under constant pressure h m  political and social forces. Of all society's institutions, 
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the school is probably the most yielding to demand for change h m  outside forces (Wiles 

& Bondi, 1979, p. 3 1). 

Tanner and Tanner (1975) wrote tbat the fimctions of the school and the model for 

curriculum which are embraced at a particular time are a reflections of the demand and 

expectations of the larger society. Changing socio-political forces have exerted changing 

I. 

I'he tendency is for schools to respond to 

106)- 

demands and expectations on the school. 

whatever pressures are most dominant @ 

James B. Macdondd (1971) concluded that it should be clear tbat any refom in 

institutional settings are intricately dated to multiple social pressures and are set in the 

context of a general cultural ethos @. 98). Curriculum design, development and 

evaluation are, and always have been and always will be special cases of political 

behaviorn (Phillips, Jr. & Hawthorne, 1978, p. 362). 

What researchers have stated is that the "modus operand?' of education - the 

curriculum (the official knowledge that is transmitted in schools, and the manner in which 

it is transmitted) - is a result of activity that has been directed towards influencing or 

controlling decisions about the allocation of values. Deciding who should have input into 

the curriculum is clearly an act of politics. It is a political reality that some people have 

greater power than others in making curriculum decisions and it is the obligation of any 

educational system to attend to this process fully aware of the political dynamics of any 

change which is brought about (Hildebrand, 1991, p. 20). 



CHAPTER FOUR 

METHODOLOGY RESEARCE DESIGN and PROCEDURES 

The objectives of this study were to conduct a holistic, historical survey and 

documentary analyses of those processes which resulted in the development of a single 
. - 

Social Studies teaching unit. The single teaching unit was meant to exemplify the intents 

of the 1978 revised Social Studies curriculum- The author examined the customized unit 

which was designated by Alberta Department of Education as a major resource to be used 

in the teaching of the 1978 revised grade twelve Social Studies cuniculum. The section 

of .the grade twelve course for which the teaching unit was to give support dealt with a 

global perspective of the concepts of "Co-operation and Connict Among Nations". me 

unit was developed by Victor A. 2eIinsk.i and was circulated to Alberta schools under the 

tide "Should We Encourage the Development of World Government?". This chapter 

discusses the research procedures which were used for obtaining and assessing data As 

importantly, it discusses a series of key assumptions which underlie the research design. 

RESEARCH DESIGN 

The general strategy and design chosen for this study was a synthesis of the 

descriptive, qualitative and historical methods. The descriptive category assumes that 
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the research can describe and interpret a phenomenon. It is concerned with conditions or 

relationships that exist; practices that prevail; beliefs, points of view, or attitudes that are 

held; processes that are going on; effects that are being felt; or trends that are developed. 

Its major purpose is to tell "what was" and to "tell it & it was". 

A consistent theme throughout the literature was that education is an open political 

system which cannot be treated in an isolated manner because, as a system, it evolves 

&om the needs and interests of the society which it is a part, As such, any consideration 

of education or its parts must be done with the endogenous view that education cannot 

stand apart fkom other social influences. The interaction between education and ideology 

and the close telationship between educational governance and the state were both 

identified. Out of this identification there also emerged the debate over the 

centralization-decentralization of power which is manifested by the available styles of 

decision making. 

As discussed in Chapter Three, the political view of the decision making process 

recognizes that societal conditions lead to demands which are brought to bear on 

educational policy making by internal and external interest groups. Accordingly, as 

policy is executed society is in turn effeaed through a number of feedback processes. 

Education tends to be subject to social, economic, and cultural pressures. 

The policy of curriculum development therefore, cannot be easily understood if 

isolated h m  its context As policy making is part of an "open system" (Kirst & Mosher, 

1969), the factors affecting decisions should not be divorced fkom the socio-cultural 

aspects of human behaviour. These factors cannot be easily quantified and thus they do 
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not lend themseks to quantitative research. These same factors, although they cannot 

be quantified can however, be understood through the use of the qualitative method. 

The qualitative method allom investigation of the individual factors inhetent in decision 

making without the need to isolate them fiom the total process of policy making. 

The qualitative descriptive methodology does not attempt to manipulate the culture 

or remove the problem fkom its natural setting. This bdamental assumption led to the 
. - 

selection of the qualitative descriptive methodology grounded in naturalistic inquiry for 

this study. ' h e  strategy of the descriptive research chosen was the case study. The case 

study (the development of a single unit of Social Studies resource material) examines, in 

depth, a single part of a larger experience (the reform of the 1971 Social Studies 

CUITiculum). The aim was to discover as many variables as possible that are important in 

the development of that single Social Studies unit, to gain an understanding of the 

process, as well as, to analyze how the creation of this particular unit fared in terms of the 

theoretical perspective. Are there large anomalies between how public decisions are 

made in theory and between how they are made in actual practice? Were the elements or 

steps taken to mate the single Social Studies Unit conceptually or theoretically 

inconsistent with the authoritative steps of the decision making process? 

THE HISTORICAL CASE STUDY APPROACH 

The case study, as defined by S h  Merriarn (1988) is an examinaton of a 

specific phenomenon such as a program, an event, a person, a process, an institution or a 
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social group @. 9). As a research strategy, it attempts to examine an incident or a 

circumstance in its real life context especially when the boundaries between the incident 

and the context are not clearly evident (Y i i  1981, p. 59). An assumption made by this 

study is that there is an interaction of context and the process of curriculum development 

There exists a relationship between the cultural, social and political ethos and the creation 

of the 1978 Social Studies curziculum- Thus, the probIem identified by this study is 

consistent with the requirements for the case study as defined by both Merriam and Yi 

The purpose for this case study was not to test the theory outlined. The theory of 

policy formation or the decision making process simply provides a h e w o r k  for what 

was to be observed. The case study is also a good meam of evaluating educational 

phenomenon because of its ability to explain the causal links in real-life interventions 

that, as mentioned previously, are too complex for the survey of experimental strategies. 

Another strength is its ability to describe the real-life context in which an intervention has 

occurred This study identifies the unit in Social Studies as the "real-lifer' context and the 

process used and the actors involved in the process to develop it, as the "intervention". 

Evaluation of educational phenomenon may benefit in a causal manner from an 

illustrative case study of the intervention itseK In this contea this study provides for the 

possibility to produce a set of guidelines which can be used in fuhlre evaluation of the 

curricular decision making process. 

Finally, the case study strategy is a good choice because it may be used to expiore 

a situation (i.e. the creation of the unit) in which the intervention (i.e. the decision making 

process) being evaluated has no clear siwle set of outcomes. The answers to the Group . 
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Two questions posed in chapter One may be interpreted tbrough the use of many values. 

Therein lies the possibility that each separate interpretation may produce a d S ! t  set of 

outcomes. 

The focus for this research is a process - the process used to develop a unit of 

Social Studies. In emphasizing the importance of a process rather than an outcome, 

another justification for selecting the case study methodology is added (Memiam, 1988, 

pp. 3 1 & 32). In the past, the case study has proved particularly usefid for studying 

educational innovations, for evaluating programs and for informing policy. Collins and 

Noblit (1978) identified the strengths of this type of research, which they called "field 

studies", for the area o f  policy analysis: 

"[First], field research better captures situations and setting which are more 

amenable to policy and program intervention than are accumulated individual 

attributes. Second, field studies reveal not static attributes but understanding of 

humans as they engage in action and interaction witbin the contexts of situations 

and settings. Field studies en better able to assess social change than more 

positivistic designs, awl change is often what policy is addressing (In Merriam, 

1988, p. 33). 

To complete the synthesis of methodology for this study, some of the tools of the 

historiographer were added to the qualitative descriptive case technique. Some historical 

research is essentially descriptive and elements of historical research and the descriptive 
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case study often merge. One of the methods of historical research is an attempt to 

establish causes, effects and trends and in doing so amve at conclusions concerning the 

past that may help to explain the present. Based on the evidence gathered fkom primary 

sources, conclusions are draw11 regarding the past so as to increase the knowledge of how 

and why past events occurred and of the process by which the past became the present 

(Ary, Jacobs, Razavieh, 1979, Chapters 1 Bt 1 1). The result is increased understanding 

of the past that will allow for greater uuderstanding of the present and a more rational 

basis for making present choices. This in turn can allow for greater freedom in 

determining present events and subsequently, may allow for more accurate 

forecasts/projeCtions concerning the future. After all is said it must be remembered that 

"what is past is prologue". 

One of the premises of the historical methodology is that by providing a 

chronological and thematic account of a past event, the research aims to look for 

underlying patterns. But for history to be of use, it has to be not only accurate but also 

relevant. A number of the techniques employed in this study are those which are 

common to historiography - in particular, the use of primary some material. The 

handling of historical material has to be systematic and involve the profess of 

distinguishing between Primary and secondary somces. Kerhger (1973) defines primary 

and secondary source documents in the following way: 

"A primary source document is the original repository of an historical dam, like 

an original record kept of an important occasion an eyewitness description of an 
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event, photographs, minutes of organizational meetings ...A secondary source is an 

account or record of an historical event or circumstance one or more steps removed 

fbm an original repository." (In Bosetti, p. 43). 

The nature of the final account also distinguishes this form of case study. h 

education, the hiSt0ri~d case study involves more than the chronological disclosure of the 

events. It also provides a "paper trail" to make it possible to understand an event and 

apply one's knowledge to present practice. As noted repeatedly, it requires knowing the 

context of the event, the assumptions behind it, and perhaps the event's impact on the 

participants (Merriam, 1988, p. 24) . A historical study, as its basic meaning suggests, is 

the memory of the past, retold in story form by those in the present However, history as 

simply a tale of the past without some meaning grounded in human appreciation, without 

some sense of the directions in which events of the past have moved, without analys&, is 

like Macbeth's tale of an idiot, "full of sound and fury signifying nothing". 

METHODOLOGY for OBTAINING DATA 

It was necessary throughout the collection of the data to continually take advantage 

of unexpected opportunities and nuggets of information which were often not part of the 

personal research "routine" or case study protocol originally set as part of the preparation 

for the data collection phase of this study. This development was due partly to the 
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continual interaction of the researcher with the theoretical issues and the data being 

c o l l d .  The literature review of the theory was an ongoing activity often 

m e l i n g  the data collection activity as newly found data o h  necessitated a return to 

the theory in order to make assessment of its value possible. This resulted in a larger time 

fhme for research than was originally scheduled. The researcher found that it was 

necessary to be adaptive and flexible but at the same time reduce the information to 

manageable proportions. This desire to make the data manageable, forced the researcher 

into being sensitive and responsive to evidence that was contradictory to the critical 

perspective which has been identified as the primary bias that permeates the study. In 

these instances there was a need for additional evidence. 

The role of the "detective" was an apt description of how the researcher viewed 

herself during the data collection process. The researcher, me the detective, arrived on 

the scene after the "crime" was committed and was basically working on a theory or 

inference of "how the crime occurred". The data collection replicated the search that the 

detective undertakes to locate not only the "circumstantial evidence" but also the 

"physical evidence" she needs to prove h a  theory of how the "crime" was perpetrated. 

The researcher, like the good detective, has to be open to the possibility that evidence is 

available which would lead to the need to locate new theory. The detective role was 

relished and made the routine activity of data collecting anything but tedious. 

Data fiom the case study portion of this thesis were gathered exclusively fiom 

documentary sources. Several research methods, combining dissimilar methods such as 

interviews, physical evidence as well as questionnaires would have been appropriate. 
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However, the nature of the problem suggests that the efficient research method would 

involve an analyses of documents. This is so, because as indicated throughout the 

literature review, the process of decision making is a very political process and as such 

there are many biases inherent in this type of research. the m e  of the problem 

there exists biases both on the part of any individuals who may have been interviewed 

becaw they had originally been part 'of the case under study, as well as on the part of the 

researcher- Because interviews and questionnaires, would al l  have to be filtered through 

a number of world views, values, and perspectives, and because it may be that reality is 

not a single objective reality but rather a set of multiple interpretations of reality, the 

fewer human interaction that are allowed, the fewer are the chances to transfigure truth 

into falsity. The decision to use only documentary sources is a way to diminish 

retrospective bias. 

There is also the problem of logistics as this study is limited to the "pastf' and 

therefore lacks contemporary sources of evidence. Interviews with key actors would 

have been in retrospect only. It would have become more an exercise in subjectivity than 

objectivity. Any study involving cases fiom the past already has a built in subjectivity 

due to their relation to the nature of historical research itseK This specific nature of 

history is the reason that it is fkquently argued that written history can never be 

objective; even if the personal bias of the historian can be ovmome (which many doubt). 

Therefore, it was decided by this researcher that the most efficient research method 

would involve an analysis of documents. Documents refer to printed and other materials 
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relevant to the case- As part of the protocol developed for this study, a variety of general 

documents were! identified as rdevant and were hspectd These included: 

* letters, memoranda and other wmmuniquts; 

* agendas, momcements and minutes of meetings, and other written reports of 

events 

* administrative documents - proposals, progress reports, and other internal 

documents 

* f o n d  studies or evaluations 

* news clippings and other articles appearing in the mass media 

* pmonal papers of influential persome1 

* completed studies of scholars. 

The advantage of document analysis iies in the fact that there exists data 

accessibility through published documents without the possibility of contamination 

through interactional effits common to interviews, observations and the like. However, 

how the past is reclaimed and inteqmted, even from primary sources, has a lot to do with 

the researcher's-a.k.a historian's, aka detective's-present .views, her values, and with the 

milieu of which she is a part of, as we1 as the ideology to which she adheres to. Oddly, 

any interpretation is also a product of her past. It is often the case that by interpreting the 

past the researcher will often shift her own present so that if she attempts a second 

interpretation of the same past, the new shift would oblige her to produce an 

interpretation which had been altered by her initial explanation. This is the reason why 
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the problems and questions raised and re-raised by this present study benefit from 

periodic replication by a different generation of researchers. 

Because the case investigated is a study of an event within its real life comext the 

researcher could not control the &ta coIIection environment and was led by the realm of 

the possible not the desirabie. The methodology for physically obtaining data revolved 

around two separate processes. First, the search for secondary sources which would 

illuminate various themes in the development of the 1978 Social Studies curriculum, and 

second, a search for primary sources which would illustrate the themes and theory 

discovered in the first process. 

The "detectivet' thus began the investigation by encompassing the findings within a 

wide circle and then laboured to arrange the findings into inward, spiralling circles. Each 

circle was smaller and contained a more specific set of information than its predecessor, 

in an attempt to "zoom" to the germination point. This strategy was used to locate 

secondary as well as primary sources. 

SECONDARY SOURCES 

The results of the search for secondary sources are presented in the discussion of 

the Literature Review. Fim, literature was searched which might later be selected for 

review. The search to check bibliographies, indexes, yearbooks and abmacts that 

referenced the topic was done h m  on-line computer sources. Once the references and - 
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abstracts were collected, ththere were decisions made as to which full-length sources would 

be obtained and which resources would be included in the review- This selection was 

based on the foHowing criteria: 

* the credentials of the author 

* the date of publication - most recent work was always included as well as work 

published near the time during which the case was played out 
I - 

* the degree of relevance of the literature to the topic 

* the quality of the source - i.e. academic? journalistic, etc. 

The next step in conducting the literature review was to evaluate each piece of 

literature selected for review. Each sample of literature chosen was assigned to a specific 

heading or theme under which the analysis, synthesis and critique would appear* The 

driving forces of the literature review themes were the themes identified in the theory of 

policy formation-outbed in Chapter Three. 

Among the specific secondary sourws reviewed were: Handbook of Research on 

Teaching? Issues of the Harvard Educational Review, The Review of Educational 

Research, The Yearbooks for the National Society for the Study of Education, The 

Handbook of Research on Social Studies, The Abstracts in ERIC related to the themes 

and the problem. A comprehensive examination of Dissertation Abstracts and Master's 

Thesis in Education Abstracts as well as specific annotated bibliographies of Social 

Studies research was also conducted for the years 1971 to present. The examination of 

these sources aimed to identify work which had been completed and which had relevance - 
to this thesis. The content and the bibliographies of these scholarly works were used to 
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identify further sources for review. It was important to find previous work which this 

thesis could use as a foundation and upon which it would continue to build Only after 

the above examination was completed was a proposal written for this thesis 

PRIMARY SOURCES 

A number of specific sources gleaned fiom the review of secondary sources, as 

well as those Located through searches independent of the secondary sources, were used 

as primary source documentary data for this thesis. One of the major wellsprings was the 

Department of Education Files. Access to these files was through the Provincial Archival 

Collections in Edmonton Since the period under examination is more than ten years old, 

aI l  files of the Department are on deposit with the Provincial Archives. Due to their age 

no files are restricted, except for a small number that deal with personal disciplinasy items 

and as a per policy are sealed for 100 years. 

Access to the files was solicited from the Department of Education, specificaIIy 

through the Director of CUTTiculum and through Central Records. The solicitations 

resulted in the assurances by key persoxmel, that d pertinent files are open, entry for 

research purposes are not restricted and no special letters of pnmission are needed to 

access these files. Since all unrestricted fZes have thus become public documents, 

assurance was also given that they may be reproduced in whole or in part, by whoever 

wishes to do so. 
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The archival documents generated by the Department of Education are physically 

stored at the Provincial Archives in Edmonton. Approximately one hundred and fifty 

individual 16"x 13"x 10" tote boxes filled with these documents were examined- This 

source provided a considerable portion of the primary source information obtained. These 

archival sources included: Agendas and Minutes of the Social Studies Curriculum Co- 

ordinating Committee; the minutes of the Social Studies Regional Office Consultants 

Meetings; Social Studies ~ e a c h i n ~  Units documents, including contracts, agreements, 

evaluations, field testing notes, meeting records with piloting teachers and unit 

developers, in-service materials, as well as personal memos fiom university associates 

involved in the preparation of these units. Other files consulted were: the minutes of the 

CUZLicuIum Policies Board Meetings h m  the &te of the Board's inception in 1976 to 

198 1 when the new Social Studies program was permanently in place; minutes of the 

steering committee for the Alberta Heritage Learning Resources; and that of the 

Ministersf Advisory Committee on Canadian Awareness Project; as well as the minutes of 

the Councl of Ministers of Education Canada. Aiso examined were minutes of  afI 

standing curriculum and policy committees, and ad hoc committees relative to the 

development of the Alberta Social Studies program. Supplementary materials such as 

occasional papers, reports, conference proceedings and official and unofficial 

correspondence were an additional and valuable source of informatioa 

A second source of documentary data, somewhat similar in kind but much smaller 

in scope were the holdings of the Libraries of the University of Calgary and the 

University of Alberta. These contained documents which had ken released to the public 
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by the Department of Education, such as the Department's Annual Reports, newsletters, 

discussion and position papers and poiicy announcements. AU documents bearing the 

Department of Education publication logo were examined in both li'brary holdings, 

including the results of al l  ministerial advisory committees in the anticipation that there 

were some referrnce to the needs of this study. The most useful mataials came fbm the 

Albem Department of Education Curriculum Policies Board In many cases drafts as 

welI as final copies of materials were examined to note any "edited" information. 

A third source of documentary data was made available h m  the Alberta Hansard, 

which provided the possibility to trace direct governmental intervention within the 

various committees involved in the making of decisions concerning the development of 

the 1978 Social Sndies c ~ c u l u m -  Still another source of documentary data was made 

available by the Alberta Teachers Association. It consisted of al l  public documents and 

files pertaining to the ATA Social Studies Specialist Council, briefs to governments and 

policy and position papers approved by the provincial executive council. In addition to 

the more extensive sources cited above, a number of less extensive sources of 

documentary data were found in the form of supplementary materials. They were usually 

donated by individuals with a special interest in curriculum development and included 

minutes of committees ( of which they were part of) as well as their personal notes taken 

while in attendance of these meetings. 

It is conceivable to explicitly state that it was possible to reconstruct the 

development of the unit of curriculum fkom the data that were obtained from all sources. 
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It was also possible to descni the deliberation process and provide an assessment of the 

nature of the Alberta curriculum policy-making process. 

DATA COLLECTION PROBLEMS 

At the time the research was conducted, the Provincial Archives wen! being 

reorganized and the holdings were being moved to new storage premises. The 

reorganization meant that reguired materials were often not available for on-site 

inspection when requested- This made the research process somewhat tedious and took 

longer than expected, often requiring considerably more "trips" to Edmonton than had 

originally been scheduled. Another problem which quickly became apparent was that 

not all Department of Education Files were catalogued. Many were simply placed in 

boxes marked with the name of the department, or key official who 'had generated the file. 

This required that all such uncatalogued "boxes" had to be shipped fiom the warehouse 

to the archival reading room, physically examined, box by box, file by file, item by item, 

in order to determine whether the contents would be usefbl to the research. 



CASE STUDY BASE 

An ongoing part ofthe research for this study was the building of a data base which 

could be used as supporting evidence for this thesis. This data base was to be w d  only 

as a working aid to the investigator, it was not meaut to be an appendix to the thesis or to 

be confusad with the study report, The list of this material has been included in the 

"Reference" section of this thesis as part of the works consulted and works cited. 

Many documents deemed relevant to the case were collected To make the documents 

readily retrievable for inspection at a later date and because, in fan, it was necessary to 

engage with each document several times during the research and analysis process, it was 

decided that whenever possible "copies" of data found would be obtained and kept "on 

hand". This required a large amount of physical storage space and a need for easy 

retrieval of any particular document 

To make retrieval possible, a manix was created - which consisted of two files. 

One in which all primary source and secondary source documents related to Group One 

questions were placed, and another which included the primary and secondary source 

documents which provided evidence for Gmup Two questiom. The form of the matrix 

was a reference list which was divided into collections according to "type" of document. 

Types of documents identified were: Unpublished Theses and Dissertations; published 

books; Department of Education qorts  and public documents; joumal articles; ERIC 

documents; Minutes of Meetings (fbther subdivided into categories identifying the 

source committees); Alberta Hansard excerpts; and miscellaneous resources. 
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Each document type was then coded (using wioured markers) according to the 

major themes identified by the literature review. Within each theme the individual 

documents were arranged in chronoiogical order wherever possible to aid in the initial 

reconstruction of the "paper trail". In addition, 4" x 6" refere~lce cards were filled out 

for each document, indicating bibliographic information and a shoa abstract of the 

contents of the document. The cards were then filed for easy access into the same 

categories that were used to wlour code the original documents. This system made it 

possible*to quickly retrieve the exact document required, without searching ttvough all 

the available documents for a particular &on of the study. The "cards" often required 

re-classification as their contents became interpreted and re-interpreted. 

DOCUMENTARY ANALYSIS DURING DATA COLLECTION 

Document d y s i s  was an ongoing activity conducted simultaneously during the 

data collection phase. Thus while collecting data, it was necessary to continually analyze 

the content. However, the more in depth, Intense Analysis of the data was left for the 

second, third, and fourth engagement with the material. At the primary stage, analysis 

was a simple overview to help physically organize the data collected. This required that 

major decisions had to be made with respect to quantityquality issues. Jones (1 990) 

notes that during the "sorting" phase of this type of research methodology, the character 
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of the data has to be assess9ed. Data bomdaries have to be set and located and justified 

which would then be used during the initial analysis stage . 

T h d c  d y s i s  was used during the first engagement with the material to 

discern common themes which would then act as the data boundaries. Most documents 

were built around themes, thereby providing the information needed to organize the data. 

The interaction between the researcher and the data allowed for the emergence of 

insights, hunches, and tentative hypotheses which in turn Ied to refinement or 

reformulation of the original questions. According to Merriam (1 988, pp. 1 19 & 120), 

this is an interactive process that leads to the constant redefinition of the problem. 

Unlike any other source o f  data, documents have thek limitations and advantages. 

Because they are produced for reasons other than research, they may be fkgmentary, they 

may not fit the conceptual fhmework of the research, and their authenticity may be 

difficult to determine. In many cases a single sheet of paper contains important, and 

relevant information, but because it is undated and the origin is unclear, one must find 

another document which collaborates the unidentified document. On the other hand, 

because they exist independent of a research agenda, they are non reactive - that is, they 

are d e c t e d  by the research process. They are products of the context in which they are 

produced and therefore grounded in the real world (Merriam, 1988, p. 109). 

It was necessary to determine the authenticity and accuracy as well as the relevance 

of the documents located. Guba and Lincoln (1981, pp. 238 & 239), summarized work 

by Clark (1967), and Listed a set of questions which were eventually used to make initial 
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notes on the documents and helped the researcher decide whether a document would be 

selected to undergo the fiuther more intense analysis. Clark's quesfions were: 

* "What is the history of the document? 

* How did it come into my hands? 

* What guarantee is there that it is what it pretends to be? 

* Is the document complete as originally constructed? 

+ Has it been tampered with or edited? 

* If the document is genuim, under what circumstances and for what purpose was 

it produced? 

* Who wadis the author? 

* What was he trying to accomplish? For whom was the document intended? 

* What were the make& sources of information? Does the document represent an 

eyewitness account, a second-hand account, a reconstruction of an event long prior to the 

writing and interpretation? 

* What was the maker's bias? 

* TO what extent was the writer likely to want to teU the truth? 

* Do other documents exist that might shed additional light on the same story, 

event, project, program, context? If so, are they available, accessible? Who holds 

them?"(In Memam, 1988. pp. 107 & 108). 

Not all documents lent themse1ves to provide answers to al l  of the above questions, but 

the query supplied an aid to deciding which documents were to be included in the 

evidence. 



INTENSIVE ANALYSIS of EVIDENCE 

Due to the nature of the problem and the l e d  of experience of the researcher* it 

was decided early in the research process, when the case study protocol was constructed, 

that once the documents were located, reviewed, selected tbt evidence and categorized, it 

would be certain elements of Cleo's craft - the craft of the historiographer - which would 

be used in conducting theintensive analysis. Analysis is a systematic attempt to learn 

about a problem by looking at its elements, breaking it into components (Shafer, 1980, p. 

172). The original questions were: 'tWho made the curricular decisions to revise the 197 1 

Alberta Social Studies Curriculum? Why was the decision to revise made and how were 

the decisions made? The evidence located howwer, quickly generated fiuther 

questions, analogies and suppositions which needed to be synthesized with the work of 

other scholars to form the hypothesis that a combination of pressures, policy actors and 

processes were responsible for the 1978 Cuniculum. 

This stage of the research (Merriam, 1988) then represents the in Depth Ano[ysis 

of the primary sources which are used as part of the process of inductively building 

categories and theoretical constructs. Content analysis is any technique for making 

inferences by subjectively and systematically identifying specified characteristics of 

messages (Berelson, In Jones, 1990, p. 54). In general, much of what the content analysis 

attempts to unveil is what is supposedly not apparent. Content analysis becomes a 

systematic hermeneutic activity. 



VALIDITY, RELIABILITY and ETHICS 

Specific concaas had to be addressed in order to determine the extent to which the 

findings could be trusted. One of these concerns or categories of historical criticism is 

internal validity or truth value - did the findings capture what was really there? Was what 

was being interpreted really there? - data do not speak for themselves; there is always an 

interpreter or transIator. Thus internal validity of the case study has to be addressed in 

term of the researcher (RatcW, In Merriam, 1988 p. 167). For this reason it was 

imperative that at the outset of this study the re~ea~cMs biases, assumptions, worldview, 

and theoretical orientations were made clear. 

Another concern of the methodology is that of reliability or consistency-which 

refers to the extent to which one's findings could be replicated. The nature of the case 

study methodology is such that rather than demanding that othn researchers obtain the 

same results, one wishes outsiders to concur that, given the data collected, the results 

made sense-they were consistent and dependable (Merriam, 1988, p. 172). To ensure that 

the results were dependable, the technique followed was that of having the investigator 

explain the assumptions and theory behind the study, her position vis-a-vis the objectives 

of the unit being studied, the basis for selecting the documents and the description of how 

these documents were spawned. Therefore, to insure reliability the researcher followed 

the same procedure as those to insure validity. 

The third concern of the case study is external validity or transferability. To what 

extent could the findings of this study be applied to other situations. This is the question 
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of generalizability . Case study research, it has been suggested, may help more in the 

forming of questions rather than in the finding of answers. This role suggests that it may 

be useful to think of generalizability more in psychological tams than in tems of 

scientific probabilify. The role of such research in this case study, is not to give policy 

makers answers, but to help them h e  policy questions @oamoyer, 1990, p. 183). 

Merriam, however suggests that in order to improve generalizability the researcher 

should establish the typicality or modal category of the case, that is describe how wid 
this unit is compand to others in the same mode, so that users can make comparisons 

with their own situations (Meniam, 1988, p. 177). The case study, in this instance 

however, is also more concerned with understanding the particular process in depth than 

to generalize aIl processes of decision making. The development of the unit-of grade 

twelve Social Studies in 1978 was a particular event within a particular milieu, therefore 

it is important in its own right, and not just how it may transfer to other similar events. As 

noted above, the value is in raising questions which may be transf&ble to other studies. 

In this case study, a Serious ethical concern is centred around the fact that since the 

researcher is the primary instnunent for data collection, opportunities exist for excluding 

data contradictory to the researcher's views. Many diffixent sources are consuited but not 

all are used. Once again, one way to deal with this concern is to discuss the biases which 

can not be controlled in the written report The study, therefore introduces and re- 

introduces in differing form a d c i e n t  amount of data to allow conclusions to be drawn 

based on the data alone. It "communicates evidence" in such a manner that iodividual 

interpretation may be made by the reader, irrespective of the researcher's interpretation. 
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Wherever possible and applicable conclusions and interpretations by other 

researchers who had contact with a number of the primary sources used for the 

background of this study w m  also cited in an effort to either provide an opposing 

viewpoint or to corroborate with this researcher's conclusions. 



CaAPTERFlVE 

TEE DECISION MAKING PROCESS IN PRACTICE 

As the task of revising the Alberta's Social Studies Master Program was drawing to 

a close in the Spring of 1978, the Social Studies Curriculum Co-ordinating Committee 

turned its attention to the question of how to demonstrate to the teachers the intent of the 

revised curriculum in specific instructional terms. After considerable consultation with 

teachers, the Cmiculum Coordinating Committee, concluded that carefidly designed 

teaching units focusing on curriculum topics would be of great help to Social Studies 

teachers seeking to implement the revised curriculum guidelines. 

This chapter represents the research findings that trace those activities within the 

decision making process that led to the creation of one such "carefully designed unit". 

The description of the findings encompass the two levels of this study: the larger process 

that embodies the overall revision of the 1971 Social Studies curricuIum; and the 

"process within the process" that represents the development of the single resource unit. 

In Chapter Three, the discussion of the theory of policy making process identified a 

number of essential activities (steps) in decision making. These steps were followed to 

reconstruct the sequence of development. In terms of the detective analogy, the steps 

served as the tools with which to "reconstruct the crime". 

The review of the l i t a a t w  in chapters One through Three and the research 

findings that appear in this chapter are predicated on the adoption of a number of 
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operational definitions. It & importaut that there exists a clear understanding of the 

"official" meaning assigned to those terms that are used to conceptualize the focus of this 

study. The specific curricular terminology which was used is consistent with the context 

of the 1970's. It is possible that some of these tams may have shifted their meaning to 

represent the present milieu 

Major tenns and their 1970's basic definitions are listed in Appendix I. The 

definitions listed are to serve as the operational definitions for terms used throughout the 

thesis, but especially in the exposition of the findings. The definitions set forth in 

Appendix I have been formulated by the Curriculum Policies Board in 1977. Their 

validity is derived fiom the legitimacy of the Board which had formulated them. The 

legal status of the Board was c o n f d  by two documents The Department of 

Education Act of 1976 and a Ministerial Order enacted on August 16,1976. The 

Minister's authority to establish a body such as the Curriculum Policies Board was also 

provided for in section six of the Department of Education Act (Curriculum Policies 

Board Handbook, 1977). Therefore, the meaning assigned to these terms were 

standardized and legitimized by the fact that they were generated by an official body 

authorized to do so- 

In a similar procedure, Dr. Ledgemood and C.A. Crowther, in their capacity as  

Associate Directors of Curriculum, outlined the process of Social Studies Decision 

Making in Alberta and presented their outline for approval to the Curriculum Policies 

B o d  The presentation occurred shortly after the creation of the Board, during a period 

when strategies, guidelines, policies and procedures were being formulated and accepted. 
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The rudiments of the process were included in the minutes of the Board's meetings on 

February 15th and 16th 1977 and on October 6th 1978. In this manner, as with the 

terminology, the "official" process of Decision Making was standardized and legitimized. 

It was deemed important for this study to outline how the central authority viewed their 

responsibility in this process. The summary of the presentations of Ledgemood and 

Crowther are included in Appendix II. It is an effort to outline the official structures, 

processes and issues in cuniculum decision making in Alberta during the period when the 

1978 Social Studies Curriculum and the resources used with that curriculum, were being 

developed. Appendix I1 also portmys the legal basis, the historical experience and the 

1978 status of curriculum decisionmaking in Alberta as recognized by the central 

authority. 

ESSENTIAL STEPS of the DECISION MAKING PROCESS IN PRACTICE 

STEP ONE: Proposal Development 

Johnson (1974) and Zeigler and Tucker (1976) identify the first essential activity in 

the decision making process to be the proposal development or agenda setting. This step 

includes a description of those events, conditions and pressures which proposed and 

sought to make changes to the 1971 Social Studies Cuniculum. The literature review 

identified a number of pressures placed on the government to revise the Social Studies 
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Curriculum. A number of the pressures had their origin in the mandate for education 

which the newly elected legislature adopted. The independent findings of the research for 

this study corroborate a number of those previousLy identified pressures. 

A. Internal Recommendation 

One of those pressures which identified a need for government action may be 

traced to a "response" to the recommendations of the Downey Report. The Report was 

completed on September 4,1975 and was the result of a stipulation placed on the 1971 

Social Shdies Curriculum that stated that the program be evaluated within five years after 

its implementation. The evaluators gave the 1971 Alberta Social Studies curriculum a 

rather mixed report card. While the program was judged to be highly valid in relation to 

the gods of education, it enjoyed only about a 50% rate of adoption by Alberta teachers. 

The report card presented the following statistical data: while 45% of the teachers 

surveyed agreed with the valuing orientation of the program, 32% did not agree with that 

orientation; while almost all  respondents welcomed the program's flexibility, almost three 

out of four respondents asked that the Department of Education prescribe more Canadian 

content in the curriculum; while a large majority of teachers wanted access to a wide 

variety of teachinpflearning resources, nearly 40% also wanted one or more prescribed 

textbooks for each grade (Downey, 1975). Downey, in his 1975 evaluation, 

recommended that new structures be devised for improving the process of cmiculum 

development and implementation. His observation was that the 1971 Social Studies 
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Curricuium failed to meet its goals due to the lack of teacher expertise in developing 

resources to meet the curricuium requkments. In particular, his denouncement cited 

that the "slippage" in implementing the pro- due to the lack of adequate resources 

was caused by the lack of preparation timeJack of in-service for teachers, lack of 

community involvement and commitment, as well as the inadequate preparation of 

teachers to meet the challenges of the inquiry method of the 1971 program. Though the 

Social Studies Master Plan was comprehensive and shouid be retained with minor 

modifications and was consistent with emerging objectives of education, Downey 

concluded that it was not effeaively implemented (Downey, 1975). 

The Department of Education partly responded to this recommendation by 

undertaking revisions and making structud changes in the Curriculum Branch of the 

Department in the hope of facilitating a more cohesive process. These structural changes 

and the Legal Basis for them are outlined in Appendix II under the heading of "Structures 

for Curriculum Development". It was hoped that the structural changes would bring 

about, more unity and lead not only to a more cohesive process but also to a more 

coherent and responsive curriculum. 

The Downey Report, therefore, provided a mandate for the new government to 

proceed with changes to the 1971 curriculum. The release of the report served as a 

starting point for the Social Studies curriculum revisions (Mawson, 1982, p. 106). 

The dissatisfacfion with the 1971 Social Studies had occurred during a period when 

dissatisfaction of education in general had surf& fiom many quarters - parents, 

teachers, and school boards. However, the Department of Education was getting the most 
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"flack" about the Social Studies, and they had decided "to make Social Studies their 

vehicle to develop a prototype to evaluate all program changes" @r. Torgunmi, Director 

of Curriculum, In Mawson, p. 95). 

B. Increased Canadian Content 

Another factor instnunend in the decision to revise the Social Studies curriculum 

was the pressure exerted by those individuals and stake holder groups that wanted to 

increase Cansdian content in the Social Studies Curriculum. The pressure for more 

Canadian Studies came fiom a number of sources: the societal context, which included a 

rising tide of Canadian Nationalism; the emphasis on civic education as initiated by the 

National History Roject ("What Culture? What Heritage?"); the Canadim Studies 

Foundation, of which Project Canada West was an ad hoc regional project, whose 

purpose was to improve the quality of Canadian Studies; and the Hirtig Survey, which 

revealed that students had difficulty in c o d y  auswering questions about Canada 

(Personal Inteniews, and Canadian Fomdations Records, In Mawson, 1982, pp. 107- 

116). 

Much of the dissatisfaction with education that brought about pressures for change 

and innovation was the result of the changing societai expectations in Alberta. These 

societal changes were discussed in Chapter Two as part of the background that the 1970's 

Alberta Scene had provided for this case study. 



C. Increased Governmental Influence 

The changing societal expectations were closely tied to the changing ideology 

which was taking Alberta by storm in the early 1970's. Due to the connection and the 

symbiotic relationship that Social Studies has with the official ideology and the training 

of the "ideal citizent', Social Studies easily became the target for change. Social Studies 

had also gained much attention, as noted above, over the issue of increased Canadian 

content, and this issue c a d  much interest at the political level. CD. Ledgerwood of 

the Department of Education, in a memo to Hawkesworth, Deputy Minister of Education, 

dated December 3, 1976 stated that the Social Studies program was under scrutiny by the 

provincial cabinet (Personal Interview, In Mawson 1982, p. 127). Social Studies would 

thus serve as the "test case" for the governments new interventionist direction to move 

toward centralization of decision making in education. 

In May 1978, the Alberta Legislation, foIlowing months of study and a lengthy 

legislative debate, adopted a new set of Goals of Basic Education for Alberta. By 

following the legislative proceedings, as recorded in the Alberta Hansard during this 

period, it becomes apparent that the decision to formulate and legislate those Goals was a 

key device in overall strategy to gain centralized political control over education policy. 

In 1977, the Minister of Education Mr. J. Koziak stressed the importance of legislating 

objectives and priorities (goals) for education. He stated that: 

"the decision which will be made [about the goals of education] is a decision of 
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this Legisla?ure and not a decision somewhere apart form the Legislature. To take 

away ftom that might lessen the effa of the goals, objectives and priorities we 

would hope to attribute to our elementary and secondary education system" 

This statement pointed to the desire of government to have a greater &'kt on 

education and that the "Goals" was a way of assuming direct control and authority 

though political procedure. It would also enhance the power of the Education Minister 

and his office. The govemment's aaive role in developing the Goals demonstrated the 

government's interventionist stance toward education and its decision to pro-vide purpose 

and direction to curriculum planning implementation and evaluation . The words of 

Premier Lougheed concerning the 1978 Gods of Education also indicate that the move to 

legislate goals and objectives was to provide public parameters for education and clearly 

bring education within the government's close jurisdiction. Lougheed justified this 

jurisdiction : 

"...Fraukiy at times I have felt apprehensive at the danger of not having such goals, 

which leaves it beyond scope of the public policy of this legislature, to the 

conctusions of diverse aspirations of the education establishment in the province, 

effective and dedicated as they are, to determine on an ad hoc basis what should be 

the basic course content and curriculum development of our education system. 

It strikes me that it is clearly a rudderless situation for one of the very important 
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jurisdictions of a provincial legislature, the area of education and public policy in 

educatio n.... What we are doing here is establishing public policy in an important 

area. I believe it would be folly for us to continue in this dynamic changing world 

without providing to those who are involved in the establishment of curriculum 

and taking that curriculum into the class~oom, a public policy declaration of 

goals of schooling and goals of educationtt ( I h s d ,  (Hansard,y 11,1978, p. 1189). 

This move toward greater attention to education helped change the curriculum 

decision making process h m  a decentralized process to a more centralized one. In the 

Premieis words: 

"...it had, unfortunately, in our view, been a tradition in legislature throughout 

Canada, and in the Albtxta legislature to a degree, to abdicate our responsibility to 

establish public policy in this [ curriculum] area I'm very pleased that we are 

embarking on this discussion today, to bring back where it should be the 

appropriate responsibility that rests on our shoulders and canwt be abdicated 

(Hamad, May 1 1,1978, p. 1189). 

Premier Lougheed was also very aware of the reaction that would be forthcoming 

form educators who saw-this move as a clear challenge to the autonomy they had enjoyed 

in their field: 
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"...a few but not many educators, or I suppose representatives of the educational 

establishment in the province have experienced some concern at the vision of 

government interference in this matter of education. I am glad that it is a small, 

not a large number of people who have held that view, because I think that it's 

disturbing. I would have thought that they would welcome this Legislative 

Assembly to be debating the qyestion of what the goals of schooiing and education 

would be. I think the vast majority do" (Hansard, 1978, p. 1189). 

It may become evident as this study continues to document some of the 

developments in education during the late 1970's that the pressures exerted by the "few" 

who felt that control of education policy in general and curriculum decision making in 

particular, was becoming centralized failed to demand as great an influence as those 

pressure which advocated for centralization. 

In 1977, an earlier example of this intewentionist stance, Julia. Koziak, Minister of 

Education, informed the Legislature about firher govemment direction. Intervention 

was to directly effect the curriculum: 

"I am also directing the Curriculum Branch, consistent with policy 

recommendations of the Cmiculum Policies Board, to continue to specify more 

precisely learning objectives in existing programs of study and curriculum guides 

for the information of students, parents, teachers and the publicw (Hansard, 1977, 

p. 1277). 
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Thus, selection and prescription of cuniculum content was seen by the Alberta 

Legislature, to have political implications and was seen to be in the realm of centralized 

control. Another indication that there was a decline in support for decentralization was 

reflected in the formation of The Minister's Advisory Committee on Student 

Achievement (MACOSA). The government's concem regarding student achievement 

prompted in 1976 the formation o f  this committeetteettee One of its primary functions was to 
. 

decide whether Departmental examinations should be re-introduced (Hansard, 1977, p. 

2). Standardized testing is a form of accountability, which the government openly 

advocated, 

A form of direct economic influence by the government was the initiation of the 

Alberta Heritage Savings Trust Learning Resources Project. A Heritage Learning 

Resource spokesperson indicated that the original idea for the Project came fiom Premier 

Lougheed. The Premier felt that some Heritage Project ought to be in education and he 

wrote a note to the Director of Curriculum, which was, in f a  the action which initiated 

the project. He included specific ideas as to what he wanted (In Krawchenko, Paradis, & 

Sommerfeld, 1979, p. 19). The idea was developed further by the leadership ofthe 

Cumculum Branch such as Torguarud and Ledgerwood, and m e s t e d  itselfin the 

construction of multi-media packages and story book histories of the province of Alberta- 

Ledgerwood developed the propods more concretely and then passed it on to 

Torgunrud, who presented it to the Premier and the Cabinet for approval. The fat that 

the idea for the development originated fiom government (i-e. Lougheed personally) 
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would indicate that the Curriculum Policies Board (CPB) was not autonomous in making 

cUTficuIar decisions. 

The approval of the Premier and the cabinet nsuIted in the establishment of the 

Alberta Heritage Savings Trust Fund Learning Resources Project in October of 1977. 

The Kanata Kits were a major part of this project and in fact became a vital component of 

the new prescribed resources that were made available for use in the revised Social 

Studies curriculum. Another vital component of this project was the creation of teaching 

units for each grade level to aid in the delivery of the new revised Social Studies 

curriculum. The Project may be interpreted to be the government's use of an economic 

strategy to directly influence the curriculum development process. The steering 

committee that worked on the Kanata Kit projects and the teaching units were appointed 

by Koziak, the Minister of Education, on recommendations from Department officials, 

indicating brazen government control (Hansard, 1978, p. 1 56 1) 

D. Increased Structure and Prescription 

In comparison to the 1971 curriculum, the revised Social Studies curriculum of 

1978 exhibited a greater specificity. This move to greater spacificity was reflected in a 

number of ways: the knowledge, skills, and value objectives were specified for each 

grade; detailed grade level content was also provided; a limited number of resources were 

prescribed or recommended; and time allocated for inquiry into issws selected by 

teachers, students and community was reduced form one-third to one-quarter of teaching 
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time. With these changes, the autonomy of the teacher was reduced, in that the teacher 

did not play as important a role in developing the curriculu111, in assessing and using 

resources as she had when delivering the 1971 curriculum. 

This rise in greater specificity in the 1978 cmiculum was influenced by a number 

of pressures other than the Downey Report recommendations or the push for greater 

Canadian content, or even the govanment's decision to rake more control of the 
. - 

curriculum. The societal context in Alberta had changed giving rise to a conservative 

trend accompanied by a less buoyant economy. Buoyancy in the 1960's gave rise to more 

permissiveness while a swing to a more right wing philosophy demonstrated in the 197 1 

Alberta elections, weakened that fkdorn. 

The Back to the Basics movement which was a national phenomenon; served as a 

manifestation of this conservatism. When society is experiencing economic problems, it 

tends to look at education and wants more "specific" outcomes. That seemed to have 

been the case in the mid 1970's. The Alberta Media provided coverage for those forces 

demanding more Canadian Content, more prescription and the move to Back to the 

Basics (Edmonton J o d ,  June 22, 1977, p. 106; St. John's Edmonton Report, 

December 13,1976, pp. 28-29; S t  John's Edmonton Report, October 1 1,1976, pp. 24-25; 

St. John' Edmonton Report, January 5,1976, pp. 16-19; Edmonton Journal, October 29, 

1977, p. 26; Edmonton Journal, January 1 1,1977, p. 16; Edmonton Journal, March 24, 

1975, p. 14; Edmonton Journal, March 22,1975, p. 5; Edmonton Journal, March 26, 

1975, p. 45; Edmonton J o d ,  March 28, 1977, p. 1). Parent advisory committees took 

strong positions in favour of refom. This pressure of parents and media on Alberta 
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School Boards led the Boards to favour an emphasis on Back to the Basics education and 

more centralized control of education and by the same token, more prescription in the 

cUITicUlum. 

The 1971 Social Studies curriculum provided teachers with a large degree of 

autonomy. Teachers were to be curriculum developers, and play a central role in 

developing, assessing and using resources, with the provincial cun-iculum guides 

providing only minimal guidelines. A minority of Alberta teachers (the young "Turksn 

as they came to be known) embraced this role, but the majority, for a variety of reasom 

(lack of time, expertise, etc.) rejected this role and as a result were unable to successfully 

implement the 1 971 program. The Downey report confirmed this trend. The teacher 

dissatisfaction played into the hands of those who were pushing for more centralitation 

and prescription. 

As the various drafts of the revisions to the 1971 program were prepared and 

written, meetings held all over the province sought feedback on the revisions. The 

overview of these reactions also indicated that teachers in the majority favoured more 

structure and more prescription in the Social Studies curriculum. The call for more 

structure went hand in hand with the demand for more specific resources (Personal 

Interviews, In Mawson, 1982, pp. 143-164). 

The societal pressures h m  all of the above sources led the legislature to indicate 

more concern about education and student achievement The pressures initiated a 

departure from the traditional stance taken by Alberta Legislature and other legislatures 

throughout Canada, and led the government of Peter Lougheed to move to a 
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centralization of control of educatioa The goveRlIIlent gave its support for basic 

education and increased specificity which culminated in the passing of the 1978 Goals of 

Education Motion in the Legislature. 

E. Structural and Persome1 Changes 

Major changes made in 1976 to the -cuZum development structures that existed 

in the Alberta Department of Education are outlined in detail in Appendix 11. Three 

curriculum bodies were established. These were the Curriculum Policies Board, The 

Subject Co-ordinating Committees, and the Ad Hoc Committees. In 1975, Dr. CAI. 

Ledgerwood was appointed Associate Director of Curriculum for Social Studies replacing 

Dr. H. G. Sherk. Ledgerwood would hold this position until February, 1978 when Mr. 

Frank Crowther replaced him. By January of 1976, the newly formed Social Studies 

Curriculum Co-ordinating Committee (SSCCC) had begun the work of revising the 1971 

Social Studies prognun with Frank Crowther as committee chairman. It was these three 

newly created bodies that had carried out the next phase of the development process. 
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CURRICULUM DECISION MAKlNG IN ALBERTA 

(Post 1976 STRUCTURE for DEVELOPMENT and ARTICULATION) 

The structure that was used can be r e f d  to as a network of levels of decision making 
on the premise that those with legitimate interests should have had a voice when 

significant decisions were being made- Diagnnnmatically the structure was as follows: 
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STEP TWO: Aggregation of PmposaIs Into an Integrated Program 

The next stage of the decision making process, the agenda refining, includes the 

process of aggregating the possibilities for solving the problem proposed in the tirst nage 

of decision rnaking into a single answer or project. It results in considerable interaction 

between the source(s) of the proposal(s) and the office of the chief executive in order to 

clarify meaning and intent This is the agenda refining stage of the process. 

In the present study, agenda re* was accomplished by the interaction of the 

three bodies of the Cmiculum Branch. It must be noted, however, that this agenda 

refking stage o h  overlapped or occuned concurrently with the actual agenda defining 

stage. W e  one body was defining its needs and identifying the problems, h e r  was 

in the process of refining them and proposing possible solutions. The pressures 

resulting h m  such overlapping were felt throughout the decision making process. It was 

not a clear cut case of "stepping" fiom one stage of the process to the next stage. 

When the Minister of Education, Juliaa Koziak, announced the creation of the 

Cumculum Policies Board (CPB) late in 1976 and outlined its duties and its mandate, it 

was clear that all curricula being developed or revised had to be scmthized and approved 

by the Board before receiving Ministerial Approval. Therefore, the deliberations and 

policy directions taken by the CPB had an impact on the development of al l  parts of the 

1978 Social Studies curriculum. 



Curriculum Policies Board Discassioas 

The bullc of this section of the research fhdings preen& a synthesis of the minutes 

of the meetings of the Curriculum Policies Board. The deliberations of the CPB were 

traced from its first meeting on September 28,1976 to its meeting on February 2,1978 

when the Board received the sixteenth draft of the proposed revisions to the 1971 Social 

Studies curriculum. It was this draft for which Ministerial approval was sought The aim 

of this section was to demonstrate the evolutionary nature of this step of the decision 

making process. 

The examination of the minutes focused only on those mattem that were pertinent 

to the development of the 1978 Social Studies curriculum. This synthesis of the 

discussions during the meetings of the CPB demonstrate the agenda refining stage. The 

more detailed accounts of the discussions and the decisions that occurred at the relevant 

meetings of the Board are presented in Appendix III. 

At the September 28 and 29, 1976 Meeting of the Curriculum Policies Board, Dr. 

Ledgerwood, the Associate Director of Curriculum for Social Studies, presented a report 

to the members of the newly created CPB. The report set forth the views of the Social 

Studies Cmiculum Cosrdinating Committee (SSCCC). The paper was a description of 

Social Studies and laid the platform for the work of the SSCCC. Ledgerwood hoped that 

the platform he presented would be approved by the CPB. 

Ledgerwood formalized the SSCCC's scope of vision for the Social Studies, the 

perceived need for revision as well as the proposed process for achieving the revision, in 
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a foilow up report presented at the November 1 and 2,1976 Meeting of the CPB. The 

report also contained a tentative time line for the creation of the "master plan" of 

revisions which aimed at making the whole revised program, including teaching 

resources, available for introduction into the schools in September of 1978. In the come 

of that meeting, Ledgerwood raised the issue that many of the complaints about the Social 

Studies curriculum were based on the objection that Canadian students were using 

learning materials that were produced in other wuntdes. The development of the 

prescribed teaching units were recommended to deal with this objection. 

The need for revision (linked to the Downey recommendations) was again alluded 

to and the process of revision was again outlined with modifications at the December 16 

and 1 7,1976 meeting of the CPB. Draft #4 of the proposed revisions to the program was 

completed by the SSCCC and submitted for CPB reaction and direction at this meeting. 

The emphasis was made that the revisions were intended to offer more direction to 

teachers, while retaining an amount o f  flexibility for those who k e d  to plan their own 

programs- 

It was not until the May 5 and 6,1977 meeting of the CPB that the Board retuned 

to the problem of Social Studies Revisions. The Board hrsd been occupied with making 

decisions in other subject areas? some of which had an impact on futrue Social Studies 

Development. The decisions which proved to be impactfid were concerned with 

clarifying objectives, identification of core requirements and ensuring that a shift fiom the 

"basics" did not take place. 
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During the May meetingy policy trends established by the CPB with regards to the 

revisions to specific subjects were indicated. These trends clearly identified the 

increasing specificity and prescription. Ledgerwood submitted the SSCCC's 9th Draft of 

the Social Studies Revisions and recommended to the Board that they retain the 1971 

program but move toward a remediation of its pezceived weakness. Draft #9 represented 

those remedial aspects. Mr. Crowther, the then chairman of the SSCCC indicated the 

Curriculum Committee had undertaken several projects which would provide additional 

structure for teachers. One of these projects was the self contained units reflecting the 

rationde and intent of tbe cumculum. 

Out of the CPB's discussion of the SSCCC's submission, there emerged nine 

tentative policy statements that provided the direction which the SSCCC had been 

requesting at previous meetings (See Appendix m). The SSCCC expressed concern at its 

May 1 1,12,13,1977 meeting about the role of the SSCCC in determining policy. The 

concern was the result of the CPB's tentative policy statements. The question was raised 

whether the SSCCC was a policy or working committee. AIthough the SSCCC was 

basically a policy committee, Department of Education policy was obviously being 

formulated without the knowledge or approval of the SSCCC. This was witnessed by the 

manner in which the nine policy statements were handed down from the CPB. 

The discussions which ensued during the next meeting of the CPB (August 5, 

1977) were consolida@ into a motion that adopted the nine tentative policy statements 

(introduced at the May 5 & 6,1977 meting of CPB) for the development of a revised 
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program. The approval was based on the understanding that the Board would have the 

opportunity to examine the Social Studies program in detail. 

At the November 29 and 30,1977 Meeting the CPB discussed the various elements 

of the Alberta Heritage Trust Fund Social Studies Project Concern was raised that the 

materials would dictate curriculum rather than enrich it. By the time the Febrwry 2 and 

3, 1 978 Curriculum Policies Board meeting was convened, the S SCCC had revised the 
. - 

program within the guidelines ofthe Board's nine policy statements and presented a 

submission of the revisions. With this submission the SSCCC was seeking approval in 

principle for draft #I6 of the Master Plan revisions. 

Summary of Agenda Refining 

Dr. Ledgerwood vacated his position as Associate Director of Curriculum, soon 

after presenting the SSCCC draft on February 2,1978. Further submissions to the B o d  

concerning Social Studies were presented by the new Associate Director, Dr. Frank 

Crowther- In preparing for the vacating of the post, Dr. Ledgewood sent a memorandum 

to Dr. E. A. Torgunrud, Director of Cutriculum prior to submitting the Master Plan to the 

Board, in which he summarized his activities within the Social Studies area as well as 

outlined the planned development work. His memorandum also smed as a summary of 

how the agenda refining step of decision making was carried out. The actual 

legitimization of the decisions made in regards to the Social Studies Curriculum would 

be carried out by the Educational Minister. On the dace ,  however the making of 
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decisions appeared to have den based on the democratic pmcess of public participation, 

discussion and responsiveness. 

Dr. Ledgerwood's memorandum, dated November 28,1977 related that during the 

fourteen months prior to the Febnrary 2 and 3,1978 submission of the SSCCC to the 

CPB, approximate!ly one hundred teachers, supervisors and codtants had engaged 

themselves in the actual writing of a revised Social Studies cunicuium which was 

intended to be introduced on an optional bases in September of 1978 and as the 

prescribed program of studies in September of 1979. Ledgemood related that in addition 

to the 100 persons who had been involved h actual writing, the SSCCC had obtained 

input and reactions fkom approximately 1500 teachers, parents and students. This 

approach to decision making would have culminated on December 15,1977 by which 

time the Master Plan for the 16th Draft of the revised Social Studies curricuium was 

completed and ready for submission to the CPB for ministerial approval. 

Ledgerwood noted that many of the conm'butors to the Master Plan, along with a 

number of new people who wae yet not named at that point, would assist in the 

development of support materials to accompany the new Master Plan. The first of these 

support m a t d s  to have been ready were the detailed elaboration of program 

components (i-e. grade by grade specifics of program objectives and content). These 

elaborations were to be completed by January 13,1978. Ad Hoc committees responsible 

for the selection of learning resources to accompany the new program had been 

appointed. The copy of the revised Master Plan was sent to all publishers and media 

suppliers by December. The publishers and suppliers were asked to study the Master 
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Plan and to submit materiais which they felt couid be used with the new program. Dr. 

Schniber, Department of Education Social Studies Consultant for the Edmonton region, 

was placed in charge of this aspect of the operation and had agreed to complete the 

selection of materials no later than June 30,1978. 

Committees were established to evaluate, select, adapt andlor develop unit plans to 

accompany the new program The committees responsible for developing unit plans had 
- 

overlapping membership with the members responsible for selecting resources. Herp, 

again the task completion date was June 30, 1978. Hemy Toews, Department of 

Education Social Studies Consultant for the Calgary region, was made responsible for the 

unit plans to be used in the senior high school grades. Monographs on teaching/ learning 

strategies were also included in the curriculum guides for the Alberta Social Studies. The 

monographs were commissioned by the SSCCC and were edited by Dr. Toews. 

Dr. Ledgerwood felt that the support materials would obviate the need for any teacher to 

develop his or her own cwricdum (Memorandum h m  Ledgerwood to Torgunrud, 

November 28,1977). 

STEP THREE: Legislative Action 

To legitimize the new Master Plan which had taken so many revisions, it was 

necessary, according to department policy (see Appendix IQ for the CPB to approve the 

SSCCC's interim proposal, and then recommend it to the Minister of Education. The 
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CPB approval was manifested by the passing of severai motions. Motion #42 was the 

most relevant and read: 

"Moved by G. Beny and seconded by K. Wagner that a refined version of the 

Master Plan (Iutetim Draft) of a raised Social Studies program be made available 

as an alternative program for the 1978179 and 1979180; that further refinements 

aud in-se~ce preparations of teachers continue for another eighteen months; and 

that a finalized program subject to approval of the Curriculum Polices Board 

become mandatory in September 1980" (Minutes of the CURicdum Polices Board, 

February 2 & 3,1978). 

On February 13,1978 the above resolution was forwarded by E. k Torgumud, 

Director of C&culum, to Julian Koziak, Minister of Education as the Curticdurn 

Policies Board's recommendation regarding the Social Studies Program (Memorandum 

from Torgunrud to Koziak, February 13,1978). This request for approval in principle 

initiated the legislative step of the decision making process whereby the results of the 

agenda setting and the agenda refining steps were afforded legitimacy. The aim of this 

step is to produce a formal document which is an order or a directive a m  those in 

legislative power to those who will implement the contents of the formal document In 

accord with other essential steps of the decision making process, the legislative action 

step does not operate as an isolated step but occurs in tandem with other steps - in this 

case with the agenda refining stage. 
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Motion #42 of the CPB passed by a close vote. Torgumud in a letter to Koziak 

stated that the close vote indicated the Curriculum Policies Board's concern about 

approving a crnriculum that was as yet not completely finalized (Memorandum fiom 

Tor$unnd to Koziak, February, 13,1978). In h h ,  1978 the Minister of Education 

made the decision to defer approval of the Interim Social Studies program. Three reasom 

were given for this deferral. They were: 
. - 

1. The Curriculum Polices Board had approved the Social Studies program by a 

close vote. 

2. Ministerial approval would not be forthcoming until the Goals of Education 

debate occurred in the Legislature. Because the component of the Gods of Education 

might include an emphasis on history and geography, a subsequent revision of the Social 

Studies curriculum might be necessary. 

3. There was a high degree of public interest in the Social Studies program (CPB 

Minutes, May 4 & 5, 1978; SSCCC Minutes, March 6 & 7,1978). 

Although Ministerial Approval was not yet forthcoming, the CPB motion gave the 

"go ahead" to proceed with the revisions and to progress to the refining stages in order 

that the revised curriculum and the resources to aid in delivering the revised curriculum 

would be ready to be put into the ctassrooms when the Ministerial approval arrived. In 

effect the CPB with its quasi-political status, gave the revisions approval in principle. 



Change In Leadership Style 

The development process afta the approval in principle by the CPB of the 

revisions saw a distinct change in leadership style. Ledgerwood's resignation and 

Crowther's appointment to the position of Associate Director of Curriculum for Social 

Studies had an effect on how curriculum was further developed Ledgerwood insisted on 
. - 

a shared approach or mutualistic style to curriculum decision making where the major 

stress was on participation. Although the centralized authority was present, participation 

at various levels was encouraged His style was based on mutualism and on the 

assumption that everyone with a stake in the outcome should contribute to the process. 

He had been instrumental in the development of the 1971 curriculum (in fact it was "his 

baby") and it was the decenPalized, mutllalistic style of decision making that had been 

used to create the 1971 product He attempted to develop the 1978 revisions using the 

same process. 

Crowther's approach or style of decision making was a more centralized, or 

hierarchical one. It attached importance to order and control. It assumed that a 

comprehensive knowledge of the curricular needs of all involved may be synthesized and 

translated into a comprehensive curriculum guide. Thus a l l  ad hoc committees were 

answerable to Crowther. He structured the tasks, scrutinized, and approved all work on 

the ad hoc committees. Crowther's stamp was on the curriculum. He described his 

influence in this way: 
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"I gave approval and edited every word in the document [for Literacy] with the help 

fiom individuals, like Chamberlin, Parsons and Jonson. In the final analysis, my 

bias entered into it. I would re-write it [the document]. I did everything in the 

final editing myself" (Crowther, Personal Interview, July 14,1982, In Mawson, 

1982, p. 222). 

Throughout the process of revision which followed the February, 1978 CPB 

Meeting, there was a great urgency to finish the revision. Crowther and his committees 

were under great pressure to be prepared to go to print as soon as the Minister approved 

the program, which could had come at any minute. At this stage ofthe development of 

the curriculum the members of the SSCCC had little impact on the revisions. It was the 

regional consultants of the Department of Education who were doing most of the work, 

thereby by-passing the S SCCC. 

Frank Crowther, in his role as Associate Director of Curriculum, also took steps to 

change the membership of the SSCCC. Cmwther believed that the committee had stayed 

together too long and that according to Department of Education policy, should have 

changed in membership every year or two. He felt that the committee needed broader 

representation and so changes were msde. 

The last meeting of the existing SSCCC which had stayed together during the total 

duration of the revision process was held in August 1978. By October of 19% the new 

SSCCC had its first meeting. In a personal interview Dr. Van Manen of the University 

of Alberta, who had worked closely with the committee, observed that many felt that 
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Crowther had found the existing SSCCC too vocal and too independent and he would 

rather have a clean slate (Jn Mawson, 1982, p. 224). It is noteworthy that The Curriculum 

Polices B o d  did not follow through on its origiDal intent and had not examined the 

revisions made to the Social Studies program a f k  it had in principle approved it in 

February of 1978. 

In June 1978, the Social Planning Committee of Cabinet discussed the revised 

Social Studies program. The Minister of Education, Julian Koziak brought it to the 

cabinet for discussion because of the fact that Social Studies was receiving such a high 

profile in many circles. He wanted 1egisIative colleagues invoived because he felt that it 

was too explosive an issue to handle himself (Personal Interview, February 2,1982. in 

Mawson, 1982, p. 129). 

In a set of hand-written notes made at the March 2, 1978 meeting of the Social 

Studies Consultants, Dr. A. hma,  Learning Resources Supervisor, had written that 

Koziak, Minister of Education, "...was not too impressed [with the revised curriculum]. 

That he was concerned with the focus on social issues, and had reservations about the 

lack of Canadian Geography. He felt that there should be priority on history." (Persod 

Notes of A. Kamra, March 3, 1978). Perhaps this personal dissatisfacton was also a 

contributor to Koziak's unwillingness to make the final decision on the revised program 

without the input of other cabinet members. 

At the July, 1978 meeting of the Social Planning Committee of the Cabinet, it was 

recommended that (1) the revised Social Studies program be considered by cabinet and, 

(2) that the introduction of the revised program be optional over the next two years. The . 
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committee was particular in that the oudines contain history and geography and that the 

main concepts of the cucficulum reflect these two disciplines. To the SSCCC this 

appeared to be direct politid influence and indicated that the ultimate decision to 

increase Canadian content came fbm the very senior people in the Department and the 

government. 

On July 24, 1978, Kodak wrote a memorandum to Premier hugheed, outlining 

the major featurrs of the revised SociaI Snrdies program. These features outlined the 

revisions that were made to the 1971 program and were as follows: 

1. The value emphasis had been reduced 

2. There was greater specificity of objectives. Knowledge and f m  information, 

concepts and generalizations were described as a vital aspect of inquiry and was 

delineated for each topic and each w e  level. In particular historical and geographical 

content was emphasized. 

3. There was a greater emphasis on Canadian content. The amount had been 

increased from 30036 to 50%. One of the topics at each grade level dealt with a significant 

aspect of Cansdian studies. 

4. There were fewer teaching resources designated for each grade. 

With respect to the congruencies of the then cumnt curricula and the then recently 

adopted Goals of Education, Koziak felt that some time would be needed to complete 

such a review. He noted that while the developers had included more content related to 

historical and geographical studies in respond to the new Goals of Education the next 

several years would give time to assess whether the historical and geographical content 
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was adequate and whether putting the revised goals and objectives into operation was 

better achieved through the Social Studies program or through mandatory courses in 

history and geography at pahaps the junior or senior high lwel. Some members of the 

Social Planning Committee were strong advocates of replacing the title Social Studies 

with History and revising the courses so they were in accord with the latter title. 

Koziak informed the Premier that the cost to school boards of irnp1ementing the 

program could be kept within normal expenditures. Mention was made that the 

Department was then cumntty completing support materials through the Heritage 

Leaming Resource Project. Albeaa Education proposed to contract with four full time 

consultants for a year or two, who along with the Department's regular Social Studies 

consultants were to help with the implementation. The contribution of the local boards 

was to be in the form of released time to teachers for workshops. Such release time was 

not a .  added cost as school boards regularly made provisions for in-service activities of 

its teachers. Arrangements had been made with the School Book Branch for the 40% 

discount on textual materials required and the costs could be retrieved by the Board 

through textbook rental plans. 

While the suggestion by the Social Planning Committee was to introduce the 

revised program as optional for the following two years starting in September of 1978, 

Koziak believed that it was too late for such au announcement The negative response of 

such a move would be greater than if the implementation into classmoms was delayed 

until September 1979. To announce the optional program for September 1978 would 

have created problems in the following areas: 
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1. The refinement of the program outline, it's reproduction and distribution, 

although widely circulated in previous draft forms, would not be available for advance 

study prior to implementation. 

2. Stocking of at least three primary references at each grade level could not be 

accomplished for school planning. 

3. The development, reproduction and distribution of teacher guides for at Least one 

unit in each grade could not be accomplished for school opening. 

4. Congruency of the new program with the Social Studies 30 Achievement test in 

January of 1979, which was based on the old program, would have been of concern. 

Therefore it was Kodak's recommendation that the optional program be made 

available for 1979-1980 and thereafter until that time that M e r  decisions were made. 

The recomme11dation contained the following provisions for 19784979: 

1. The final draft of the prepared program be available after January 1,1979 as an 

interpretation of the current program where objectives and topics coincidd 

2. At least three primary refereaces be available at 40% discount through the 

School Book Branch for use with coincidental portions of the cunent program and for 

advance study prior to the implementation of the optional program in 1979. 

3. Teacher guides for at least 12 units (one per grade) be developed and field tested. 

4. The monograph for unit development by teachers wishing to develop their own 

units be field tested as well. 
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5. In-service activities, with appropriate support materials such as teaching guides 

for implementation activitiesy be set up with supenisory perso~el in the school system 

beginning about March 1,1979. 

6. Albeaa Heritage Roject materials be made available as soon as they were 

produced (Memoraudum h m  Koziak to hugheed, May 24,1978). 

On September 6,1978, the Cabinet Committee on Education approved the Social 
. - 

Studies program for a two year trial basis (Letter from Crowther to Skolrood, September, 

1 1,1978). In a news release dated October 18,1978 Education Minister J u l i a  Koziak 

announced that Effective January 1,1979, the revised Social Studies program for alI 

grades will be available for optional use in Alberta schools. Mr. Koziak stressed that the 

revised program, an interpretation of the 1971 Social Studies curriculum was interim in 

nature. It would be assessed throughout a three year implementation period to determine 

the degree to which it met the Legislature's adopted policy statement of the Goals of 

Basic Educationfor Albeaa Particular attention would be paid to Canadian history and 

geography. F i  programming into those areas was expected by 1982 (Alberta 

Education News Release #3OY October 18,1978). 

The news release outlined the main features of the revised program in a manner that 

was almost verbatim of the May 24,1978 letter of Koziak to hugheed summarized 

above. This step brought to close the legislative action, but not the decision making 

process. The legislative action step manifested by the press release of the Department of 

Education provided a public announcement of the creation of a formal document 
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(representing a policy) which in effict was an order fhm those in legislative power to 

those who would implement the action. 



COMPARISON OF THE 1971 and 1978 ALBERTA S O W  STUDIES 
CURRICULUM 

CANADIAN CONTENT 

AUTHOlUZED SOURCES 

STATUS of AUTEIORIZATIONS 

PRESCRIBED CONTENT 

IMPLEMENTATION 

1971 - 
30% Canadian 

20% Canadian 
Published 

"Recommended" 
only for all 
grades 

z3 structured 
1/3 unstructured 
no prescribed 
topics 

20% knowledge 
80% valuing .and 
skills 

50% Canadian 

80% Canadian, 
including a 
number fkom 
Aiberta 

"Recommended" 
for all grades; 
"preScriW1 
where quality 
resources were 
available 

314 structured 
1/4 unstructured 
prescribed 
topics for all 
grade levels 

40% knowledge, 
40% skills, 20% 
values analysis 

Not assessed due 
to limitations 
of this study 
(assessment would 
be made by MacKay 
in 1983 and deemed 
successful) 



STEP FOUR: hpleme@ation 

The next stage of the policy making process is less public than the preceding steps. 

It is essentially the pragmatic stage of the philosophical process of policy formation. It 

is at this stage that the product of the decision making process is turned into specific 

programmes. Once again, as with the previous stages of the process in the case under 

study, this stage overlapped the previous stages and was in process while other stages of 

the decision making process were nmniDg their course. 

For the purposes of this study, a small part of the consolidation of reform or the 

implementation, refers to the d o n  of programmes to "demonstrate the intents of the 

revised Social Studies curriculum in speciiic instructional terms". It is this step which 

makes the projected goals, values and practices which were given legitimacy during the 

"legislative" step into policy. A policy does not become public policy until it is adopted, 

implemented and enforced by some governmentai institution. During this step a number 

of Ad Hoc committees and subcommittees as well as individuals worked to bring about 

the building into visible structures the plans formulated in the blueprint. 

The development of the Social Studies teaching units for each grade was an 

integral part of the stage of the decision making process which consolidated those 

concepts envisioned by the decision to make humvations into practical programmes. To 

execute this stage it was necessary for the decision makers to identify the specific nature 

of the units; to set up the structures to oversee their development; to formulate a budget; 
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set schedules; to choose t h e g ~ n n e l ;  to outline the duties of those involved; and to 

identify the expectations for the final product. 

Handbook For Unit Developers 

To aid in the preparation of the units, Dr. D. Massey of the University of Alberta, 
. - 

was commissioned by the Curriculum Branch of Albeaa Education in 1978 to develop a 

"Handbook For Unit Planners". The Handbook, presented to the SSCCC at their March 

7, 1978 meeting? was designed as  a guide to teachers and others who, alone or in groups, 

were to be engaged in middle-range planning for the teaching of Albertas 1978 Social 

Studies curriculum. It was to aid teachers in developing for classroom use, elements of 

the frameworks of topics, issues, concepts and skills outlined in the 1978 Social Studies 

Curricuium. The 55 page Handbook outlined "how to" select a fhework, set 

objectives, choose content, check resources, obtain resources, identify teachinflearning 

strategies and evaluate the result 

To field test the effeaiveness of Dr. Massey's monogram, a number of 

questionnaire responses were submitted by teaching unit contractors, Department 

consultants who worked with the contractors and the Kanata Teams. Added to these 

responses were h. Crowther's impressions. The submissions asked that specific 

changes be considered before the Handbook was made available to all teachers. The 

specific changes desired included: a closer tie to the format of the Kanata Kits Projects; 

an acknowledgement of Social Studies curriclum's particular delineation of core 
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concepts; a demonstration of how skill objectives can be enriched using Alberta 

cmiculum guidelines; a greater consistency of beIiefs/values/attitudes with Alberta 

curriculum guidelines; and an inclus~*on of multiple perspectives and community 

experience in the core concepts (Letter from Crowther to Massey, November 2,1978). 

Nature of the Teaching Units 

In a written correspondence m y  23, 1978) addressed to Social Studies 

Consultants, Alberta Education Regional Offices, Social Studies Supervisors , Social 

Studies Co-ordinators and Alberta Universities, Dr. F. A Crowther asked for assistance 

in identifying persons to undertake the development of the series of Social Studies unit 

plans. He noted that the persons should have p e n  expertise in Social Studies 

curriculum writing and should also be able to devote s e v d  weeks of the summer of 

1978 to the task. His memo stressed that the task of developing a unit was one requiring 

considerable expertise, since the units would be the major vehicle for implementation of 

the revised curriculum. He provided the foIlowhg details concerning the Name of the 

Units: 

1. They would be "teaching units" - i.e. fully detailed and sequenced outliws of 

lessons for a six week unit. 

2. They would be related to primary resource materials that had been identified by 

resources ad hoc committees of Alberta Education. Where resources were unavailable, or 
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w m  inappropriate, specific data and other background material would have to be 

developed by the unit develops. 

3. A typical unit outline, complete with objectives, lesson descriptions, handouts 

for students, appendices, evaluation activities etc. would probably amount to about 50 

typed Pages- 

4. Some units would have to be totally developed because they related to new 

curriculum topics. Where possible, however, existing materials would be used as a base. 

Materials that were the property of local school systems could provide the base for 

development of teaching units, provided all the necessary approvals were obtained from 

the school authority. 

The tasks and responsibilities of the unit developers were also outlined in detail. 

These tasks are discussed later in this section. The contracts between the unit developers 

and the Department of Education specified that each unit contract would be between the 

Minister of Education and an individual (an individual could be the representative of a 

local school authority). However, ,persons entering into contracts were encouraged to 

identify other persons who would provide them with support services, since the task in 

question was felt to be fairy extensive. 

For its part, the Department provided professional assistance to the unit developers 

in the following areas: 

1. A two-day orientation was held in mid-June. 

2. Dr. Don Massey's "Handbook for Unit Planners" was made available to all 

developers. 
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3. Strict statements of criteria was provided by Dr. Crowthds office to ensure 

consistency with the revised Social Studies curriculum. 

4. CoIlSUltative Services were made available thmugh the Regional a c e s  of 

Alberta Education. Coordination of division level units were conducted by personnel 

named by the Department of Education. Overall co-ordination was under the direction of 

D. H. Toews who also acted as the cordidinator for the senior high division. 

The Department set a time line for the completion of the various stages of the 

development process. These were originally identified as: 

Orientation - July 1978 

Major development - July and August 1978 

. Total groups seminars - three days in mid-August 

Submission of Piiot Edition - end of August 

Revision - November 

Printing and Distribution - December. 
AU costs for orientation seminars, field testing, and production were borne by Alberta 

Education. AU arrangements for field testing wen made by Alberta Education. 

In Summary, there were three major components to the developmental task June 

orientation, four to six weeks for summer work, and a short period of revision in 

November (Letter from Dr. Crowther to Social Studies Consultants, May 23, 1978). 



General Structures and Procedures for Unit Development 

On March 2,1978 during the Meeting of the Social Studies Consultants, the 

structures and procedures for unit development were agraed upon. These were then 

presented as recommendations to the Social Studies Cunicuhn Coordinating 

Committee who in turn, as per department policy, sub- them to the Curriculum 

Policies Board- The SSCCC was responsible for the estabiished structures, for the time 

lines and for the criteria. However, as noted above, the recommendations on how this 

responsibility was to be carried out were made by the Social Studies Consultants. The 

SSCCC had the final review and approval of the units developed Under their guidance 

the Management Committee and the various Steering Committees were charged with the 

location and supemision of the persons who developed the units. 

The procedures used in setting up the committees specified that the chairman of 

each commit& would informally contact the person who had &chosen. If they 

received a reW, recruitment of people to replace them would not be undertaken until it 

was discussed with F. Crowther. If there were any doubts about the ability of the 

proposed committee members, the chainnan was required to check with supervisors or 

others who may be in a position to advise them. Quality membership was of extreme 

importance. If the informal contact was positive, Dr. Crowther would foilow up with a 

formal contact himseK The Hierarchical Management style of Dr. Crowther, discussed 

earlier in this study also manifested itself during this stage of the process, in that, the final 
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decisions about personnel were made by Cmwther. The Committees that were set up, 

their composition and their duties were outlined as follows: 

1. Management Committee was composed of the Regional Office Consultants and 

the Associate Director of CULTiculum. Their duties included surveying the field for 

available units; recommending unit topics to SSCCC; recommending contracts to the 

Associate Director; ensuring liaison between steering committees; and arranging in- 

service for committees and teams of unit developers. 

2. Steering Committees included four separate bodies: A Primary Steering 

Committee (grades 1-3); Upper Elementary Steering Committee (grades 4-6); a Junior 

High Steering Committee (grades 7 to 9); and a Senior High Steering Committee (grades 

10-12). Each Steering Committee consisted of the Regional Office Consultant who acted 

as Chairman; a university representative; a Resources Ad Hoc Committee representative; 

2 teachers fiom the applicable division; a S.T.E.P. student to conduct library research etc. 

The duties of the Steering Committees included; reviewing units in existence, then 

recommending contracts and topics for development; monitoring unit development to 

ensure that SSCCC criteria was maintained; liaisoning with school boards; copyrighting; 

arranging and supervising piloting; arranging and upgrading units subsequent to piloting; 

ensuring sequential development from grade to grade. 

The Social Studies Consultants recommended that the following criteria be adhered 

to when offering unit contracts: 

1. One flat rate for aIl units. Costs of in-service, copyrighting, piloting, and final 

revision to be borne by the Curricdum Branch. 
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2. Practising Alberta educators to be eligible for contracts. 

3. Advertising to be conducted in A.TA publications, in a letter to school system 

pasomel and at the universities (Minutes of the Social Studies Consultantst Meeting, 

March 2, 1978). 

It was decided that because the Kanata Kits provided for one unit resource to be 

used with each grade the specific teaching unit developments would be divided into two 

phases. Duriag the first "Lnterim" phase of 1978/1979, one unit per grade would be 

completed and made available for piloting. The second phase would involve 

development of a second resource unit for each grade, but would not be started until 198 1 

when the Social Studies Revised Curriculum would change status from interim and 

optional to approved and prescribed. 

Using the criteria recommendations fiom the Social Studies Consultants, the task of 

identifying people to build teaching units over the summer of 1978 was completed by 

mid-June. The final decisions on personnel was made by F. Crowther and H. Toews. 

From a list provided through the recommended channels, the final decision was made 

unilaterally by Crowther, and tended to include persons with whom Crowther had been 

acquainted with through other educational projects. The orientation for the contractors 

was held on July 5 and 6 at which time contracts were formally presented to the unit 

developers (Memorandum fiom Crowther to B. Chandler, June 16,1978). 



Procedures s&ifie to the Gmde Twelve Resource Unit 

The person awarded the contract for producing the Grade Twelve Topic "B" 

resource unit was Victor Zelinski. ZeIinski, at the time of the contract, had ken 

seconded from the Calgary Catholic Board of Education to serve as University Associate 

in the Faculty of Education, Department of Ceculum and Instruction at the University 

of Calgary. Although this unit was developed by an individual who must have had a 

persod vision for the unit, the directives fiom the Minista of Education for the 

requirements of the unit were extremely specific. The directives meticulously outlined 

the requirements as well as the step by step process to be followed in order to meet those 

requirements. The degree of detail that was chosen with which to present the findings for 

this section was designed to stress and demonstrate the considerabIe guidance of the 

Department of Education aud to indicate the level of cenealized control over the 

curriculum that was being applied 

The contract for developing the grade twelve unit was an agreement between the 

Province of Alkrta, as represented by the Minister of Education ( although actually 

signed on his behalf by the Deputy Minister of Education, Dr. Hawkesworth) and Mr. 

Victor ZeIinski (the "contractor")). The contractor agreed to develop a teaching unit 

which would be a M y  detailed and sequenced outline of lessons for a six-week 

classroom study for Grade Twelve on the topic of "Co-operation and Conflict Among 

Nations". Zelinski was to ensure that the unit was to be consistent with the rationale, 
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objectives, grade level topic and issues of the 1978 Alberta Social Studies CURiculum 

Interim Edition, as set out by the Department of Education. 

The agreement with Zelinski included s e v d  directives which were general to the 

whole Teaching Resources project: 

1. To locate the necessary student resource materiais in cases where the identified 

primary and secondary resources were insuflicient to develop the topic. The contractor 

was advised not to develop resource materials d e s s  absolutely necessary and only after 

consultation with the Associate Director of Cutriculum (Social Studies) or a Department 

of Education Regional Office Social Studies Consultant; 

2. To revise the unit, following external validation to an extent that the Minister 

deemed desirable and deliver the unit to the Minister or his employee, the Associate 

Director of Curriculum (Social Studies), by August 3 1,1978. 

3. To revise the unit after field-testing to an extent that the Minister deemed 

desirable and deliver the unit to the Minister or his employee, the Associate Director of 

Cllrriculum (Social Studies), by November 30,1978. 

4. To attend to the identification and sources of all items requiring copyright 

clearances. 

On his part the Minister agreed: 

1. To provide an orientation to the project in the form of a two-day in-service prior 

to the commencement of the development 

2. To provide division-level seminars in mid-July. 
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3. To pay travel and accommodation allowances within Alberta as per regular 

government rates for participants in any seminarJ called by the Minister. 

4. To provide comprehensive guidelines for the unit planning. 

5. To provide on-going supervisory assistance by the Department of Education 

Regional Office Social Studies Consultants. 

6. To arrange for and s u p e ~ s e  the piloting of the teaching unit during September 

and October of 1978. 

7. To assume all reasonable costs for the piloting, production and distribution of the 

teaching units to Alberta schools. 

8. To attend to dl copyright clearances of materials used in the unit 

The Contract specified the method of payment to be 3 instalments of $1000.00, each paid 

at the completion of the signing of the contract, at the completion of the initial 

development prior to field testing and at the satisfactory completion of the revisions 

following the piloting. The copyright to the material produced would be vested in the 

Minister but fidl recognition would be given to the author who developed the teaching 

unit (Contract b e e n  Minister of Education and Mr. V. Z e W ,  July 6,1978). 

The Contract included Appendices which firrther gave direction and prescription in 

"how to develop the unitit and were considered an integral part of the agreement There 

were three separate Appendices, each dealing with a d B i  aspect of the development 

and the final product criteria for objectives, content and strategies; procedural guidelines 

for development of the unit; and suggested unit format to be followed by the contractor. 
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Following the July 5 and 6 1978 orientation of the unit developers by the 

Department of Education, Zeiinski began the work on the teaching unit As outlined in 

the Appendices, in developing the unit he had to ensure that specificity ofthe Department 

of Education was adhered to. The criteria he needed to fill were divided into the three 

areas identified by the three appendices to the unit contract, 

Under "Criteria Related to Objectives", Zelinski had to ensure that: 
. . 

1. the meaning of key terms used in the unit had been made explicit, 

2. the unit format had been identified, 

3. a sigdicant issue appropriate for the intended age level had been chosen, 

4. the knowledge objectives had been stated in terms of the core concepts of the 

1978 Alberta Social Studies Curriculum, Interim Edition as set out by the Department of 

Education, 

5. skills had been expressed in tenns of those necessary for resolving value 

conflicts, for building knowledge, for developing human interaction and for applying 

what was learned, and that 

6. the value objectives had been stated in the same form as in the 1978 Alberta 

Social Studies Cmriccdum, Interim Edition as set out by the Department of Education. 

The area of "Content and Strategies" stipulated that: 

1. content had to be included that 

a) allowed for the adequate development of each of the stated objectives, 

b) related directly to the topic, 

C) was the most significant in terms of the issue or topic, and 



d) developed one or more of the stated objectives; 

2. the study of current affairs utilizing mass media and travel elrpaiences was an 

integral part of the unit content; 

3. multiple viewpoints on the issue were examined; 

4. stereotyping on the M s  of sex, religion, ethnic origin or race had been avoided; 

5. the content was appropriate for both urban and rural students; 

6. the readability of the content was appropriate for the intended grade level; 

7. the accuracy and validity of the content had been verified; 

8. where possible, original or fhirdes of original data had been used as content; 

9. the content did not overlap with other topics or issues in the 1978 Alberta Social 

Studies Curriculum, Interim Edition, as set out by the Department of Education; 

10. a variety of resource materials were utilized; and that 

1 1. the primary resources were utilized and were related to the objectives in the 

development of the unit. 

In the area of "Criteria Related to Teaching and Learning Strategiest1 the agreement 

requested that: 

1. suggestions for social action through experience in the community had been 

incorporated; 

2. instructional sequences designed for specific leaming purposes had been 

included; 

3. a balance existed among the learning activities listed in the unit outline; 

4. a variety of questions at different cognitive levels were made evident; 
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5. an evaluation component appeared throughout the unit that addressed all 

objectives; 

6. dtemate suggestions to accommodate differetlt teaching styles and student 

capabilities were made; 

7. where possible, methods used by scholars in various disciplines were utilized; 

8. provisions were set down for individual and p u p  evaluation; and that 

9. the unit was built arouad an issue-inquiry model appropriate for the age of the 

students and was consistent with the 1978 Alberta Social Curriculum, Interim Edition, as 

set out by the Department of Education (Compiled h r n  the Contract for Unit Developers 

between The Department of Education and Individual Unit Contractors). 

It becomes important to note that along with all of the above recommendations 

made and specifications dictated, Mr. B. Chandler, Acting Associate Director of 

Curriculum Social Studies, while Crowther was on vacation, deemed it necessary to 

reiterate the point to Zelinski that the Department of Education "did not want contractors 

to be developing resource material unless it was absolutely necessary and only after 

consultation with the Associate Director of Curriculum or.Regional Consultants. One 

concern was that it was simply too time-consuming" (Letter from Chandler to Z e b k i ,  

July 14, 1978). This would indicate that the Department was "strapped" for time since 

they were willing to forego their aim of producing Canadian Resources and it meant that 

the finished product would be arrived at through the Cut mrd P a t e  Method. Through the 

use of this "cut and paste method", resources intended for c ~ c u l u m  based on 

unidentified objectives, would be integrated with the locally produced unit plan In fact, 
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the first drafts of the developed unit presented for approval by Z e W  was a manuscript 

that included complete pages, paragraphs, diagrams, charts, etc. that represented 

f~fsimiles from existing sources, that had been cut and pasted on sheets of paper and 

incorporated into the customized unit [ See original manuscript of Zeiinski's unit filed 

with Provincial Archives]. It would not be until 1983 that in excess of fifty Alberta 

educators were identilied to be engaged in writing Social Studies textbooks for Canadian 
- 

or local publishers. Most of these individuals acquired their skill in the Kanata Kits and 

the Teaching Units projects (Memorandum from Crowther to King, October 5,1983). 

Just as the criteria for the content of unit was specified, the process for developing 

the teaching unit was also prescribed by the Department of Education and outlined in 

detail in the original agreement with ZeIinski. The actual development of the unit was 

divided into seven stages. It was based on the procedures developed by L. Weigl for the 

Kanata Kits Project. The agreement specified a suggested time line of completion for 

each stage as well as the activity to be completed within each stage: 

STAGE ONE ( 3-4 days): Develo~ment of Broad Research Base 

The development of a broad research base constituted the first stage in developing 

the teaching unit For whatever reasons, this is kquently not done when developing 

cunicdum with the result that many products end up superficial, and a replica of 

thousands that preceded them. Zelinski received specific instructions that once the broad 

topic area was decided, the first step in planning had to be a broad base research of the 

content area. Thus this stage of the project included: 
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- review of periodical'literature, newspapers, books, pamphlets, kits on g e n d  

topic area (a search of liitaries, archives, museums); 

- review of materials from government and non-government agencies (it was 

particularly important to include a "local" flavour); 

- identification of local community expntise; 

- review of at least two of the Phase I Kanata Kits of the Alberta Heritage Leamiog 

Resources Project, to examine format, process, and to avoid content overlap. 

STAGE TWO (2 to 3 days): Familiarization with the 1978 Alberta Social Studies 

Curriculum, Interim Edition 

This second stage required that the contractor become intimately familiar with the 

philosophical context of the curriculum project. For the project under study this included: 

- examination of the cURiculum's objectives and structures with particular attention 

to the grade level and topic description of the grade twelve level; 

- codtation with the Alberta Education Social Studies Regional Office 

Consultants and the Associate Director of Cuaiculum (Social Studies) if clarification was 

required. 

STAGE THREE ( 2-4 days): Familiarization with the "Handbook for Unit 

Develo~ers" and with Issue-Xnauiry Models 

The third stage involved the conceptual framework and comprised of selecting a 

model for value inquiry and developing around it. This is the often critical element in 
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unit planning, since it brings the philosophy of the curriculum and the content of the topic 

together for the first time. It was important that the mudel for value in* seIected was 

appropriate to the ages ofthe students and yet was stiIl compatible with the Alberta 

cmiculum. Some models which were recommended to Zelinski by the Department of 

Education were those that were developed by Roth, Golcimadc, Banks, Simon, Sharer and 

Larkios, Oliver and Newmann, and Van Manen. 

STAGE FOUR (7-10 days): DMlo~ment of C o n c m  Framework of Goals and 

Processes bv Which Thev Would Be Achieved 

The fourth stage involved utilizing the model for issue-inquiry selected in Stage 

Three, deveiopers completed a flow chart identifying specific issues, research questions, 

etceteras. 

STAGE FIVE (7-10 days): Development of Teacher's Guide and Student Materials 

This stage involved expanding the flow chart into a sequence of teachingllearning 

activities, along with a statement of objectives and evaluation strategies. It complised the 

refinement of content research and a review of a range of issue-inquiry techniques 

(questioning, values ~Latification, surveying, interviewing, polling, document analysis and 

others). 

Care had to be taken that primary resources were acknowledged. This stage meant 

that often while the developer was working on compiling the resources into a product to 
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meet the objectives of the Alberta Social Studies Curriculum others were obtaining 

copyright permission, or validating content 

STAGE SIX: Finalization of Unit Format 

This stage involved the completion of statements of introduction, objectives, unit 

goals, a description of the approach taken for evaluation, and a resources list (primary 

and secondary). In effect it included the completion of a final draft of the teachers' guide, 

student materials and appendices followed by a close internal validation by all concerned. 

STAGE SEVEN: Revision Followinn Piloting 

During this stage Zelinski made  visions on the basis of the recommendations 

following validation and piloting ("Stages" compiled from materid located in the 

Department of Education generated files titled "Teaching Units"). 

Although Mr. Zelinski was the unit developer a number of people contributed 

significantly to the development and production of this specific unit. In particular, 

contributions were made by specific persons named in Appendix IV. 

Unit Evaluation 

Evaluation of all teaching units followed a prescribed procedure. It is beyond the 

scope of this paper to analyze the completed and accepted work of Mr. Zelinski, for its 
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strengths aud weaknesses or whether in hct it adhered to the original aims of the groups 

who had pushed for revision of the Social Studies program. The aim of this study was to 

trace the deve1opment process and how it adhered to the generalized decision making 

process itseK It would be dEcient to comment that the unit conformed to the needs and 

aspirations, and goals of those who had commissioned it, legitimized it, and authorized it 

for use in the schools of Alberta - in this case, the LegisIature of the Government of 
. - 

Alberta. Had it not fblfilled the contract as set out by the Minister of Education, it would 

have been returned for fkther revisions and the letter to Mr. Z e W ,  dated January 7, 

1980 would not have been sent confirming the Departmentrs gratitude to Mr Zelinski in 

aiding teachers to implement the 1978 Social Studies CurxicuIum,. 

. Although an analysis of the completed work was not in the scope of this thesis, the 

record of the responses of those who reviewed the unit, of those who piloted it and of 

those who validated it formed an integd part of the historical record of the creation of 

the unit of Social Studies under study- Thus the inclusion of the reviews was justified. 

The process of evaluating the teaching unit does not form the next step in the decision 

making process but constitutes a final phase of the implementation step. It represents 

''fine tuning" of the specific program intended to demonstrate policy. 

Frank Cmwther, in a letter to Henry Toews had noted after reviewing the unit for 

the first time, that he was favourably impressed by the work to date (August 25, 1978). In 

his opinion the resource unit was intelligently written and avoided the kinds of 

stereotyping and taken for granted assumptions that often characterized units on "wars". 

The specific characteristics of the unit that Crowther found impressive were as follows: 
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1. Conceptual Layout. The six-stage breakdown was both appropriate to the 

curriculum and was easy to follow. 

2. TimeKontent Relationship. The docation of time and content of each of the six 

stages seemed to be very mitabIe. 

3. Content/Activities Relationship. Student activities were higbly consistent with 

designated content. 

4. Selection of Content. The primary resources were well treated. The large 

amount of information provided in brief excerpt, graphs, etc. was also an d v e  

feature of the uuit. 

5. Questioning Strategies. Questions that were provided for teacher direction 

represented a good balance of comprehension - d y s i s  - synthesis types. 

6. Organizitional Charts. Retrieved charts and other organizational sheets that 

were developed were both interesting and thought-provoking. The generalizing activities 

were particularly impressive. 

However, Crowther believed that certain revisions had to be made to the unit 

before piloting in order to maximize its consistency with the intents of the Social Studies 

curriculum. The recommendations for modification included eight areas: 

1. That the process of inquiry be expanded and made more explicit His 

suggestions for accomplishing the modification included: 

a) that the overall issue ("Should we encourage the development of world 

government to insure peace?") be evolved out of Stage One or Stage Two; 
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b) that, in Stage Two, attention be devoted to developing a series of research 

questions appropriate to the overall issue. Students could also be involved at this stage in 

delineating potential resources and research strategies; 

c) that, in Stage Three, there be more consistency in the approach to inquiry for 

each case study. For example, if students use a W o r m  set of questions for each case 

study, they will be able to generalize more effktively about aspects of war, 

d) that toward the end of the unit, there! be a stage called "Evaluating the 

Process" when students assessed the process strategies, etc.; 

e) that specific suggestions be included for Social Action. 

2. That objectives be Wfitfen to reflect more clearly the definitions provided in the 

curriculum rationale. In particular he suggested 

a) a focus on specific core concepts from the curriculum. If the three that were 

delineated for topic I1 "A" were not as relevant as others, substitutions could be made; 

b) attention to the identiiication of specific values that underlie the message of 

the unit, inquiry into them, and decision-making relative to them. Crowther commented 

that he would not hesitate to say that a unit like this should enable students to develop 

commitment to (for example) rationality as a means of resolving conflict; justice, on the 

basis of equal respect for al l  persons, as a means of developing a world order, etc. 

Crowther felt that this interpretation of valuing was not explicit in the 1971 curriculum 

and perhaps as a result was not well expanded in the revision as it should be; 

c) categorizing of skills according to the four skills areas in the rationale. 
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3. That the sequence of activities within each stage be laid out more clearly. 

Activities within each stage wexe frequently not related to each other in a conceptual way 

and were difficult to relate to each other or to the overall prrrpose of the stage. A series of 

large headings would improve the format and identification of overall inquiry questions at 

the beginning of each stage would lend an extra d e w  of meaning to the organization of 

activities. 

4. That more emphasis be placed on the concept of "cosperationn. Crowther 

suggested that this be treated both conceptually and by example. A few examples were 

listed in the topic description. ConceptuaUy he suggested that co-operation be treated in 

the context of "solution to violence": 

- passive resistance (e.g. Gandhi, King) 

- education (developing tolerance, compassion) 

- avenues for release of fbtration (meditation, art, 

hobbies) 

- rules (eg. mutual agreement on the basis of justice or some other release) 

- understanding of one's own personality and how to-control violent tendencies, 

(eg. meditation, psychiatry) 

5. That the "violmce" section (which was excellent) be expanded to include a 

consideration of the causes of violence. These, should include: 

- -tion and fear 

- territoriality 

- biology (insobriety, Qugs, etc.) 



- loyalties (fanaticism, nationalism) 

- social pressures (e-g. gangs) 

Crowther suggested that vi01ence be viewed in something like the following sequence: 

school local area city metro Q international situation 

6. That additional specific social action strategies be delineated. He ncommded: 

- activities related to Disaster Services 

- a local study (eggg community vandalism) 

7. That the base for evaluation be broadened* He would have preferred to see a 

variety of evaluation activities, as well as specific criteria Criteria should include: 

- empirical (e-g. evidence, date, etc.) 

- Iogid (e.g. reasoning) 

- moral (e-g. judgements on the basis of values) 

- aesthetic (egg. sensory appeal) 

8. That the resource base be expanded to include materials of outstanding relevance 

e.g. "The Diary of Ann Frank", "Where Have All the Flowers Gone" (Memorandum form 

Crowther to Toews, August 25,1978). 

Following the piloting of the unit, and the revisions which were made as a result, a 

further review by Crowther was made albeit a cursory one. His comment at that point 

was that he was pleased with the work and foUowing a firrther inspection of the revisions 

by the pilot teachers and by the curriculum validators, a full assessment would be 

forthcoming (Letter from Crowther to Zelinski, March 16, 1979). 
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The idusion here of the specific (as opposed to smnmarized) recommendations 

by the Project Director for this work has consisted of considerable detail , once again in 

order to give an indication of the level of specificity which he had involved himself with. 

As previously quoted h m  a persoual interview (Mawson, 1982), Crowther's stamp was 

on the cuuiculm. He "gave approval ... [his] bias entered into i t  [He] would re-write it 

... [He] did everything in the final editing [himsew". Not only was he following the 
* 

"vision" of the Master Plan, but he was also making sure that the individual teaching units 

had the "vision1'. 

Alberta Education planned three seminan for teachers piloting the teaching units. 

A Pre-Pilot seminar on October 13,1978; a Mid-Pilot seminar on December 15,1978 and 

the Post-Pilot seminar on January 18 and 19,1979. Recommendations and reactions at 

these seminars would serve as one guide towards any changes made to the original units 

as developed. Pilot teachers were chosen based on a number of criteria: 

1. Teacher Attitude - To what extent was the teacher challenged by new ideas? 

Teachers who were committed to their present method of teaching Social Studies or 

teachers who consistently rejected new ideas would not be considered as pilot or lead 

teachers for this package. 

2. Continuity of Service - To what extent could continuity of service be expected 

from the teachers. Teachers whose spouses were completing advanced degrees, those 

near retirement or those who indicated that they would move within a year or two would 

not be considered. 
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3. Rapport with fellow teachers - lh asking administrators to recommend teachers it 

was suggested that it was not the best teachers that were desired but rather ones whose 

ideas would be accepted by fellow teachers and ones to whom staff  members would feed 

new ideas. Ifthe teacher was involved in another innovative program, the demands on 

time, energy, and patience would be unrealistic to accept them to enter the Social Studies 

pilot program. 

4: Administrative Support - To what extent would the teacher be permitted to 

assume new roles as disseminator when this meant absence fiom the classroom? 

Finally - at no time was there a call for volunteers. Administraton and supervisory 

persome1 considered the above criteria and invited teachers to participate (Memorandum 

fkom Terry S. Kemaghan, to Frank Crowther, October 2,1978). 

The thne teachers invited to pilot the grade twelve teaching unit were named fiom 

three different Alberta locations. The Department of Education, having contacted them 

and having received their agreement to participate made a formal request for their 

services h m  their respective superintendents, fkom whom permission was forthcoming 

in written form. 

It is a moot point that although the teachers represented diverse geographical 

backgrouads and diverse types of schools, they were all representing the same gender. 

There is a vexed question as to how a f&e Social Studies teacher would have reacted 

to a unit on the traditionally recogaized male theme of "war". The unit itself did not 

identify any feminist interpretation. This researcher assumed that when the unit was 

distributed to Alberta schools, female teachers w d  a feminist point of view to deal with 
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suggestions as how this could be done. 

Dunog the Pre-Pilot seminar, the teachers were oriented to the Revised Master Plan 

for the 1978 Alberta Social Studies Curriculum, Interim Edition. Pilot teachers met with 

unit contractors in order to be oriented to the ovaview, the objectives, the flow chart and 

the sequence of activities. The criteria was outlined for assessing the units. Assessment 

included a "Log Book" which pilot teachers were instructed to keep. The purpose of the 

Log Book was to assist the pilot teacher to maintain a daily record of their experiences in 

teaching the unit Daily entries helped to identify strengths and weaknesses, and provided 

the basis for the final recommendations regarding revisions to the unit before it was 

p ~ t e d  and distributed to ail Alberta schools. The Final Evaluation Report was intended 

to address significant general aspects of the teaching unit Pilot teachers were 

encouraged to communicate with contractors directly for cIarificati011. However, in the 

interest of objectivity, contractors were not to approach official piloters. Pilot teachers 

would be visited on two or more occasions in their classrooms by Department of 

Education pasomel in order to gather direct feedback. 

The piloting by the dvee teachers culminated in the completion of a final 

evaluation report which consisted of 14 questions which required comment. The teachers 

were asked to: 

1. Comment on the Format of the Unit. Was it easy to follow? 

2. Comment on the time required to teach the unit. Could it be taught in a 6-8 week 

period? 
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3. Comment on the General Interest of the unit to students? 

4. Comment on the resources. Were the recommended resources of good quality? 

5. Comment on the value, knowledge and skill objectives. Were they rralistic? 

Were they stated in terms of understanding? 

6. Determine whether the inquiry model used was appropriate to the issue and 

whether it was clearly represented in the flow chart? 

7. Comment on the range of teachingllearning. Were they suited to the objectives? 

Did they encourage student creativity? 

8. Comment on the sensitivity of the unit content Did it incorporate a balance of 

viewpoints? Did it avoid stereotyping and bias? 

9. Comment on the treatment of Current Events. 

10. Comment on the treatment of Canadian Content. Was the relationship of 

content appropriate to Canadian issues clear and explicit? 

1 1. Comment on Evaluation. Were opportunities provided for evaiuation? Was the 

final evaluation comprehensive? Did students have an opportunity for self-evaluation 

and for evduating the unit? 

12. Comment on the Note to Teachers. Did it contain information that would 

clarify areas of possible confusion for teachers preparing to teach the unit? 

13. Identify the major strengths and weaknesses of the unit? 

14. Recommend that this unit be produced for classroom use? Without revisions? 

With minor revisions? With major revisions? (Department of Education, Social Studies 

Teaching Unit Pilot Project, Find Evaluation Report Form, 1978). 
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Using the above criteria for the f a  evaluation, the thee pilot teachers indicated 

that generally they recommended the Mit with some major revisions. As a group, they 

approved of the overall outline but desired changes within the unit. The call for revisions 

included a need for background mataial to major case studies, as well as for more 

teaching strategies, especially for the weaker students. They noted a iacL of an audio- 

visual dimension to the unit, as well as a lack of maps, graphs, and other concrete 

resources. They complained of an inordinate amount of photocopying required by the unit 

and of a heavy homework and marking burden on both the student and the teacher. The 

pilot teachers d recommended that the major test be revised and that the unit should 

include smaller and more fkquent opportunities for student assessment. They felt that 

the Canadian emphasis was lacking (unless the teacher injected it himself). All felt that 

the unit was "too long" to be covered in the six to eight week recommended period. The 

pilot teachers shared a general feeling that in order to feel secure when delivering the unit 

in the classt.oom, the teacher had to possess a great deal of experience in methodology 

and content. [This would have been a major concern, since many teachers of Social 

Studies during this period were not M y  trained in the twhing of Social Studies. Most 

had stumbled into the Social Studies classroom possessing an academic background in a 

discipline other than history or geography or even social sciences.] 

AU piloters felt, however, that the units greatest strength was in its insistence on 

the inquiry method, which encouraged classroom discussion and participation and had 

kept student interest high throughout most of the unit That the unit had a "tremendous 

possibility for developing moral reasoning and critical thinking skills". That it succeeded 
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in encouraging students to do "more than simply memorize fads" ( F i i  Evaluation 

Reports of King, Makoski, Vuch, 1979). 

The Social Studies Curriculum Co-ordinating Committee had resolved to undertake 

the process of  validating all curriculum units. Two cunicdum validations per unit were 

conducted, and validation reports were summarid and made available to contractors in 

mid-January, before final rewisions had begun. In a number of cases content validation 

was also desirable. At the request of contractors, F. Crowther agreed to make necessary 

arrangements to choose suitable personnel for this task However, contractors were 

encouraged to submit names of authoritative persons who were qualified to conduct these 

tasks for specific units. For the most part, university disciplinarians, Human-Rights 

officers, union officials, etc. were deemed appropriate, depending on the unit. The 

content vatidation was conducted as soon as the revised unit was submitted to the 

Curriculum Branch subsequent to post-pilot revisions (Memorandum h m  Ctowther to 

Teaching Unit Contractors, December 29, 1 978). 

For the Zelinski unit, six vaiidators were credited at the final stage although a 

variety of people were asked to submit their comments on the unit (See Appendix IV). 

The scrutiny of the validators for this unit had a distinct different focus than the 

evaluations of the Pilot Teachers. Excerpts fiom the written responses of the official and 

unofficial validaton to the unit bear this obse~ation out. Some of the negative 

comments relative to the unit were: 



- Not much depth& many of the readings provided. The alternative penpeaives 

that were provided were Sltrf- alternatives. No wnsideration of the variety of theories 

about the causes of conflict and war. The valuing process used might as well be non 

existent as its treatment was cursory at leastn (Hand-written Memorandum of Bill 

Sommerfeld, Department of Secondary Education, University of Alberta, no date). 

- "...The key issue in the unit is udortunately formulated- The point is that conflict 

is often unavoidable and therefore the issue question becomes absurd or at least 

rhetori cal.... the unit lacks a discussion of the point of view that imperialism is a 

fhdamental cause of warfare ... this is a rather important paspective which may not be 

popular in commative Alberta, but which is held by many scholars and citizens all over 

the world I feel that it is a real problem of the unit .... I feel that the unit could improve 

its selection of articles and readings. ... the unit should concentrate on cIassics and on the 

best primary sources on the topic .... another area of improvement concerns the formulation 

of objectives .... There is a codbion between effective objectives and the place of values 

in objectives .... the knowledge objectives are really low level cognitive objectives ... some 

of the methodological dimensions are rather weak" ( Hand-written Memorandum fiom 

Max Van Manen to Crowther, January 16,1979). 

Not aU comments were so negative. Among the positive observations were the 

- "Some of the exercises will help broaden teacher classroom process. Well 

organized. Readings included have been around in schools for years and provide no new 
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direction or insight" ms is a comment identified as "positive" by the validator] 

(Memorandum h m  Bill Sommdd,  no date). 

- "Positive features include carefbl delineation of value, knowledge and skiIl 

objectives, a good variety of types of data and student activities, overall organization of 

unit and refocusing on central value issue, attention to evaluation (though criteria for 

grading are minimal), deliberate incorporation of a social action component and emphasis 

on development of generalizations" (Memorandum from J. Backenbury to F. Crowther, 

December 13,1978). 

FoUowing their mandate, the o v d  unit validators were more concerned with 

ratifying the unit so that it can be authorized by the Department of Education. 

Predictably, the pilot teachers' concerns revolved around the "teachabilityf' of the unit. 

The task of validating the content of the Grade 12 teaching unit was assigned to 

William Dever, a Rincipd in a Calgary Junior High School. He had served on the "old " 

SSCCC and was very active during 1976 when the SSCCC was confronting the issues of 

revisions to the Master Plan of the Social Studies Curriculum. 

Dever's overall impression of the unit was that it was a very adequate unit That the 

mit ts  physical layout was consistent with the format reflected in the contractors 

agreement; that the directions to the teachers were clear, and should pose little or no 

difficulty to most classroom teachers. He noted that the very extensive development 

necessitated a rather lengthy unit, and this length may deter some teachers from reading 

the unit in its entirety before they begin to teach i t  Recognition was made in his 
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impressions that the unit d e r e d  fkom a strong anti-war bias which did not allow for 

students to explore the complexities involved. 

The evaluation ofthe process of inquiry contained in the unit bad mixed reviews 

eom Dever. He felt that some value objectives seemed to Imd themseives to 

indoctrination rather than ciarification. Many issues did not seem to be value issues as 

the term was used in the SSCCC discussions. There appeared to be a confusion with what 

was a howledge objective and what was a skill objective. k, many instances the students 

were asked to make judgements on the basis of very little dara There was no concern on 

evaluation. Overall, Dever felt that the unit would be of immense help to most classroom 

teachers (Letter from Dever to Cmwther, April 14,1979). 

The comments fiom the validation team seemed to have been very cursory and it 

would have been a difficult task for the SSCCC to summarize the recommendations to 

the contractor in concrete terns. However, foilowing post-pilot and past-validation, 

revisions were completed by Zelinski, as requirrd by the original contract. The revisions 

were based on considering the comments and criticism h m  the various sources. 

Crowther continued to orchestrate the revision through numerous memoranda to 

Zelinski in which he continued pointing out d content and process items that 

warranted revision in his estimation. The SSCCC expressed a strong unsnimous 

approval of Mr. Zeiinski's unit. They had indicated to Crowther that they considered it a 

superior unit by any standards (Memorandum form Dr. Crowther to Dr. H. Toews, April 

72, 1979). 
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The deadline for the final revision of the unit by the developer was set for May of 

1979 when the compieted teaching unit was passed on to an editor for a final check 

(Memorandum h r n  Cmwther to Zelinski, April 20,1979). Once in the hands of the 

editor and the production co-ordinrrtor the unit was revised for grammatical and spelling 

corrections, and included special editorial treatment of study prints which were a part of 

the unit (Memorandum h m  Horvath to Krmaghan, July 19,1979). 

The final letter to Mr. Zelinski from the Department of Education, acknowledging 

the completion of the teaching nit  and extending Crowther's and the Alberta Education's 

gratitude for Zelinski's efforts was f o w d e d  to the developer on January 7,1980. 

After work on the teaching unit was completed by the contractor and the internal unit 

evaluators and reviewers, the Alberta Department of Education developed a policy for 

distribution of the teaching units. In addition to the copies distributed to Alberta Schools, 

copies were also made available to the tbree Universities and their teacher training 

faculties. 

What followed the distribution was comprehensive work in actually field testing 

the units before changing their status as well as the status of the Revised 1978 Social 

Studies Culficulum fiom "interim" to "official". A comprehensive In-Sentice package 

and process was also developed which aimed at making the revised program more 

accepted and implemented than its 1971 predecessor. 



STEP FIVE: Internal and External Review 

Review necessarily f0110ws implementation, but this process is continuous. 

Internal review is undertaken by the decision makers. The internal review of the Revised 

Social Studies Curriculum would not occur until the program was made mandatory and 

would involve those internal p u p s  who had initiated the need for action as well as those 

who gave the action legitimacy. This case study was limited chronologically to the time 

when the 1978 Social Studies Curriculum Interim Edition was recommended for use in 

Alberta schools. The interim nature indicated that changes would be made depending on 

how the revised curriculum was perceived. 

The final stage of the decision making process also includes an external review 

which involves participation by the general public and the pressure groups which may 

have initiated the need for action. For the case study represented in this thesis, this stage 

required a numkr of years of monitoring the new program. 

In fact, internal and external review was rolled into a single attempt and would not 

be undertaken until 1984 when the Department of Education undertook to complete a 

comprehensive thne tiered evaluation of all the changes and revisions, of which the 

Social Studies was but one. The results of the review was reported in a document entitled 

'!Review of Secondary Programs, A review of the Minister's Advisory Committee: 

Foundation for the Future". It included separate reports from the Minister's Advisory 

Committee, (internal) the Public and the Researchers, (extend). 



CHAPTER SIX 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS 

Chapter Five of this thesis represented the deductive phase of the study which 

"Told it Like it Was". In empirical terms, Chapter Six represents the inductive phase of 

the study- This inductive phase is organized into three sections. The first section 

provides the analytical summary of the research findings. The review of the dated 

literature, previous research studies and the general descriptions reported in the research 

findings provided the infomation which formed the basis of the deveIopment of answers 

to the research questions. The second part of this chapter discusses some of the 

conclusions reached, while the third section offm implications for current theory and 

professional practice, and makes recommendations. 

SUMMARY 

The central problem which the writer of this thesis has been concemed with was 

determining the nature of the decision making process in the field of curriculum. The aim 

was to permit the formation of answers to a series of relevant questions which would 

identi@ the problems inhnent in the process of curriculum decision making. Two 

separate theoretical h e w o r k s  were identified which drove the research: a) the critical 
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theorists frsunework which views change in the curricdurn as society's mechanism to 

achieve cultural and political t r a n s f o ~ o n ,  economic revival national identity and 

solidarity; and b) the theory of general public policy formation, whose thematic strands 

include: purpose and value of policy; responsiveness of policy to societal trends; 

classification of the agents of decision making; the essential activities in the decision 

making process; the styles of decision making; the methods of legitimizaton, and the 

competing views of the process. 

The problem is significant as the periodic analysis of the curriculum decision 

making process, is a way that the decision makers can explain what happens when 

decisions are made and thereby help legitimate those decisions. To those who wish to 

have input into curriculum revision it becomes imperative to understand the process in 

order to be able to control it, 

Employing the research strategy of the descriptive case study and using some of the 

techniques of the historiographer, the thesis examined the process of decision making that 

was involved in the creation of a single resource unit in support of the 1978 Social 

Studies Interim curriculum. In order to present the development of the single unit, it was 

necessary to give account of the development of the larger Master Plan of which the 

single unit was a small part of. Therefore, the case study was divided into two phases: 

the general phase of developing the Master Plan for the new curriculum and the particular 

phase of developing a single unit in support of that Master Plan. The research was not 

carried out to test the theory of decision making outlined in this study but to provide the 

history of a decision making process and a guide to locate underlying patterns. 



The Case Study (both the general phase and the specific phase) was undertaken to 

provide answers to a series of questions- The general theme of these questions was - who 

makes what cunicular decision and how and why are they making them. These questions 

had been asked by researchers in the past, and they are not unique to Curriculum Decision 

Making. But it is imperative that these questions are kept the forehnt of cutriculum 

studies and are re-examined periodically. This thesis, therefom re-exambed the findings 

of other researchers that had involved the g e n d  phase of developing the master plan, 

and added to the findings by tracing the development of the single support unit. It 

proceeded fiom the general to the specific in order to locate pattern. The focus of the 

research was on process rather than on product outcome. Unlike some of the previous 

research into this area, this thesis did not concentrate on relating curriculum policy to 

classroom practice, or on providing an analysis of the various pedagogical swings 

demonstrated throughout time. Rather, it focused on the manner in which curriculum and 

the cURiculum decision making process was used to legitimately meet the changing 

political and ideological needs of society. 

An opportune period on which to focus such an analysis was after a period of 

transformation since society cannot analyze lransfonnation until it had occurred. It may 

be aware of the changes occuniag but it cannot "tell it like it was" until the 

transformation can be removed fiom the current milieu Passage of time provides the 

possibility to remove some of the subjectivity surrounding the events and make the study 

objective, or at least as objective as such a subjective exercise can be. Only then can the 
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critical analysis of past process hope to aid in making the current process more effective. 

Only then can such a process be considered historiography. 

In the context of the Alberta Social Studies Curriculum, the 1970's witnessed such 

a transformation in the course content, methodology as well as the curricular decision 

making process. This thesis identified a few of the antecedents to this transformation to 

demonstrate the vulnerability of curriculum to societal and political shifts. The thesis 

demonstrated that in pluralistic societies, such as that of Alberta, ideas, world views and 

theories compete for ascendancy. Some researchers believe (Neth, 1988), that fkquently 

societaI institutions, such as education, provide the forum in which competitors conduct 

their struggle for the supremacy of their world views in a day to day human actiot~ In 

education cuniculum, policy statements are expressions of hope for the present and future 

of students in our schools. There is however much disagreement over whose vision of 

hope is to prevail, who should participate in deciding what educational intentions shall 

be, and how the resulting programs will be implemented and evaluated. 

Harold Neth (1988, p. 15). recognized that Social Studies curriculum is often at the 

forehnt ofthe controversy in the setting of educational policy. One explanation for this 

controversy lies in the dynamic nature of its subject matter. Society is continually 

changing therefore the content of what is studied in the Social Studies classroom must 

also change. A second and perhaps more accura?e reason for the controversy rests within 

the political nature of the content and the skill processes of Social Studies. Consequently, 

questions of whose history, whose culture, whose poiitid and economic ideologies count 

as knowledge, and how these are to be studied become important political issues. While 
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certain conceptual perspectives may dominate the curricuium for a time, when its full 

implications ine naked, the support group becomes weak, or the ideas no longer seem 

wotkable, p q s  supporting other paspectives rally to the cause of instituting their 

vision of what the curriculu~n should be. These characteristics of Social Studies 

curriculum contribute to periodic changes in curriculum policy. 

In examining the decision making processes invoIved in one such periodic change 
. - 

of Social Studies curriculum, the study utilized two p u p s  of questions to guide data 

collection. Group One questions represented the General Phase of the Case Study, and 

Group Two questions represented the Specific Phase. By way of synthesis the following 

section is devoted to a brief discussion of possible answers to the research questions 

posed in Chapter One. 

GROUP ONE QUESTIONS: Revision of the 1971 Social Studies Master Plan 

The first research question pertained to the explanation of the motives for change. 

This question intended to expiore specific pressures, events and forces which emerged 

and resulted in the revision of the 1971 Social Studies Curriculum in Alberta. 

Question: "What were the factors, influences, and pressures, which can be 

identified as the impetus for cUTficulum development?" 
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A number of events and forces provided the government with the impetus for 

revisioa They are presented here chrmologically in order that interrelationships between 

the forces that contnibuted to mrising the cwiculum, and their evolutionary nature may 

be more easily identified. 

1% 1-1971: The New Social Studies 

The 1960's were a time of major cURiculum development. In the aftermath of the 

Sputnik era major changes were brought to the curricula of science and mathematics 

(Korteweg, 1972). The launching of the Soviet Sputnik in 1957 prompted many people 

to review with anxiety the effectiveness of Western Education. In the atmosphere of 

change, the groundwork was set to allow for major revisions in the Social Studies 

curriculum. What emerged in this drive for improved effectiveness was a perceived need 

for a problem oriented Social Studies - The New Social Studies - as it became known in 

educational circles. In Alberta, this drive led to major changes in curriculum and in how 

curriculum was developed. An early manifestation of this trend was the 1967 Alberta 

Conference on the Social Studies Curricufum for Grades I - XII. During the conference 

twenty participants including educational administrators, department heads, Social 

Studies Co-ordinators and other individuals representing the Department of Education, 

the University of Alberta and the University of Calgary, presented addresses and papers 

proposing a new direction for Alberta Social Studies (Odynak, 1967). 

As a result of the conference a number of signiscant changes were made, resulting 

in the 1971 Alberta Social Studies Cuniculum. A trend toward a more creative, 
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experimental curridurn (what came to be negatively termed as "cafeteria sQdeyle") was 

observed. The new curriculum stressed interdisciplinary studies, inquky, teacher 

autonomy, and flexibility. The key changes made to the Social Studies curriculum in 

Alberta as a d t  of the 1967 conference included an e ~ @ ~ ~ i s  on valuing and on an 

inquiry oriented approach. The process of developing this new course also witnessed a 

decentralized, shared or rnutuktic style of decision making in which many groups were 

consulted during the development. The educational environment was also receptive to 

change. The re-activation of Curriculum Coordinating Committees by the Department 

of Education and the pressure for change that they brought to bear culminated in the 

creation of the 1971 Social Studies curriculum, entitled Itemonding to Changg- 

1 97 1 : Change of Legislative Control 

The provincial election of 197 1 was a critical election in which the old loyalties 

shifted, and new voter alignments were established that would e n d s  until the end of the 

leadership of Premier Getty. Albertans si-g a change in societal values and needs, 

ended the 36 year legislative rule of the Social Credit Party and elected a Rogmsive 

Conservative legislature. This marked an ideological shift on the political spectrum 

toward the right In ideological terms this was a move away fiom the "Managed 

Individualism" of the Social Credit Party to the more conservative and therefore 

centralized structure of government. In educational terms it resulted in a move away fiom 

Progressive Education when schooling was valued in its own right, and where it 

attempted to operate independently of societal and work processes. 
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In keeping with the ideology inherent in a shift towards the right of the political 

spectrum, the new government took a more interventionist view of education and sought 

to change its educational policy to include a more centraked and hierarchical style of 

decision making. The curriculum decision making process took on a stronger political 

view- 

1972: The Worth Commission 

The Commission on Educational Planning was established in June, 1969 under Dr. 

Walter Worth, then a Vice President of the University of Alberta It was the task of the 

commission to investigate social, economic and technological trends for the next 20 

years; to examine the needs of all individuals in the society; to analyze the total 

educational requirements, and to recummend the htm changes, structures, and priorities 

necessary for a comprehensive educational system- Between 1969 and 1972, with the 

help of 100 expert consultants, the commission sponsored or co-sponsored dozens of 

research studies, held 36 public hearings involving 5000 people and received 3 3 0 briefs, 

convened 14 conferences and launched three major task force investigations. On June 17, 

1972, the commission's report "A Choice of Futures" was presented to the provincial 

government (Worth, 1972). The Worth Report challenged Albertans to think about the 

society they wished to strive for by sketching two alternative futraes: A Second Phase 

Industrial Society, or a Person Centred Society. 

One of the findings of the report indicated that the 1971 curriculum stressed values 

that would result in societal changes which would witness the considerabIe decline of the 



values attached to capitalism and private ownership. The report also favoured 

decentralization in education policy formation. This sort of change was not on the 

agenda of the new Progressive Conservative Government, whose ideology was based on 

capitalism and private enterprise- The government intended to make changes which 

would reverse this trend and sought to introduce educational structures which would 

legitimize such changes. 

1974: Conference on Cuniculum Decision Making in Alberta 

In 1974 the Department of Education co-operated with other agencies in planning 

and conducting a conference on cMiculum development in Alberta. The overriding 

questions fkced at this conference by 165 educators and lay persons was "Who should 

make what curricular decisions and how should they make them?". The primary purpose 

of the conference was to recommend answers to these questions. The Confe~ence 

adopted specific directions for the Department of Education. The directions, included 

recommendations that the Govemwnt set the broad goals of education that represented 

and reflected the desired educational outcomes of society and to establish structures 

which would ensure input into the curriculum development process form all levels of 

involvement including the government. These recommendations would be partly 

responsible for the 1976 modifications to the structure of the c h c u l u m  branch of the 

Department of Education in Alberta and the govemmentk creation of the 1978 Goals of 

Education. 
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1975: The Downey R q m i  

In 1971 when the New Social Studies Curriculum was introduced into Alberta 

schools thexe was a wmrnitment made to evaluate the revisions. Between 1974 and 1975 

L.W. Downey and his associates undertook this task and in 1975 completed their 

commissioned evaluation. The assessment of the 1971 Social Studies curticulm was 

presented to the Alberta Department of Education in a report titled, The Social Studies in 

Alberta - 1975 - A Rewrt of an Assessment. The assessment concluded that there had 

been considerable "slippage" in the actual implementation of the program. Downey, 

recommended that new structures be devised for improving the process of curriculum 

development and implementation. The findings of the Downey commission provided a 

further mandate for the government to proceed with the revision the 1971 Social Studies 

curriculum. The government was planning to use Social Studies as the vehicle to develop 

a prototype to evaluate all program changes (Torgunrud, Personal Interview In Mawson 

1982). In retrospect, on the institutional level, it was the Downey Report, morr than any 

other pressure, which provided the larger focus for the discontent that existed with the 

1971 program. 

1975: Structural Changes in the Department of Education 

In December of 1975 Julian Koziak, the then Minister of Education, announced the 

establishment of three curriculum bodies: Curriculum Polices Board (CPB), which was to 

replace the existing Elementary and Secondary Culziculum Boards in order to give public 

presentation in curriculum policy development and to better cosrdinate the curriculum 
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&om grades 1 to 12; the Ad Hoc Committees; and the Subject Curriculum Co-ordinating 

Committees ( of which Social Studies was one), which would be responsible for 

developing policy, but CPB approval was required for authorization. The new CPB met 

for the first time in 1976 and set its policies, guidelims and procedures. The powen 

given to the CPB resulted in a more direct control over all curriculum decisions by 

government, 

1976: Minister's Advisory Committee on Student Achievement 

The government also commissioned a number of studies in educational policy 

areas. In Alberta, as in other parts of North America, the "Back to the Basics" movement 

arrived through the United States media Politically it was articulated in the Provincial 

legislature by the then Minister of Education, Julian Koziak, when he announced the 

formation of the Minister's Advisory Committee on Student Achievement (MACOSA) in 

1976. MACOSA was to investigate all aspects of student achievement. The Worth 

Report was instrumental in abolishing provincial examinations via its recommendation 

for decentralization; as a consequence the politicians had no extemal criteria for 

measuring how well the schools were doing. The committee commissioned 18 studies to 

investigate the ramifications of the Basics movement and though they found some 

problems with grade inflation they did not advise a return to provincial examinations at 

that time (Alberta Education, October 1977). The proposals for the return to a provincial 

wide examination system would not take place until 1984 after M e r  polls and studies. 
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1977: The Harder Report 

Dr. J. Harder prepend a discussion papa for the Curridum Polices Board in the 

Fall of 1977 to discuss Alberta Education and Diploma Requirements. Harder based his 

recommendations on the conservative trend which was reflected in the "back to the 

basics" cry. He advocated the adoption of a centralized system approach to curriculum 

deveiopment, mastery learning approach to inauction and periodic system wide 

competency tests to ascertain achievement of set standards. Although the Harder Report 

was not a government document, it had provided "advanced" publicity for positions that 

were clearly supported in their general oudims by the government This was an 

extremely successful move, in as much as discussion with people al l  over the province in 

response to the Report enhanced the government's claim to be determining its policies on 

the basis of "dialogue" and in response to "social mandate". In its organization and in its 

presentation the Report made certain assumptions about the nature of the political process 

of policy formation. In its content the Report made assumptions about the political nature 

of the educational process. Van Manen and his associates (1978) pointed out that the 

Report presupposed that the public believed that the standards had declined but it did not 

prove the pmasiveness of such public dissatisfacton, nor did the Report prove the 

objective evidence which would legitimate a public mandate for certain kinds of 

educational refom The greater prescriptiveness of subject matter as proposed in the 

Harder P a w ,  would have the effect of impeding the process of democratization and 

social mobility in society. [In retrospect, the Harder report proved to be an example of 

the government's slight of hond method. On the d a c e  it appeared that the Report 
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engineered, to produce a reductionist view of the function of schooIs.] It simply gave a 

formda for planned dormity whereby the schools simply had a role in the development 

of a pre-specified product meant for mass consumption. It did not make any 

recommendations about curriculum development or change or how excellence in these 

areas may be encouraged (Van Manen & Stewart, 1978, p. 71). 

1977: Alberta Heritage Leaming Resources Project 

The Alberta Heritage Savings Trust Fmd was established in May, 1976, for the 

purpose of spurring economic diversificatioa Aside h m  its initial allocation of 1.5 

billion dollars, it received about 30% of the province's annual non-renewable resources 

revenues and was swollen by huge returns on its own investments. The Bill which 

established the Trust Fund stated that 65% of its assets had to be invested in projects 

which would tend to strengthen and divers@ the economy of Alberta, 20% could be 

invested to provide long term economic and social benefits for the province and the 

remaining 15% could be invested in other parts of Canada (Krawchenko, 1984). 

Using these f h d s  the government in 1977 established the Alberta Heritage Savings 

Trust Fund Learning Resources Project which committed 8.37 million dollars to 

producing Canntiiau content studies materials. Part of these materials were the specific 

teaching units in support of  the 1978 Social Studies d c u l ~ ~ l l .  The Trust Fund was 

directly controlled by the Cabinet, whose proceedings were secret 
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In allocating these h d s  the government had responded to the long standing 

pressures h m  those factom in society that had created awareness and support for 

increased C d a n  studies. These pressures had surfhced in the late 1960's with the 

celebration of Canada's Centennial in 1967; the pubIication of A. B. Hodgetts' book 

What Culture? What Heritage? A Studv of Civic Education In Canada, and the Canadian 

Studies Conference in 1969. It continued into the 1970's with the creation of the Western 

Canada Rojext, Canada West and further pressure fiom Me1 Hurtig and the results of his 

nwey about high school students' knowledge of Canada. Due to the involvement of the 

Media, the issue became highly political and prompted government to examine the Social 

Studies cmiculum and its Canadinnn content It would appear that the government not 

only wanted to become involved in the curricdum process but it had to, inlight of the 

pressures. In a sense it was acting both reactively and proactively. 

1978: Goals of Basic Education for Alberta 

With yet another move to gain control over educational policy, on Febnrary 24, 

1977 in the Speech fiom the Throne (Hansard, 1977), the government made a 

commitment "to assess the goals and objectives of our basic education system and to 

consider the desirability of providing greater emphasis on acquisition of knowledge and 

skills". The CURiculum Policies Board (CPB) though a sub-committee of its 

membership, proceeded with an in-depth exploration of the goals of basic education. 

Perceptions of Board members, recornendations of interested individuals and groups, 

and goal statements form outside the province were considered. On September 2,1977 
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the CPB forwarded its recommendations to the Minister of Education, who in turn 

distributed them to members of the Legislative Assembly for study prior to the opening of 

the fd sitting. The statements of the Goals of Basic Education were endorsed by the 

Alberta Legisiature in May 1978 (Alberta Education, Report of the Curridurn Polices 

Board, 19761978). 

This was a way of assuming direct contml though political procedure and of 

guaranteeing that certain "goals, objectives and priorities" would be brought with 

authority to the education system. The goals were divided into two categories: one list of 

gods which was the respom&ility of the schools, and another which was the 

responsibility of the community. What was communicated in this division was not just 

what schools shall do, but also what schools shall not be required to do. The Mework 

was established, then for narrowing the focus of the schools and this can be seen as part 

of the move to competency-based, "Back to the Basics", education 

The need for such gods had been one of the recommendation of the 1974 

Conference on Decision Making in Alberta The separation of such goals was fim 

suggested in the Harder Repoh AU CUIficulum developments and revisions in Social 

Studies would have to reflect the intent of the goals (Krawchenko, 1984). Therefore, 

certain events provided the impetus and in some cases the legal mandate for decision 

making and policy formation which led to curriculum revision and government's active 

role in the process. Responsibility for carrying out such action legally fell to the 

executive authorities of government, however at each stage of the decision making 

process, a set of key agents influenced how the plan was m into process. These policy 
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agents, included individuals as well as groups. Some became influential through 

authoritative legitimacy, others through their personal efficacy d cbadmuL The second 

research question was designed to investigate and identify the existence of these key 

actors and stakeholders. 

QUESTION: "What individuals or groups were involved in cmiculum 

development? Why had some individuals or groups commanded and exerted more 

influence and power on curriculum development and change than some other individuals 

or groups?" 

Many educational writers discuss the importance of understanding curriculum 

development as a political process in which conflict must be resolved in some fashion. 

Resolution sometimes takes place through following precedence, however much of what 

actually takes place is the result of the influence and pressure brought to bear by certain 

groups and individuals. The actual development of the Master Plan for the 1978 Social 

Studies was the task of the cuniculum designers of the Department of Education. These 

Curriculum designers were answerable to the Curriculum Policies Board (CPB) who were 

given the mandate to approve all projects and cutriculum decisions before submitting 

them to the Minister of Education for final legithization. The CPB was concerned in 

assuring that aIl projects adhered to the government's basic Goals of Education. The 

Social Studies Curticulum Co-ordinating Committees and the Ad HOC committees were 

the actual "work horses" of the revision process who formulated the Master Plan and then . 
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presented the various drafts' of their work to the CPB. These Ad Hoc committees and 

curriculum teams mdatook the task of identifying learning resources and creating 

prescriptive units for all grade levels to aid teechas in delivering the cuuiculum ofthe 

Master Plan. 

In the process or decision making that led to the revision of the 1971 Social Studies 

and the acceptance of the 1978 Social Studies Interim Edition, the govemment acted as an 

influence on what the CPB would find acceptable for rexomrnendation to the Minister. 

The government who restructured the Department of Education created the very 

bureaucratic CPB to which all other curriculum agencies were accountable. In terms of 

curriculum control the newly formed Curriculum Policies Board, was directly responsible 

to the Legislature. The government exerted its influence through a number of ways other 

than the legislating of the structural changes that had facilitated the re!trenchment of 

education by government. Through legislation, such as the passing in legislature of the 

"Basic Goals of Education and Schooling", it set boundaries to possible curicdum 

revisions. Through the formaton of the Alberta Heritage Savings Trust Fund Learning 

Resources Project by which the government made provision for extra ordinary financial 

support for curriculum development, tht government managed to exert direct influence 

on curriculum development by a method outside of common procedures. 

A m e r  government influence on curriculum development was demonstrated 

through the appointments ofthe various educational commissions. In the time period 

under study some of these included the commissioning of the Worth, the Downey and the 

Harder Reports, as well as the creation of the MACOSA advisory group. These 
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commissions brought forward rrcomrnmdations which would be inciuded in the official 

mandates for curriculum developers. The key personnel in each of these legitimized 

commissions often used their efficacy in order to make their paspectives felt in the 

various commissiom1 final reports. 

From the field of education, influence was exerted on the curriculum development 

through the involvement of teachers, university personnel, prestige educators, who 
- - 

through their participation in special conferences, through their membership on 

government commissions, and through their submissions of specialized craricular 

documents intentionally or unintentionally affected the final master plan. Educational 

organhtions such as the Alberta School Boards or the Alberta Teachers Association 

were often consulted for their input into the process, often by being asked to recommend 

personuel to be involved in the development stage. 

The lay cornmMty and special interest groups, such as the Canadian Studies 

Foundation, Canada Project West or the Hurtig Survey, and the parents and the media 

who took up the cause for more Canadian content, or the "Back to the Basics" movement 

in the curriculum also were factors that exerted Muence and were instrumental in the 

changes that occurred In most cases these influences were in the form of pressure placed 

on those with authority and legislative power to implement changes which reflected their 

interests. For the cuziculum developen, these influences meant that they would often 

consult with them in order to test a draft of what they had proposed to submit to the CPB. 

A more indirect innwnce on the curriculum came from suppliers of resources, such 

as publishers, and writers, who provided the texts and teacher guides used directly in the 
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classroom. The availability of resources which could be used to implement the Master 

Plan often became a consideration of the cUTficuIum developers. 

Individuals whose efficacy was felt in the development process itself were, as 

noted, those who headed the various departments and committees. Of course, a large 

influence was the Premier of Alberta himself. hugheed personally made his goals for 

the curriculum be made known through indirect memoranda and through his control of 

the discussions in the legislature. The insistence of the Miaister of Education, Julian 

Kodak, that decisions concerning the Social Studies curriculum be included in cabinet 

discussions, added to this sense of centralized, governmental influence on the 

development of curriculum. 

Ledgerwood, who had been instrumental in developing the 1971 Social Studies 

program used his control of the Curriculum Branch to bring about the 197 1 program 

through the shared approach of decision making. He then used this involvement as 

leverage to affect the 1978 revisions to a c\Micdum that he had originally championed- 

In using his leverage, he attempted to retain during the process of revision, much of the 

curriculum's original objective. He and his elite group of cwiculum developers aspired 

to keep the process of innovation and decision making decentralized. When he resigned 

his position as Associate Director of Curriculum, his successor, Crowther reversed this 

trend and exerted his influence to make the process more centralized and accountable to 

the Minister of Education. 

One of the frameworks for this study was the critical theorist stance that when 

society "has an itch, the schools scratch" indicating a symbiotic relationship between 
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curriculum ideology and the state. One of the underlying assumptions ofthis ftamework 

is that regardless of the political or economic systems employed by a society curriculum 

is expected to bridge the gap between how society actually is and how sociw wants to 

be. The general descriptions of Alberta society were reviewed to develop the answer to 

question three. 

QUESTION: "What was the general political, economic, social a d  cultural climate 

in Alberta prior to and during curriculum change in the 19701s?" 

Chapter Two of the thesis d e s c n i  the changes in the political and societal scene 

in Alberta in the 1 Wok Evident in the attitudes of Albertans in the 1970's was a swing 

away fiom the Populist movement that was represented by the Social Credit government. 

This swing was partly due to the change in society's values. Alberta was changing from a 

nual society to o w  that was rapidly becoming urban, secular and economically affluent 

This was a break from the values ingrained in the population during the Great Depression. 

The change was reflected in the 1971 elections that replaced the Social Credit Party, 

which was basically a rural small town and lower middle class movement, with the 

Progressive Conservative Party. The Conservative Party represented an upward 

economic mobility to which the younger generation, whose members wanted to "leave the 

farm", were aspiring to. Unprecedented growth in the oil and gas industry enabled the 

economy to grow and diversify. 
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Social Credit ideology promoted the individual as evidenced by the reforms 

portended to increase the protection of human rights and pursuit of egalitarian aims (i.e. 

minority group rights, women's issues and M o r n  of sexual expression issues, etc.). 

Calls for more restraint by socially conservative or rnorally-conscious groups continued in 

this time but took a back seat to social activists who promoted more "open" and "tolerant" 

stances. The Progressive Conservative ideology promoted a more state oriented ideology 

where government took its mandate from a populous who felt that government should 

take a more interventionist stance in order to best direct the provinces natural and human 

resources. In terms of human resources the emphasis was in providing an education that 

would benefit the new directions in society. Education was to be tied more closely to the 

needs of the society instead of being relatively autonomous. The nationalist fever of 

conservative groups were seen in the surge of pressure on the govemxnent for more 

Canadian content in the school. This wave of nationalism gained momentum as a result of 

the celebration of Caaada's Centennial and the Progressive ~onserkative Party with its 

more nationalist and intewentionist stance (versus the individualist) benefited from this 

momentum at the polls in 1971. For students of political science this occurrence may 

seem to be a paradox. The swing of the pendulum from left to right in theory signifies a 

change in government mandate h m  the interventionist to the individualist, yet in terms 

of control this swing in Alberta, identified by the change in political leadership in the 

legislature, advocated an individualist stance on many aspects of society, yet it adopted an 

interventionist stance in education control. 
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Alberta witnessed periodic structural shifts in its CUfficulum development process, 

just as it had witnessed periodic ideological shifts. As identified in the discussion to the 

previous question, lmlike the paid that gave rise to the 1971 curriculum, the societal 

context that existed at the time of the development ofthe 1978 curriculum was more 

conservative- Question Four relates the societal shifts to the shifts in the process of 

curriculum decision making. Students of educational change may argue that studies in the 

innovations of any field of education may result in the conclusion that education is 

changeless - that educators simply "re-invent the wheel". 

QUESTION: "To what extent had the curriculum decision making process in 

Alberta changed fiom 1971 to 1978? To what extent had the cuniculum decision making 

process remained stable over this same period?" 

One of the manifestations of the emergent conservative trend in the 1970's was 

reflected in the "back to the basics" movement. The media, the parents, the school 

boards, some segments of the university community, superintendents, and the lay public 

called for an emphasis on basic education to some degree. In Social Studies, teachers, in 

the majority pressed for increased prescription in the program. These were added to the 

pressures h m  those groups wishing to change the Social Studies curriculum in order to 

add more Canadian content. 

It was also during this period that the Alberta government undertook the policy of 

revising the 1960's trend to decentralize education. The period between 197 1 and 1978 
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was identified as a move fiom a predomhady local process of decision making to a 

mixture of central and local. A major modification of the Educatiotml structures resulted 

in a three tiered organization for curriculum development which placed the CUtTiculum 

Policies Board at the top of the pyramid. The most significant result of this restructuring 

was the move away from the previous decentraked process in which a number of 

curriculum committees (The General, the High School, the Intermediate School, the 

Elementary School) were considered policy committees and could recommend proposals 

directly to the Minister of Education. These cuniculum committees could employ the 

services of Ad Hoc committees and subcommittees which were convened to deal with 

specific issues and projects. After 1976 the Subject Committees were, in theory, 

considered to have been policy making committees, however, they could not propose 

policy directly to the Minbter. All proposals for curriculum procedures and 

programming, fiom ali sources, had to be submitted to the Curriculum Policies Board, 

which evaluated them, made recommendations for finther drafts, re-evaluated the 

subsequent drafts to ensure that they met with the gods of the government, and only then 

passed a motion to submit the proposal to the Minister for approval and legitimization. 

The process of curriculum development which resulted in the development of the 

1978 curriculum was a political process that involved conflicting ideas over a number of 

cunicular issues. The process resulted in some alternatives being chosen over others and 

in some factors exerting more influence than others. The choices and the use of the 

conciliatory attitude which are the main ingndients in decision making appear to have 

been made and used based on power. 
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GROW TWO QU~STIONS: Development of a Single Resource Unit 

Chapter Five described the steps taken to produce the unit for use in the 

classrooms. It demonstrated a small part of the Implementation Step in the Alberta 

Curriculum Decision Making Rocess. The process ofdeveloping the unit followed a 

model that was very similar to the activities involved in fulfilling the thesis requirements 

for a graduate degree. Question one of the second set of research questions was designed 

to trace the developments within this implementation step. 

QUESTION: "What were the steps which were followed in developing the 

resource unit in support of Topic "B" of the Alberta grade twelve Social Studies 1978 

Curriculum? Who were the actors involved in the development of this single unit?" 

The cmiculum work involved seven stages which the contractor worked through in 

specific ordet. These stages closely corresponded with the model process for the 

development of teaching-learning units as outiined by cuniculum specialists such as 

Hilda Taba (1962); Wiles and Bondi (1979), Tanner and Tanner (l980), and Miller and 

Seller (1990). It was not the aim of this study to critique the manner in which the unit 

was developed but simply to record it. The stages followed in developing the teaching 

unit were: 

Stage I. Development of a broad research base consisting of a comprehensive 

literature review, and a resiew of existing materials. 
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Stage II. Familiarization with the philosophical context of the 1978 Master Plan of 

which this unit would constitute a small portion. 

Stage ITI. Developing an understanding with the processes outlined in the 

"Handbook for Unit Developers". (A monograph specifically designed, under department 

guidelines, for-= with this proj-) This stage also required that the contractor make a 

study of the possible models available for the value inquiry method. 
. - 

Stage N. Choosing an inquiry model from the ones studied and developing a flow 

chaa identifying specific issues, research questions etc. based on the chosen model. 

Stage V. Expanding the flow chart into a sequence of teachingllearning activities. 

This stage included the gathering of the primary sources needed to accomplish the 

sequence of activities. 

Stage VT. The completion of the final pilot draft encompassing teacher materials 

and student materials and evaluation approaches. (This draft was used by three pilot 

teachers to test the "teackbility" of the unit). 

Stage VII. The final stage of the development consisted of a revision of the unit 

based on the comments of the pilot teachers and outside unit validators. 

The contractor was Victor Zelinski, a person who had proven expeaise in Social 

Studies curriculum writing. From a list provided through recommended channels, the 

final decision to grant Zelinski the contract was made unilaterally by Dr. Crowther, 

Associate Director of Educatioa Zelinski was provided with strict criteria including time 

lines for each stage of the process. 
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The procedures for unit development were agreed upon by the Social Studies 

Consultants of the Department of Education and were recommended to the SSCCC who 

in turn submitted it to the CURiculum Policies B o d  It was the SSCCC and the Ad Hoc 

Management Committee and various Steaing Committees who established the structure 

and time line criteria for Z e b k i  and who would be responsible for the review of the unit 

when completed. The people involved in these coIIunittees were either memben of the 

Department of Education or were hand picked by Cmwther- Pilot Teachers were also at 

the approval of Crowther- 

The method used in the development of the single unit of teacher resources outlined 

in the specific phase of the case study was more a result of than an eflect on the 

curriculum decision making process in Alberta. The last research question identifies the 

legacy left behind by the development of the teaching unit in support of the 1978 Social 

Studies curriculum. 

QUESTION: "What effect did the process followed in creating this project have on 

curriculum decision making policy of the Alberta Department of Education?" 

In the historical context of Alberta Social Studies Curriculum decision making 

process, the 1971 curriculum was the product of an effort to radically refom Social 

Studies. The mdedying assumption was that teachers were autonomous professionals 

who were competent and willing to design curriculum programs. It was an approach that 

took the view that knowledge was socially constructed. The units in the 197 1 curriculum 
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were organized around value issues. CUlTicuium was interdiscipbmy, knowledge 

constnrted in focus, somewhat decentralized in its making and gave teachers a degree of 

autonomy. Such a conceptualization of curriculum was in coaflict with those who 

wanted to reduce the cutriculm by focusing on certain disciplines, valued a knowledge 

base, and demanded more central control of curriculum and aaanal accountability of 

teachers. 
. 

By the mid 1970's tensions between the differing conceptual focuses on the 

curriculum was in place and the demand for change by various stakeholders was evident. 

In the belief that the policy makers in the Department of Education bureaucracies had 

fded to produce the cuniculum the public and influential politicians demanded, the 

government responded in the only way it believed it could, with studies and follow-up 

legislation. Centralization placed curriculum policy making inthe hands of politicians. 

Thus began a process of extending political control over curriculum policy through 

commissioned studies. 

In producing materials which would demonstrate how policy created through the 

centralized process could be put into practice, the govemment further extended political 

control by the use of the committee structure- For although Mr. Zelinski was given the 

individual contract to produce the unit, which on the s d i r e  would demonstrate teacher 

autonomy at a certain level of curriculum development, the unit in actuality was produced 

under the strict control of the committees who were accountable to the govemment for 

direction. 
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The process used to develop this teaching unit suggests that the government 

operated under a number of assumptions. Since the educational bureaucracy which had 

produced the 1971 Social Studies Curriculum failed to provide what the public wanted 

(based on aIl the pressures for change), it was assumed .hat the decentralized process of 

curriculum development was not meeting the demands of the public and that an effective 

and efficient central control in the hands of the government would provide a better 

product Another assumption which was made was that curriculum policy making would 

be patterned after other policy fields in the government's portfolio. 

Neth in his 1988 thesis related curriculum policy to clrtssroom practice and 

concluded, as this study also concludes, that regardless of whether the centralid or the 

decentralized process was in place, the classroom teacher has had little direct 

participation in the setting of curriculum policy. No matter how well-meaning the policy 

makers h m  the Department of Education, the Universities or the Legislation are, they 

work on the basis of theories informed by their practice, not the tkher's practice. As a 

result, Neth pointed out, the kinds of changes d e d  for and the processes used to bring 

about changes have come to reflect the contradictions that have gone into their malcing @. 

94). 

This was evident in the fat that the reviews of the unit by the pilot teachers had a 

smaller impact on the types of revisions carried out by Zelinski than did the 

recommendations for revision by Crowther. In assessing the relative advantages of the 

hierarchical style of decision making, it may be recognized that its use would permit 

Alberta Education to exercise maximum control over the project and would enme that 
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materials were produced in a highly efficient manner- However the potential advantages 

of control needed to be weighed against what might be lost through limiting participation; 

potentid gains in efficiency mean a loss of effectveness. Students of social 

change, especially those who have studied difhion of innovations, agree that new ideas 

or materials are least effectively implemented when they are developed and disseminated 

by "experts" who are remote fkom the adopters who will use the change (Fullan & 

Po* 1977). 

It may be assumed that the research findings presented in this study may lend 

themselves to different sets of conclusions depending upon the point of view of those 

who engage with the primary and secondary source material- This assumption is at the 

heart of most historical case studies. The study produced a set of guidelines or a 

fiamework which may be utilized for tracing a specific case of the Decision Making 

Process. The essential steps of the decision making process was a useful analytical tool in 

the discussion of the policy making process. It provided one way to interpet the data 

located through research. It did not provide the only way. 

The possible answers to the research questions also provided a method for 

summarizing and analyzing the findings. They drew attention to the political and social 

interaction that takes place as curriculum policy is formulated This interaction 
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underlines one of the original assumptioas of the thesis: "when society has an itch, the 

schools scratch". 

On the theme of curriculum innovation, it may be concluded that the success of the 

implementation of any curriculum depends upon its successfid transfation into school 

lessons and units. Curricular innovations succeed or fd on the basis of how they are put 

into practice in the classroom- This study demo- that one of the major reasons for 

the revision of the 1971 Social Studies program was not becaw the program was 

inadequate but, because it was not implemented properly in the classrooms (Downey, 

1 975). 

The curriculum of 1971 was one which encouraged local development and which 

emphasized process. The curriculum was described in two government publications for 

elementary and secondary school respectively. In both documents, only two of almost 

one hundred and fifty pages described the content to be taught in each grade. 

Consequently the degree of specificity of the wntent description was very minimal 

(Alberta Education, 197 1, Alberta Education, 197 1 b). 

The 1971 curriculum was predominantly concerned with the process of valuing 

which led to the h o s t  total avoidance of the mention of the wntent to be carried, The 

main responsibility of curriculum development rested squarely upon the classroom 

teacher who was asked to prepare courses of study on the basis of broad statements of 

principle. Moreover, teachers were discouraged form using multiple copies of textbooks 

in the building of instructional materials. 
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The 1971 anicul& failed. The goals and objectives were not achieved - there was 

"slippage" in the translation. The problem was seen to be a lack of specificity and a lack 

of the availability ofktmtional program materials. That is, the 1971 cuuiculum only 

prescribed the g a d  value clarification approach, There was virtually no delineation of 

specific content to be carried out within each grade. At workshops and symposia held to 

assist in the implementation of this markedly new and merent approach teachers were 

encouraged to develop their own curriculum making skills of unit and lesson planning, in 

order to generate and work out specific content not prescribed or detailed in the 

curriculum guide. 

The 1978 version of the Social Studies Curriculum was prepared partly in response 

to a concem with the perceived lack of sufficient support for teachers in the task of 

curriculum and instructional planning. This support and direction began with a 

redefining of what content was imporbnt for sociaal values (eg. Canadian content, the 

"Back to the Basics" cry). The content changes reflected the changes in societal, political 

and ideological values which occurred in the Alberta of the 1970's. The intention or goal 

of  the 1978 Social Studies was in accordance with the overall general values and goals for 

education and schooling which the government had worked out. In effect the pedagogical 

gods had not radically changed from the emphasis on value issues called for in the 1971 

curriculum, however, the entire curricular and instnrctional development process had 

become more centralized, more specific, and more restrictive of the fkedom of the 

teacher in taking initiatives and interpreting the alternative ways in which the broader 
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goals were to be served. Changes were made when the government changed their 

priorities or ideology base, not when new and superior pedagogy was identified 

Another fundamental change in the 1971 and 1978 curriculum was in the provision 

and the endorsement of specially prescr i i  learning resources (Kaaata Kits, Teaching 

~e&urce Units). These support materials were prepad and distributed by Alberta 

Education signalling government control over the curricular development process. Thus 

the teacher's role of a developer of M o d  programs within a basic and general 

fmmework of aims and objectives shifted to one of an implementor of a network of 

presmkd goals, objectives, content and resources. Bushe (1982) noted that where once 

the teacher was the designer and mediator of the student's education experience, now she 

became the technocrat who implemented a pre-structured set of prescribed materials into 

which he or she had W e  input Teachers would be held accountable if they made 

choices about the resources or methods they used which were injudicious. This 

development also raised the whole question of teacher accountability. The introduction 

of the mandatory grade twelve diploma examinations in 1984 partly in response to the 

recommendations of Dr. Harder and MACOSA added to the teacher accountability issue 

and the question of government control over cmiculurn content, methodology and the 

whole process of educational pedagogy. 

Om conclusion that may be arrived at, over and over, fiom the story of policy 

making recaptured in this study is that change in curriculum means a change in society. 

A change in how curriculum is developed is also a mdestation of comsponding change 

in societal trends. The process adopted in the development of the 1978 Social Studies 
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Curriculum demo- that the deveiopers had worked on the generalized assumption 

that policy formation is a continuous and interactive process and that it is Jmm in 

orientation. The government followed its own intapmation of the steps inherent in 

generaI policy formation in deveioping educational policy in the 1970's- While the 

process that was adopted showed the characteristics of the shared approach to curriculum 

decision maling, there were still implicit in the process? elements of the hierarchical 

model. This demonstrated an anomaly- The govermnent adopted a particular theory of 

how to make curriculum decisions, however, in practice had deviated (intentionally and 

unintentionally) fiom the chosen theory in order to fulfil its own goals. 

On the surf" the govermnent adopted a codtatory approach to the decision 

making process. There was a political dimension employed in an effort to involve 

various groups in producing the new curriculum. The views, expectations, and 

preferences of stakeholders were sought out and were used as a base for the revisions. 

From the beginning, the curriculum development process assumed that there were 

interests both fiom within and from outside of the educational system which had a 

legitimate right to be heard, yet the interests of those who held the power received 

priority as the acnral decision making process reached its conclusion and produced policy. 

As part of the consultative process, a great amount of energy was expended to show 

the responsiveness of the government. The public stakeholders in the curriculum 

participated through Questionnaires, Surveys, Gallup Polls, Public Forums and Written 

Submissions. The Educational stakeholders were involved through memberships on 

Curriculum Teams, Commissions, and Alberta Education Departments. Groups 
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consisting of stakeholders b m  a variety of arras were granted authority in the decision 

making process through Ministerial Advisory Committees. The political stakehoiders 

added a purely political dimension duhg the discussion in Legislature and in Caucus 

Meetings. The decisions made concerning the Education Policy and the manner in which 

these decision were made, seem to have been reactive. 

Yet, the underlying pattems demonmated by some of the findings both during the 

generalized phase of the case study and in the specialized phase would indicate that this 

overt adherence to the shared approach to curriculum decision making was often 

ovemdden by a centralired hierarchical approach which demonstrated that the 

government was acting proactively to influence education policy. The impression of the 

writer during the research phase of this study was that there app#wd to be a slight of 

hand practised by those holding political power - intentionalZyry 

What may also be evident is that dong with the official agenda which focused on 

the creation of a revised Social Studies curriculum that was responsive to the public's 

demands was a number of hidden agendas, as noted previously, some intended and some 

unintended. The Revision of the Social Studies Curriculum appeared to be embodied in a 

desire to improve its effectiveness. To make the subject more effective in educating the 

young. Its outcome demonstrated that the task of reform was also a search for new goals. 

In the process of reformulating the goals, the values taught were altered to accommodate 

new pressure groups. More hdamentally, the undertaking resulted in a shift fkom a 

decentralized to a centralized process. Thus, the manifest pl~tposes for Asion., it would 

seem, were not the most important outcomes. Political involvement in educational policy 
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accountability and the " k k  to the basicsn movement had invited politicians to enter the 

realm of the professional educatorT 

It would appear that cUTiiculum policy making inyoives an immense number of 

variables at every step. At every step ofthe situation, the process, the key actors, the 

orgarbtion and the desired outcomes have to be considered and r e - c o n s i d d  Ideally 

alI decision making is based on rational considerations, however, the concept of what is 

rational shifts end is often too constricting to meet the demand. The idea ofrationality 

also shifts as competing stakeholders jockey for power. 

The political view theory of the policy making process as outlined in Chapter Three 

seemed to be underscored by the findings of this study. The process of developing the 

new Social Studies Curricuium overtly demonstrated the way the rational bureaucracy 

operates. However, because the rational view of policy formation fds short, due to the 

pressures and competing interests that are stnrggling for control, it was combined with the 

covert, inational, political stance. As the theory suggested Alberta Education was a 

field where the system was inclined to avoid conflict and therefore tried to placate all 

stakeholders on the surface, while under the d a c e  it continued to forge along with the 

mandates that the new poiitid legislature set out. 

The concentrated effort to provide details es opposed to summaries during the 

"story telling" provides the means by which the reader may find their own ties with the 

communicated information- This effort is consistent with one of the aims of this research 

- to provide pure data. 
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Interim edition demonstrate that curricdum deve10pment is a 'bessy processyy. 

Hildebrand (1 991) noted that there has to be consideration of pedagogy, content, 

philosophy, ideology and societal contern These issues wne enlivened by the politid 

interaction that took place between individuals and groups as they sought to influence the 

decision making process. Because of the complexity of human nature and because of the 

considerable stake that society has in Social Studies curriculum, managing cuniculum 

refonn in this field is a perilous taslc As the policy actors played out their roles at the 

various steps and stages of the development process, the curriculum was shaped and 

reshaped. The focus of this thesis has been the use of the political view to help understand 

the processes which surrounded the development of the 1978 Social Studies Curriculum. 

The political view d s  attention to the process of contending with competing interests, 

agendas and preferences in attempting to create education policy and administer its 

implementation. The political view to decision making has implications to all those 

involved in the curriculum decision making process or those who wish to be involved. 

In Chapter Four, the concern for the study's external validity or transfixability was 

raised. It was suggested that in order to improve generalizability of a case studyy any 

case study, the researcher should establish the typicality of the case. The development of 

the 1978 Alberta Social Studies Curriculum was specific and was not typical. However, 

in the area of the implications the study raised, a degree of typicality may be identified. 
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In 1991, Paul Hildebrand completed a study entitled "Politics and the Development of 

the Grade Nine Sociai Studies Curriculum in Saskatchewan". Although the research 

questions, the assumptions, the tmdedying assumptions7 the theory, the methodology end 

the whole focus of the case diffaed h m  this present study of the development of the 

1978 Social Studies cURiculum, it is significant to note that the set of implications he 

offered for those involved in cUITicuIum development is similar to the implications which 

can be b w n  h m  this study. This similarity underscores the assumption made in 

Chapter Four, that case! study research may help more in the fonning of questions rather 

than in finding of answers. Therefore, the questions and the implications that the findings 

of a case study may raise are often applicable to other situations. 

The findings of this study may have several implications for educators and 

education policy makers. One of the important findings is centred around the realization 

that politics is an important consideration in the development of curriculum because it 

allows for the participation of competing interest groups. A democratic government is 

one in which decisions are made by the majority while respecting the rights of the 

minority. Therefore, a democratic society, which wishes to avoid the tyranny of the 

majority must make provisions to enable minorities to influence the decision makers. In 

t e r n  of curriculum decision making, the implication would be that structures should be 

designed into the process so that competing and minority interest groups can be heard 

fiom, 

Political astuteness is an essential qllalification for those who assume leadership in 

the curriculum development process. This involves both understanding and patience as . 
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participants within and h* without the educational system crisscross. it also involves a 

shrewdness and wisdom which allows for quick decisions on a course of action. 

This need for sagaciomess and because political interaction is a part of the 

curriculum development, implies that universities can assist in prrpering curriculum 

developers and educational admlnlsbs . . tors to cope with compromise tactics. A 

systematic consideration of the nature of politics in education could be included as a large 

part of teacher preparation programs. Future teachers must understand the process in 

order to have an impact on i t  

Another implication centres around the debate over what is to be emphasized in the 

cUITicuium - the content or the process. The development of the Albeaa 1978 Social 

Studies programme demonstrated the importance of such a debate. Curriculum 

development must not be forced to choose between pedagogy and content. Curriculum 

development should strive for the synthesis of content with the best methods of pedagogy. 

The prescriptive nature of the 1978 Social Studies cuniculum hampers this synthesis. 

Curriculum should also be open to accommodate the differences in teachers and students 

to interact with content and process in order to be able to deal with the differences in 

styies of teaching and learning. 

Society changes over time. Legislative power changes over time. Educational 

philosophy and pedagogy change over time. But a one shot curriculum revision crammed 

into a short period of time to meet political time lines is apt to cause problems. 

Curriculum revision should be a gradual evolution which would prove less unsettling and 

more easily acceptable. Curxiculurn development should be a lengthy process and 
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leadership must not accept it take place in an ad hoc fashion. Time must be allowed for 

extensive debate of alternatives before any implementation takes piace. It would dso 

imply tbat the product of cuniculurn development will be acceptable to stakeholders if 

they are consulted throughout this lengthy process. 

At the development stage of curriculum planning, authority rests with the 

Department of Education. Structures set up by the Department and decision makers 

within the Department are "points of accessm for those who wish to influence the planning 

of curriculum. However, because leadership and leadership styles change throughout a 

development process, as it did when Crowther replaced Ledgerwood, it would be 

advantageous to have a continuing advocate or sponsor fk from patronage. 

Teacher participation is necessary in curriculum development because of the power 

that teachers posses. When something is important to teachers, they want to be involved. 

They may not want to be involved in the conceptualization of broad pafameters of the 

curriculum, but when it comes to design of the curriculum in terms of how it is to be 

delivered in the classroom they want to be shaping the way it is structured. There is a 

critical role for teachers in the piloting stage of a new program. Conoboration between 

the pilot teachers and the developers are important at the different stages of the unit 

development not only at the end of the pilot period. 

The decisions made during the deveIopment of the 1978 Social Studies curriculum 

raises implications for those involved in assessment The recommendations by 

MACOSA indicated a need to re-institute compulsory examinations in Grade 12. This 

implied that the province wide examinations that were recommended tended to increase 
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standardization of content and resources in Grade 12 Social Studies. It effectively 

reduced the amount of input by individual teachers and decreased the variety of 

viewpoints experienced by students. The implication loomsF that more and more of the 

prescriied resources such as the teaching units would be used. which fbrther implies that 

the interest of the dominant power p u p s  in society will be recognized, The history of 

the development of the 1978 program showed that the tendency was present for those 
- - 

who possessed more power to have had a larger input into the find produn Education 

by implication became more conse~ative. 

There is also an underlying implication that with external examinations, teachers 

became more concerned about meeting the requirements of the culzicuium so that their 

students would do well and that they themselves would not be found wanting. Thus 

schools become more ftnctiond in approach and therefore have less of a chance e be 

radical. A degree of radicafi.rm is necessary if a sofiew is to move forward and avoid 

becoming stagnant The provincial wide examinations would have the e f f i  of 

decreasing the number and variety of additional resources used in the Grade 12 Social 

Studies. This implies that teachers may not represent a bdanced point of view since they 

will be concerned with meeting the requirements of the examination Balance impiies 

diversity and diversity is dyshctional in the face of objective teaching. 

A fkther implication is apparent when the milieu of the 1990's is taken into 

consideration. It may be apparent to some that in the neoconsemative thinking of the 

1 !BOts, certain groups threaten to bring education back under the conml of the privileged 

through unjustifiable financial cutbacks and political pressures that make it hard for 
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educators to operate effectively. The government oftoday, has advocated lower 

expenditures on education, taking advantage of popular opinion that the budget of Alberta 

must be balanced and the provincial debt repaid. This tendency to pull-back on financial 

commitments may be symptomatic of a lessened commitment to equal educational 

opportunities. During the development of the 1978 curriculum these concerns were not 

brought into play although they hovered over the process. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

. This study undertook to answer a number of basic questions concerning the process 

of policy formation during a specific time W e .  Because the answers to these questions 

have a tendency to change as societal conditions change it would be beneficial if M e r  

research was conducted into a description of how policy is formulated in the turbulent 

period of the 1990's in which the above mentioned neoconsewative tendencies have 

nufaced. Have the economic consttaints found in Alberta Education today had any 

impact on the curriculum decision process? 

Since this study required an interdisciplinary effort and contact with the concepts 

of several M i n t  disciplines (politics, education, history, sociology), further research 

would be beneficial in studying the curriculum decision making process by using other 

combinations of disciplines. 
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The 1971 curziculum failed in a large respect because it was not implemented 

according to the guidelines set out An investigation into the implementation of the 1978 

curriculum and its success in obtaining the goals outbed, would provide valuable 

insights as to whether the greater specificity evident in the 1978 curriculum made its 

implementation more successful. 

In recording the process that was used to develop the grade twelve unit in support 

of the 1978 Social Studies Curriculum, a number of comments made by the evaluators of 

the unit were also recorded- The evaluation of these comments in relation to the finished 

unit was not undertaken. Using the technique of document analysis, a full evaluation of 

the unit fiom the critical theory perspective would raise significant curricular questions. 
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[Inservice package for the revised social studies] 

1 978, October 1 8. From F. A- Crowther to H. Toews. . 

[Pilot teachers1 conference] 

1978, November 28. From CD. Ledgerwood to E. A Torgunnd. 
[Summary of activities within Ledgerwoodls portlolio] 

1978, December 7. From W. T. Brownlee to M a n  Koziak. 
[Concerns about the 1978 social studies curriculum] 

1978, December 13. From J- Brackenbury to Frank Crowther. 
[Grade W teaching unit] 

1979, Jauuacy 16. From F. A. Crowther to V. Zelinski. 
[Alberta disaster services materials in grade 12 teaching unit] 

1979, January 29. From F. A. Crowther to F.O. Scbreiber. 
['l War and War Prevention1' - update] 

1979, April 12. From F. A. Crowther to H. Toews. 
[Curriculum validation of grade 12 teaching unit] 

1979, h e  15. From F. A. Cmwther to F. Horvath. 
@Monitoring ofthe fiaal revisions of the grade 12 teaching unit] 

1979, May 22. From T. S. K e r n a g b  to Frank Crowther. 
[Policy regarding the distribution of teaching units] 

1979, July 17. From Teny S. Kemaghan to Dr. Torguarud. 
[Article for One World about the teaching units] 

1979, July 19. From F- Crowther to T. Kemeghan. 
Bevisions to grade 12 teaching unit] 

1980, February 2 1. From Ardis D. Kamra to C.D. Ledgerwood. 
[Canadian content and prescribed resources] 

1983, October 5. From F. A. Crowther to David King. 
[Outline of social studies devdopments to &te] 



ALBERTA DEPARTMENT of EDUCATION GENERATED LETTERS 

Undated (circa February 1978). From Frank Crowthcr to Dr. Hawkeswortk 
[Handwritten comspondence about fuhne d e l i i o n s  about the social studies 
cuuiculum] 

1978, May 23. From Frank Crowther to Social Studies Consultants, Mbeaa Education 
Regional Offices3 Social Studies Supervisors, and Social Studies Cosrdbtors. 
[Exemplary teaching units for revised social studies cuuicuIum] 

1978, June 7. From E. A. Torgunrud to Juiian Koziak. 
[Proposed 1978 social studies cURjculum, interim edition - summary of major 
features] 

1978, July 14. From B. Chandler to V. Z e M .  
[Contract for teaching unit] 

1979, January 15. From Terry S. Kemghanto DonNixon 
[Thank you letter for participation in piloting the grade 12 teaching unit] 

1979, March 16. From F. A. Ctowther to V. Zeiinski. 
[Revisions to grade 12 teaching unit under development] 

1979, March 26. From Gid Vuch to Hemy Toews. 
[Comments by pilot teacher of the grade 12 social studies teaching unit] 

1979, April 2. From F. A. Crowther to Leif Stoke. 
[Reply to letter dated March 6, 1979 regarding concerns about copyright violations 
necessitated by social studies program] 

1979, April 4. From Frank Crowther to F. 0. Schrnber. 
[Canadian version of "War and War Prevention"] 

1979, April 14. From W i a m  Denver to Frank Crowther. 
[Critique of grade 12 teaching unit] 

1979, April 20. From Frank Crowther to V. Zeiinski. 
[Recommendation for revisions to grade 12 teaching unit] 

1979, May 10. From Frank Crowther to Ray Lopatka. 
[Request for evaluation strategies for grade 12 teaching unit] 
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1979, May 14. From F. A. Crowther to Wtllisun Denver. 
[Thank you acknowledgement for validating the grade I2 teaching unit] 

1979, July 30. From Pearl Gregor to Frank Crowther. 
[Comment on the teaching unit pilot project for grade 12 teaching unit] 

1979, November 5. From CD. Ledgemood to Ron Carswell. 
Bequest that teachers-in-training become familia+ with teaching units] 

1980, January 7. From CD. Ledgerwood to Victor Zelinski. 
[Appreciation Iet&er for the work on the teaching unit] 

MISCELLANEOUS DOCUMENTS FROM FILES GENERATED BY THE 
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 

Undated. Social studies curriculum implementation proposal. 

Undated. Duties of teaching unit production co-ordinator; unit editor; secretarial co- 
ordinator. 

Undated. Unit validation for grade 12 teaching unit. 

Undated. Social studies teaching unit pilot project finaI evaluation hxn Gid Vuch. 

Undated. Social studies teaching unit pilot pject final evaluation h m  Bruce King. 

Undated. Social studies teaching unit pilot project final evaluation fiom William 
Mo koski. 

Undated Memorandum fiom Bill Sommafed (University of Alberta) regarding positive 
and negative observations concerning the grade 12 teaching unit. 

1978, October 13. Proceedings of the social studies pilot teachers' seminar. 

1 978, October 1 8. News release #30. Alberta Education. 

1978, November. Report of Bruce King Cpilot teacher] of mid-stage obsemations. 
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1978, November. Report bf W. A. Mokoski Cpilot teacher] of mid-stage observations. 

1978, November. Report of Gid Vuch Mot teacher] of mid-stage observations. 

1978, December IS. PIoceedings of the social studies mid-pilot seminar. 

1978, December 29. Report to teaching unit contractors on the December 15 social 
studies mid-pilot seminar- 

1979, January 16. Max van Maned's hand written observations on the Zelinski teaching 
unit, 

1980, May 16. Summary of the discussion between Mr. King and the members of the 
SSCCC regarding the social studies cumculum. 
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APPENDIX I 

TERMINOLOGY 

The definitions of a number of educational relevant terms had becn officially 

sanctioned by the Department of Education. They were made legitimate by being 

inciuded in the recorded minutes of the Curriculum Policies Board on February 15,1977 

and again- in those of the November 29,1977 meeting. 

CURRICULAR TERMINOLOGY 

CURRICULUM is the design by a social group for the educational experiences of their 

children under the guidance of the school. 

INFORMAL CURRICULUM includes activities which are currently labelled "extra 

curricular", and also includes various informal learning activities such as the socialization 

process which occurs during the day to day operation of any school. 

FORMAL CURRICULUM makes note of the belief that the goal of education in Alberta 

is the physical, intellectual, emotional and ethical integration of the individual into a 

complete person. The formal curriculum refers to the mix of vehicles, processes and 

structures by which the school helps the individual to develop effective communication 

skills, to acquire knowledge of the past and present and to use that knowledge to work 
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toward desirable futmes, and to grow healthy psychologically, socially, physidy and 

ethically. The formal curriculum refers to stmctms, goal oriented activities of the 

schools H e  the informal curriculum refers to the environment within which the formal 

cutficulum is implemented and conducted 

To help teachers teach the formal curriculum, the Department of Education, 

through the Curriculum Branch, published two types of documents. They were, 

respectively, programs of study and ctmiculum guides. 

GOAL is an anticipated end that gives direction and motivates behaviour. A statement 

of goals has two major purposes: to provide a focus for discussion about what is 

important in the educational endeavour and to serve as reminders in the development of 

more specific programs and courses which will assist students in developing those goals. 

GENEML OBJECTIVE is that which is anticipated as desirable in the early phase of an 

activity and smes to select, regulate and direct later aspects of the act so that the total 

process is designed and integrated. 

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE is a statement serving as a guide for a teaching unit, directed 

towards the eventual achievement of a general objective, and stating, prefaably in exact 

terms, the results that may be expected fiom that particular unit of instruction. 
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COURSE refers to an organized subject matter in which instruction is o f f d  within a 

given period of time and for which d t  toward graduation or certification is usually 

given. 

CONTENT encompasses the concepts which are included in the organization of a 

particular subject or course. 

PILOT PROGRAM designates a trial program concerned with processes and 

instructional material to meet changing needs of students, teachers, and or employers. 

PROJECT EVALUATION denotes a set of activities required to measure the overall 

achievement of a given program in order to judge its worth. It includes evaluation to 

decide whether the program was implemented and to decide whether it achieved its goal. 

STUDENT EVALUATION is a process in which a teacher commonly uses information 

derived from many sources to arrive at a value judgement, and which may or may not be 

based on measurable data 

LEARNING RESOURCES fall into two categories: 

- Rimary resources are textual materials which contain the basic core for a 

program outlined in the Program of Studies and recommended for use by Alberta 

Education. 
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- Secondary resources are any resources which can be utilized by teachers and/or 

students to facilitate leaning. 

CURRICULAR DOCUMENTS 

PROGRAMS of STUDY or the term "course of study" ref- specifically to statements 

published by the Department of Education which include: 

- the objectives of each course 

- the content for each course stated quite generally 

- a list of recommended textbooks 

Programs of Study are the only prescriptive curricuiar documents developed by the 

Curriculum Branch and issued by the Depattment of Education. Although programs of 

study are prescriptive and are issued h m  a central source, there is considerable latitude 

at the local level to meet a wide variety of student needs and interests. 

CURRICULUM GUIDE is a publication prepared by cowttees and published by the 

Curriculum Branch of the Department of Education These publications normally 

include: 

- course content spelled out in detail 

- suggestions regatding methodology 

- suggestions regarding time schedules 

- lists of instructional aids and community resources 
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- lists of physical resources (equipment) 

The curriculum guides are service publications and are not prescriptive except where they 

duplicate what is contained in the course of study. 

MANUAL (monograph) is a document which gives general information for implementing 

programs in selected subject areas or groups of subjects. 

HANDBOOK signifies a document which outlines permissive and prescriptive nature of 

program organization. 
a 

Aside fiom those noted above, profeonal educators have generated a large 

quantity of literature on definitions of curriculum and curriculum related terms , the 

variables involved in it's development, implementation and evaluation. However a 

systematic analysis of these terms necessitates the interpretations by those in authority in 

order to standardize and legitimize its use. 
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ALBERTA CURRICULUM. DECISION MAKING PROCESS 

As with the taminoiogy it becomes necessary to assign a legitimized opemtioaai 

definition to the process of decision making and consequently a definition of the 

structures devised for decision-making. 

The process of Social Studies Decision-Making in Alberta was ourlined both by Dr. 

Ledgerwood and C.A- Cromher in their capacity as Associate Director of Curriculum 

and presented to the Curricuium Policies Board. The presentation occurred shortly after 

the creation of the Board, during a pexiod when strategies, guidelines9 policies and 

procedures were being fomulated and accepted The rudiments of the process were 

included in the minutes of the February 15 and 16,1977 and the October 6,1978 board 

meetings. In this manner? as with the termino10gy, the process was legitimized It is 

deemed imp0-t for this study to outline how the central authority viewed their 

responsibility in this process. 

This Appendix contains the summary of the presentations of Ledgerwood and 

Crowther and outline the official stmctures, processes and issues in curriculum decision 

making in Alberta during the period when the 1978 Social Studies Curricuham and the 

resources used with that curriculum were being developed . It portrays briefly, the legal 

basis, the historical experience and the 1978 status of curriculum decision-making in 

Alberta as viewed by the central authority. 
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By Curriculum Policies Board definition, the curricular process refers to that set of 

activities which is required to formalize the educational experience of students in a school 

milieu It includes the stages oE planning, designing, developingy disseminating, 

implementing, evaluating and adopting. 

Curriculum decision-makingy therefore was defined as process (usually a series of 

sub-processes) by which goals were established, content selected, and materials chosen 

for a particular program of study. Cmiculm decision making also included the planning 

of specific teaching, learning and evaluation strategies. 

The definition of the process was given systematic approval by the Curriculum 

Policies Board and therefore must be assumed to descrii the manner in which 

curriculum was developed 

LEVELS of DEVELOPMENT 

Some curriculum decisions, such as those related to the creation of broad general 

objectives and general programs of study, were made at the provincial level and affected 

the proviacers schools as a whole. Otha decisions wae made at the level of the school 

system or the school. Significant decisions were made at the classroom level by the 

classroom teacher. 

There are several implications of this approach to cUTficulum development. 

Courses of study designed at the provincial level give general direction to education 

throughout the province. This curriculum has great potential for being responsive to the 
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needs and interests of children, teachers and the local community. In the early 1970'9 

t h a  was a deal of teacher development of dculumc However, by the late 1970's 

many teachers had been mesting a greatex level of specificity in curriculum developed 

at levels beyond the c l a s ~ ~ ~ ~ r n .  No doubt this trend reflected the complexity of 

curriculum development and the limited time that teachers had to devote to such activity. 

To a f k t  efficient use of time and resources, the necessary development was often 

carried on at the school system level. Failing the availability of resources, human and 

material, at the system level, some teachers resorted to using the textbook as the course of 

study. What started out being a centralized structure for curriculum development with 

built-in expectations, for decentralized decision making by teachers, sometimes ended up 

being a curricuium highly structured by the school system with little potential for 

classroom decision making. 

LEGAL BASIS FOR CURRICULUM DECISION MAKING IN ALBERTA 

The British North America Act (section 39) vests in the provinces the right to 

"exclusively make laws in relation to education". Pursuant to the rights assigned to it by 

the B.N.A. Act, the Legislature of the Province of Alberta passed The School Act of 1970 

which, among other things, granted the Minister of Education the right to prescribe and 

/or approve courses of study, pupil programs and instnrctional materials for use in the 

schools of Alberta. 
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The Department of Education Act permitted the Minister of Education to appoint a 

staff of civil servants to assist him in the exercising of rights assigned to him by the 

School Act. The civil servants who assisted the Minister in matters of curricular nature 

were members of the Curriculum Branch- 

Section Six of the Department of Education Act made it possible for the Minister 

of Education to gain finher assistance by establishing boards, committees and councils to 

* * act in advisory or admmtmive capacity in connection with any of the policies, 

programs, services or other matters under his administration- 

The Minister was further assisted in the discharge of cURiculum respdnsiiilities by 

delegating responsibilities to local school boards through Albetta Regulation 224/75 

which stated that a board may prescribe instructional matenen& in addition to, or in 

substitution for, those Sectional materials p r e s c r i i  for use under section 12, 

subsection 2, c law (a), subclause (1 1) of the Act. 

From the foregoing it is clear tbat provision was present in the School Act for 

extensive central control of curriculum development both in structure and in decision- 

making. In practice, prescription in the Programs of Study broadly consisted of the 

statement of objectives and minimum content expressed in terms of concepts and skills. 

Textbooks used in the system had to be either those recommended by the Minister 

or by school boards. The teacher was responsible to the school board for the use of any 

material not so recommended, In this instance central authority was delegated to school 

boards thereby providing for decentralized decision-making relative to textbooks. 



STRUCTURES FOR CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT 

The elements of legislation summarized above make pmvisions for both cenealiaed 

and decentralized cmicdum development and decision.making. Over the years various 

structures have been established to advise the Minister and to provide substance to the 

emerging commitment to local development and adaptation of curriculum. 

A brief outline of major structuraI shifts since 1945 may be of value in assessing 

the adequacy of the 1978 structures and their functions. 

1945-1 966 - During this period four committees carried the responsibilities of reviewing 

reports fkom the Minister and h m  other cURiculum committees, coordinating the work 

of other committees, reviewing proposals for curriculum change, and initiating 

curriculum proposals for the Minister's consideration. These committees were: 

1. The general Curriculum Committee - twenty two who represented the major 

educational institutions and organizations in the kovince. In 1953 lay persons were 

added to the Committee. 

2. The High School Curriculum Committee - eleven mernbers: 8 from the 

Department; 1 fiom Faculty of Education; 1 principal; 1 A.TA. representative. 

3. The Intermediate School Curriculum Committee - renamed the Junior High 

School Curriculum Committee in 1949 - six members: 3 fiom the Department; 1 fiom the 

Faculty of Education; 1 principal; 1 A.T.A. representative. 
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4. The Elementary School Curriculum Committee - seven members: 4 from the 

Department one from Faculty of Education; 1 fiom A.TA; 1 h m  the central office of a 

large school system. 

, Teachers were added to the Elementary, Junior High and Senior High Committees 

in 1953- 

Numerous sub.committees were established to deal with specific curriculum 

matters identified by parent committees. Usually their -dates involved the 

development of proposals for particular subject areas or specific courses within a subject 

area. 

1966-1976 - A major modification of the committee structure was undertaken in 1966. 

The G e n d  Curriculum Committee was disbanded in 1967 and its responsibilities were 

assumed by three new bodies nameiy: 

1. The Elementary Curriculum Board - Thirty members; by 1974 89.7% of the 

voting members were pmfessiod educators 

2. The Secondary Curriculum Board - Thirty Five members-, by 1974 88.2% of the 

voting members were professionel educators. 

3. The Minister's Lay Advisory Committee on Curriculum and Instruction - 
disbanded in 1972. 

Activities of the former subcommittees were assigned to what became known as 

Curriculum Policy Committees. Policy Committees were established in each subject 

area Though these Policy Commiaees were, in facf "working committees" they were 
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assisted fkom time to time by Ad Hoc committees established on a short-term basis to 

complete particular tasks. 

1976 to the introduction of the 1978 Social Studies Cmicuium - In 1976 the structures 

operative during the previous decade were modified. The changes introduced at that time 

were motivated partly by a desire to increase lay participation and partiy to encourage a 1- 

12 grade perspective where such was deemed desirab1e for purposes of clear articulation 

h m  grade to grade. What emerged as a result of the re-structuring was a three-tiered 

organization for cmiculum development The thne tiers were: 

I. Curriculum Policies Board - The board consisted of sixteen members: Chairman 

(Director of Culficulum); six members fiom the public at large; 3 practising classroom 

teachers; 1 representative b r n  Alberta Education; 1 representative from the A.T.A.; 1 

representative from A.S.T.A.; 1 representative h m  the Confetence of Superintendents; 1 

representative h m  the Legislative Assembly and 1 professional educator &om the post 

secondary sector. 

The Curriculum Policies Board dealt with broad policies relating to the curriculum 

for grades 1 to 12 in the province of Alberta. The Board recammended to the Minister 

policies concerning procedures and programming. The Board formulated policies and by- 

laws in matters such as structure, hct iom and procedures of a network for curriculum 

development, curriculum implementation and related matters. It formulated procedures 

for receiving, appraising and fonuarding to the Minister of Education, the 

recommendations for approval or non-approval of policies which were submitted for the . 
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Board's consideration by 0th- elements in the cu.miculum decision-making network. Its 

fiame of ref- within programming included the fordation of policies concerning 

the goats of education for children in grades 1-12 in the province of Albata; the content 

to be used in educating childten; the organizaton of Alberta ~ C U I l u m ;  the 

teachinflearning resources to be used in comection with the curriculum; the evaluation 

of programs that compromised the Alberta curriculum; and any such materials which 

were r e f e d  to the B O ~  by the Minister of Education. 

2. Subject Co-ordinating Committees - The size of these committees n o d y  

varied from 8 to 10 depending upon such factors as number of courses involved , the 

level of responsibility and the accent being given to developmental work in the particular 

subject area. 

Appointments h m  the nominations of the A.T.A. accounted for 50% of the 

membership with consideration in selection being given to such factors as expertise in the 

developmental area unda review, current experience at the grade level concerned, 

geographic and urban-rural distribution, proportional representation between public and 

separate systems, and sex distribution related either to proportions in the teaching force or 

in the teaching force in the subject area. The remaining 50% of the membership was 

constituted of: 1 or 2 University representatives chosen from nominations by Deans of 

appropriate faculties; 2 school system representatives appointed by the Cuniculum 

Branch; and a chairman fiom the department appointed by the department. The Directors 

and Associate Directors of Curricdum were ex-officio members. 
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In most cases these committees had specific subject or combination of subjects 

responsibility from @e 1 to 12. There were eleven such committees. Their mandate 

was charted by the Curriculum Policies Board and involved: assessing the individual and 

societal needs with respect to the area of mdy; d m g  the primary and secondary 

responsibility of the area with respect to the basic gods of education; defining the general 

objectives for the area of study; identifying the content to be dealt w i t .  in the area of 

study; recommending the learning resources to accompany the area of study; producing 

service materials to assist implementation of a program of study; calculating the cost of 

implementation with regard to learning resources, facilities and teacher in-service and 

determining the criteria upon which an area of study is to be evaluated. 

3. Subject Ad Hoc Committees- The maximum number of members was normally 

6 or 8, relative to the size of the parent co-ordinating committed. Membership was 

nominated by the appropriate staff of the Curriculum Branch, with the assistance of 

suggestions fiom the Alberta Teachers' Association, the school systems and the 

universities. Chairmen gf committees were designated by the parent co-ordinating 

committee. 

Articulation and co-ordination between the Ad Hoc committees and the staff of the 

Curriculum Branch for purposes of operational detail was conducted through the Director 

or Associate Director having responsibility for the subject area under review. In other 

matters Ad Hoc Committees were responsible to the parent co-ordinating committees. 

The Ad Hoc Committees were responsible for needs assessment, developmental, 

implementation or evaluation tasks assigned by the co-ordinating committee to which the 
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committee reported. Their tasks were fairly nanow in scope and detail with respect to 

depth. The work normally conducted by Subject Ad Hoc Committees was sometimes 

contracted to individuals or committees within a school or school system or a consortium 

of school systems. 

The foregoing description of stnrchaes for cutficulum development in Alberta 

made w reference to national and international contexts. Historically, curriculiun 

decision in Alberta had been influenced by federal programs and policies. At the 

international level Canada had been involved with agencies such as Orgat ion  for 

Economic Cooperation aud Development (O.E.C.D.) and United Nations Educational, 

Scientific and Cultural Organization (U.N.E-S.C.O.) in discussion of broad issues in 

education as these relate to the global challenges of development and survival. 

No formal structures had been created to make cuniculum decisions at the national 

or international level. However, there was developing a growing awareness that 

provincial structures must be sufficiently flexible to accommodate and respond to 

influences fiom the national and international environments. The Council of Ministers 

had become the vehicle by which national and international issues in education were 

communicated to the provinces. 

The Curriculum Branch of the Department of Education bad been since its creation 

concerned with the ctmiculum decision-making process and the structures established to 

facilitate such decision making. Societal change and demands for input h m  various 

stakeholders during the 1970's motivated changes in structure which reflected a 

reasonable compromise of the legitimate views of various groups. 
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Di&g divergent viewpoints in a pluralistic society was a challenging task In 

1974 the Department of Education cosperated with other agencies in planning and 

conducting a confaence on curricuium devciopment in Alberta It was hoped that such a 

conference would be a vehicle for focusing the on-going discussion taking place in maay 

quarters. "Who should make what cURicular decisions and how should they make 

them?" was the over-riding question faced by 165 educators and lay persons who 

participated in the conference, nCmi~uium Decision-Making in Alberta" (CDMA), 

which was held at Red Deer, Alberta on March 24 to 28,1974. The conference was 

jointly sponsored by the Alberta Department of Education, the Albena Teachers' 

Association and the Alberta School Trustees' Association. It derived additional input 

from school systems and university personnel, parents and students. 

The primary purpose of the conference was to recommend answers to the Who, 

What and How questions that arose in connection with curricuium decision making in 

Alberta A second related purpose was for participants to learn more about the 

curriculum and instruction process. 

The participants attending the CDMA conference concluded their dehit ions 

with the adoption of s e v d  resolutions, four of which suggested very specific directions 

for the Department of Education: 

* It was recommended that the department of Education set the broad gods of 

education that represented and reflected the desired education outcomes as expressed by 

society. 
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* It was recommended that the Department of Education support the idea of shared 

responsibility in curricdum decision making by heiping to provide the necessary 

resources such as timet money and expertise to facilitate local cUITicuium development 

activities- 

* It was recommended that structures be d l i s h e d  which would ensure input into 

the cUITicdum development process fiom all levels of involvement - Department of 

Education, local school system, teachers, parents* learners. 

* It was recommended that the Department of Education assume the responsibiw 

for establishing a clearing house for the dissemination of curr iculh  materials and that 

the Department facilitate the production and distritbution of requested materials. 

The above recommendations were partly responsible for the 1976 modifications to 

the curricuhm decision-making structure in Alberta. In the period under study for this 

thesis, the Curriculum Decision Making in Alberta Conference would be repeated in 

1977 and then in 1980, howwer, the recommendations fiom those Conferences were not 

as h i t fb l  nor were they acted upon in the same urgent msvlner as those of the first 

conference (Minutes ofthe Curriculum Policies Bod ,  October 15 & 16,1977; October 

6, 1978). 
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APPENDIX III 

DETAILED MINUTES of SELECTED MEETINGS OF THE CURRICULUM 

POLICIES BOARD 

The record of the minutes of the Curriculum Policies Board (and of the SSCCC 

wherever applicable) represent the discussions of the Board relating to Social Studies 

during the period that plans were being made to revise the 1971 Social Studies Program. 

September 28 & 29.1976 Me- of the Curricdum Policies Board 

Dr. Ledgerwood, the associate director of Curriculum for Social Studies, had 

presented a paper to the members of the newly created Board at its first meeting, which 

represented the views of the Social Studies CURiculum Co-ordinating Committee 

(SSCCC). The paper was a description of Social Studies. He had noted in that 

presentation that since 1926 when Social Studies was introduced as an interdisciplinary 

subject there had been a parade of changes made promoting new forms of classroom 

organization, new kinds of learning resources, new types of teaching/ learning strategies, 

new approaches to pupil evaluation and new styles of interaction among pupils, teachers, 

school admiaistrators, parents and community people. In most if not all instances, these 

curriculum changes had either anticipated, reflected or coincided with similar changes in 

the broader social, political and /or economic circumstilllces of our society. Obviously in 

designing Social Studies and social sciences curricula, Ledgenvood insisted that the 
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Department of  Education and the government, to which it was accountable to, had to 

remain cognizant of the  om in which Canada and her people were moving. There 

had to be a responsibility to 1) consolidate economic and social gains, 2) discover the 

value of excellence by "doing more with lessw and 3) in the schools there had to be 

greater attention to basics which for Social Studies meant more prescn'bed stnrcture 

(Prospectus for February 28 & 29, 1976, Curriculum Policies Board Meeting). With the 

presentation of this paper Ledgerwood laid the platform for the work of the SSCCC, 

which he hoped would be approved by the CPB. 

November 1 & 2. 1976 Meetine; of the Curriculum Policies Board 

At the November 1, and 2,1976 meeting of the Curriculum Policies Board, Dr. 

Ledgerwood presented a second report to the CPB in which he formalized his previous 

presentation, summarkd the need for revision and outlined the process for revising the 

propun. The report affirmed that changes to the whole Social Studies curriculum 

(including the Canadian content portion) were still in the planning stages. This "master 

plan" of revisions would be submitted for consideration by the Cunicdum Policies Board 

in early 1977. Detailed development of support materials would take place during the fall 

of the 1977 and the spring of 1978. The revised program, including outlines of grade 

level objectives, unit plans, teachinfleaming strategies and resources, would be available 

in April of 1978 and introduced to schools in September of 1978. 
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LAgerwood raised the issue that many of the complaints about the Social Studies 

curriculum were based on the objection that Canadian students weze using learning 

materials that were produced in other countries. Alberta Education had to do 

"something" about this problem. The "somethingn that was to be done was to include the 

development of the Kanata Kits and Teaching Units by local pasod.  

Another voice added to the need for development of prescribed teaching units came 

%om Wagner, a member of the Curriculum Policies Board, who argued that curriculum 

guides that give M o m  to teachers were fhstrating to those teachers who lacked the 

time or inchation to develop dculum. Therefore, curricullum guides should be 

specific enough so that teachen would not have to develop cuniculum (CPB Minutes, 

November 1 & 2,1976). 

December 16 & 17,1976 Meeting of the Cuniculum Policies Board 

At the December 16, and 17,1976 meeting the need for nvisions (linked to the 

Downey recommendation) was again alluded to and the process of revision was outlined 

once again. The report stated that the SSCCC had prrpared three drafts to date of the 

revised Social Studies program and had modified these drafts based on the reactions 

obtained by meeting with eight groups of teachers. The result of these modifications was 

Draft #4 of the revised Social Studies program which was Wig submittad to the 

Curriculum Poiicies Board for reaction and direction. 
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The nature of revisions and the financial implications ofthe revisions were outlined 

at this meeting. The revisions were to consist of tkee stages: 

1. development of an outline of the provincial Requirements for the Alberta Social 

Studies Cmiculm; 

2. development of S U D D O ~ ~  documents designed to help teachers translate the 

Provincial Requirements into classroom practice which would include: 

- the Field Sentices Branch of Alberta Education which would make 

available 300 maa-days of consultants' time for development of support documents; 

- consultants who would chair ad hoc committees and arrange contracts with 

school systems and individuals in order to complete the documents. (This phase 2 would 

be completed by March 3 1, 1 978 .) 

3. Implementation of the revised cuxriculum. 

It was emphasized again during this meeting that the revisions were intended to 

offer more direction to teachers and students who needed it, while rrtaining an equitable 

amount of flexibility for those who wanted to plan their own programs. 

A recommendation was put forward that "the Curriculum Policies Board 

recommend to the Minister of Education that he approve in principle the frnther 

development of the curriculum dong the lines established in Draft #4 and that the 

Minister approve the proposal to develop related support documents". By mommending 

approval at this time the board would have been making it possible for the rrvised 

curticulum, complete with support documents, to be introduced into schools in September 

of 1978 (CPB Minutes, December 16 & 17,1976). 
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The decision taken by the Curriculum Policies Board on this recommendation was 

to defer a decision on the Social Studies revisions until a further meeting. in the 

meantime however, the SSCCC continued m work on the process of revision. 

Mav 5 & 6.1977 Meeting of the Curricuium Policies B o d  

. - 
It was not umil this meeting that the Board returned to the problem of the Social 

Studies Revisions. During the meetings between December 16, 1976 and this May 

meeting, the Board was occupied with making decisions in other subject areas, some of 

which had impact on funae Social Studies deveiopmmt. The decisions which proved to 

be impactfd were concerned with clarifying objectives, identification of core 

requirements and ensuring that a shift h m  the "basics" did not take place. The 

discussions in the fields of mathematics, language and science noted the policy 

implications that greater content specificity and time docations be set by the Board The 

Cwricdum Policies Board requested that content and skills in these subjects be specified 

in clear and explicit tams for specific grade levels (CPB Minutcs, January 21 & 22, 

1977; February 15 &16,1977; March 7 & 8,1977). 

During the May 5 and 6 meeting, Weissenborn indicated the policy trends 

established by the Cuniculum Policies Board with regards to the revisions to specific 

subjects. These trends included simply echoed what has been discussed in aIl previous 

meetings. That: 
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1. More daail was to be provided in programs of study and that more stnrcture was 

to be included in cuniculum guides to aid new teachers and those not specialized in that 

subject area. 

2. A clear distinction between optional and prescn i  components of a program of 

study was to be provided and that there would be an increase in the prescribed content 

(CPB Minutes, b y  5 & 6,1977). 

These ands then clearly identified the increasing specificity and pnmiption. The 

deliberations of the members of the SSCCC as they worked on the revisions to the Social 

Studies would have to operate within the stated CPB policy decisions. 

At the May 5 and 6,1977 meeting Ledgerwood presented a submission to the 

Board, on behalf of the SSCCC, again asking for approval to proceed with the M e t  

Development of the Revised Social Studies Curriculum. The revisions which the 

members of the Social Studies Curriculum Coordinating Committee prepared and which 

Ledgerwood submitted, represented an interim pmposal. Although the B o d  had been 

exposed in a limited way to the Social Studies area on several preceding occasions, as is 

evident in the minutes ofthe previous meetings, this was the fixst time it would be asked 

to provide direction for fhther development of the program. 

Note was made that the presentation made use of the format recommended by the 

sub-committee of the Board which had outlined the above broad guidelines for proposed 

policies and procedures to be followed for revision activity. Ledgerwood once again 

summized the status of the Social Studies including identifying the fact that one of the 

features of the program was the high priority which had been placed on the valuing 
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process, though knowledge and skill objectives were also stressed He also noted that the 

content in the revision was 314 seuctrned and 114 imstnramd. This represented a 

reduction of the unstructured time fiom 113 to 114. The reasons for the need for revision 

was reiterated and stressed that the revision of the program was motivated by requests 

fkom teachers and the "public" for a more structured curziculum end by the 

recommendations of the Downey report. He indicated that when preparing the drafts of 

the revisions9 the SSCCC paid particular attention to three recommendati011~: 

1. that the 1971 Social Studies program be continued with certain refinements; 

2- that the desire for more Canadian content not be allowed to subvert other 

important goals of the program; 

3. that intenst groups be invited to paaicipate in assessment and revision of the 

program* 

Developmental activities which led to the proposed revisions were outlined. In 

describing the developmental activities followed by the SSCCC, Ledgerwood emphasized 

that the proposal before the board at that meeting reflected bmad input and was, in facf a 

ninth draft. Reactions to each draft of the proposed revisions had been sought from 

teachers in Edmonton and Calgary and h m  the Social Studies Curriculum Co-ordinating 

Committee. Drafts were prepared and reactions and revisions followed. Reacton 

meetings to the various drafts of the revisions involved teachers, administrators9 parents 

and students. A total of 21 meetings were held all over Alberta which shaped the 

characteristics of the program proposed for acceptance. 
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Having outlined the revisions, Ledgerwood cited three possible alternative actions 

with regards to the Alberta Social Studies Curriculum at that point of time. He n o d  that 

the Curriculum Policies Board could decide to: 

1. Leave the 1971 curriculum unchanged. This altenrative, he noted, would have 

been highly satisfying for teachers and parents who f g v o d  the flexibility¶ the valuing 

and the opportunity for in-depth analysis of issues which characterized the program. 

2:Introduce major changes to the Social Studies curticulum by, for example, 

abandoning the valuing and action orientations or by introducing chronological history in 

place of the focus on themes and issues. This alternative would have proved attractive to 

teachers and parents who thought that the school should limit its role to the imparting of 

knowledge. 

3. Compromise alternative #1 and #2 by designing a program which fulfils 

Downey's recommendations that the essence of the 1971 curriculum be retaiwd M e ,  at 

the same time, satisfying the demand for more structure, more attention to knowledge 

objectives, and more attention to Canadian historical and geographical studies. 

The submission noted that the Draft #9 should bring satisfdon to alI concerned 

individuals and groups since it retained the essence of the 197 1 curriculum while making 

changes that increased the structure of the program, gave greater emphasis to knowledge 

objectives, inaeased C d a n  content, as well as increasing studies in history and 

l3eography- 

The Social Studies CURiculum Co-ordinating Committee recommended that the 

Board give approval of the third alternative, that of retaining the 197 1 program but 
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moving toward a remediation of its perceived weakness. They all had a high stake in 

retaining the 1971 programme with as little change as possible. Most of those members 

of the SSCCC who were now labouring to revise the program were the members of the 

committee that had originated the 1971 Social Studies program under the Social Credit 

Government. 

The B o d s  reaction to the program proposals was conducted with refaence to 

several of nine development issues which Dr. Ledgerwood identified as having been 

concerns of the SSCCC. These development issues were: 1) pfescfiption of objectives, 2) 

prescriptions of content, 3) prescription of resources, 4) balance among objectives (i-e. 

knowIedge, skills, values), 5) balance among topics and themes (e.g. issue orientations, 

balance among historical, contemporary and futraistic mtdies; balance among local, 

Canadian and global studies), 6) emphasis to be placed on social action, 7) years of 

compulsory Social Studies, 8) streaming of high school Social Studies, and 9) 

relationship between Social Studies and Social Sciences at the high school level. 

The discussion of the prescriptiveness raised the following matters: 

1. Dr. Hrabi commented that he did not view prescriptiveness of objectives as a 

problematic issue in as much as the Department has been prescribing these for some time 

and more detailed prescription could hardly be argued within view of the eagerness form 

the field for more direction. 

2. A distinction was drawn between prescriptiveness (i.e. mandatory content) and 

structure (i.e. identified and ordered content which is not necessarily mandatory). 
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The reduction of unstru&d time 69m 113 to 1/4 precipitated considerable discussion, 

particularly in tams of assistance to be provided for teachers. 

h. Crowther indicated that the Curriculum Committee was planning to undertake 

several projects which would provide additional strucnm for teachers. Thought was 

being given to the preparation of a series of monographs dealing with specific 

implementation strategies. Also the preparation of self contained resource units reflecting 
. - 

the rationale and intent of the cULficulum was under consideration (CPB Minutes, May 5 

The Chairman of the CPB concluded the discussion of the Social Studies proposal 

by indicating that a carefbl study of the transcript of the discussion would be undertaken 

and that a summary of the policy directions would be prepared for the Board's review to 

assure that its views were clearly understood. 

From the Curriculum Policy Board's discussion of the Social Studies submission 

nine tentative policy statements emerged. These would serve as the dhection which 

Ledgerwood and the SSCCC had been rrquesting in previous meetings. The policy 

statements were: 

I. Teachers would not have to spend a great deal of time in the role of cmiculurn 

development 

2. Prescription and structure were not to be equated. 

3. Value issues, generalizations and skills should be prescribed by the Department 

for each grade. 
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4. Flexibility should exist in the provincial programs to ailow school systems. 

schools and teachers to adapt the program to the needs of the local area and the needs of 

the individual students. 

5. Students needed experiences in resolving value dilemmas. Valuing should be 

grounded in knowledge and skills. 

6. Both pedagogical and practical concerns should be considered in formulating a 

policy on-learning resources. 

7. Canadian content should not be spread piecemeal throughout the grades, bur 

should be organized in concentrated blocks. 

8. There must be an equitable balance among historical, contemporary, and 

futuristic studies, as well as local, Canadian and global studies. 

9. As long as social action is optional and did not occupy too much time, it should 

be encouraged. (CPB Minutes, May 5 & 6, 1977). 

At the May 1 1, l t  and 13,1977 meeting of the SSCCC, concern was expressed 

about the role of the SSCCC in determining policy. After being given an outline of the 

policy directions-(as above) provided by the CPB, the question was raised whether the 

SSCCC was a policy or working cornminee or a combination of both. Concern was 

expressed that although the SSCCC was basically a policy committee, the Department of 

Education policy was being formulated without the knowledge or approval of the 

SSCCC. The discussions of changes that should be made to the Social Studies 

curriculum indicated the strong influence of the CPB on the SSCCC (SSCCC Minutes, 

May l l ,12 & 13, 1977). 
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The tentative policy statements would also have a large impact as to how resources 

would be chosen as well as what the teaching units would contain. 

Auaust 5.1977 Meetinn of the Cuniculum Policies Board 

At the August 5,1977 Board meeting a review and discussion of the Board's 

reaction to the May 5th proposal for policy directions for Social Studies was undertaken. 

At the suggestion of Mr. Wagner, deputy superintendent in Grand Prairie serving as 

educational representative on the CPB, these discussions only centred around the 

substantive policies and discussion of any procedural policy was deferred for the October 

1977 Board meeting when curriculum decision making would be discussed. The 

discussion of the substantive policy raised the following matters: 

1 .  Structure, Prescription and Flexibility (Policy Statements #1 to #5) - Mr. 
Curran, a Calgary Lawyer, wondered if the policy statement calling for flexibility to 

enable local adaptation would enable local bards to neglect the stmctme of the program. 

Mr. Wagner, acknowledged that structure, prescription and flexibility couid be quite 

compatible, he wanted to see a p r o m  which would ensure specific core leaming at 

every grade level. He noted that parental concern expressed to him about the Social 

Studies program usually focused on two matters - (a) the use of American leaming 

materials and (b) widespread codision among children with respect to basic facts about 

Canada. 
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In summaridng the discussion on this issue, Dr. To%unrud, Chairman, stated that 

policy statements #I to #5, in essence, called for increased struaure and prescription 

while making provisions for some flex'bility in the interests of local and classroom 

adaptation. Policy Statement #2, indicating that stnuxrne and presaiption should not be 

equated, was not to be in- as meaning that there would not be prescription in the 

revised program. 

2. Leaming Resources (Policy statement #6) - The Board confirmed that the policy 

statement captured the Bomd's intent that pedagogical and administrative considerations 

had to be balanced in deciding on learning resources for Social Studies. Dr. 

Hawskesworth commented that the present learning resources policy for Social Studies 

had created intolerable expectations for the School Book Branch. AccordingIy he 

favoured identification of primary a d  secondary refarnce lists. Dr. Ledgerwood 

reported that steps had already been taken to establish four Ad Hoc committees whose 

mandate was to select three to ten primary resources for each grade* 

3. Cansdian Content (Policy statement #7) - Dr. Berry, University of Alberta 

professor, felt that the statement calling for concentrated blocks of Canadian content 

rather than piece meal distribution throughout the grades reflected the suggestions 

provided by the Board at its May meeting. However, he commented that this should not 

be taken to mean that Canadian content would be avoided in those grades not specifically 

designated as dealing with Canadian issues. He felt that Canadian content should be 

encouraged where it fit naturally into gxade themes and were appropriate for the non- 

prescriptive components of the program. 
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4. Social Action (Policy #9) - Mr. Jotlson, Ponoka school a c h w t r a  
. * tor, requested 

an inteqmtation of the tern "optional activities" in the poky statement which 

encouraged students to engage in constructive social actions, provided that these were 

viewed as optional. Ledgerwood responded that the intent was that students and teachers 

would make the decision about action and that teachers were not obliged to engage in 

social action activities. 

5. Several members expressed ~eservations about whether the nine tentative policy 

statements guiding program development in Social Studies would in fact, assure a better 

program. Mt. Chapman, Edmonton businessman, stated that he had received complaints 

that erroneous content was used in some classrooms. He wondered ifthe adoption of the 

nine policy statements wodd help alleviate these sorts of problems at the implementation 

level. Mr. Curran stated that he could support the adaptation of the policy statements 

provided that their tentative nature was understood and that the Board would have the 

opportunity to review them again, particularly in relation to the program that ultimately 

came before the Board for review. The potential for seaing of precedents for program 

policy in subject areas beyond the Social Studies was mentioned as another m w n  for 

retaining the proposed policy statements as tentative. 

A motion was carried that the nine tentative policy statements for development of a 

revised program be approved with the understanding that the Board will have an 

opportunity to examine the program in detail ( CPB Minutes, August 5, 1977). 



November 29 & 30.1977 Meeting of the Curriculum Policies Board 

With the nine policy statements firmly established the SSCCC undertook to revise 

the Social Studies program to fit the guidelines and dirrction of the CBP. There was 

some dissatisfaction with the revisions. At a meeting of a major school board supervisory 

personnel and Alberta education, concern was expressed that the whole philosophy and 

rational was moving the Social Studies away h m  valuing to al l  knowledge. The 

accusation was that the new curriculum would "sell out" the 1971 program, which had not 

been the intent of the Downey recommendations (SSCCC Minutes, Oaober 13,14, 

1977). 

At the November 29 and 30,1977 Board meeting the chairman introduced Dr. K. 

Nixon, Director of the recently approved Learning Resources Project which would be 

funded to the extent of 8.4 Million h m  the Alberta Heritage Trust Fund. Dr. Nixon 

briefly described the various elements of the project noting that the budget made 

provisions for coilestion, production and distribution of materials focusing on the Alberta 

and Canada heritage. 

While members of the board were pleased to see some of the Heritage Funds being 

used for education, seveal concerns were registered. There was a concan that there 

would k a danger that the materials produced would dictate the c d c u l u m  rather than 

merely enrich i t  Another concerns was that there was a possibility that a great deal of 

money would be used to distribute materials which were mediocre because not enough 

money was spent at the development stage with some projects. 
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in response to the concern of how the materials would be used Dr. Nixon stated 

that each project would involve the production of teachersr guides. 

F e b m  2 & 3,1978 Meeting of the CmicuIum Policies Board 

By the time of the Cmicuiuxn Policies Board meeting of February 2 and 3,1978, 

the SSCCC had revised the program within the guidehes of the Board and Ledgerwood 

presented a submission of the revisions. This submission had a four-fod purpose: 

1. To secure approval for an interim draft of the prescnid content and objectives 

of a revised social studies curriculum for grades 1 - 12. 

2. To secure approval to seiect learning resources to accompany the revised 

curricuium and to designate t h e  to ten items per grade as primary references that were 

subject to a 40% discount from the School Book Branch of the Alberta Department of 

Education. This recommendation had the stnmg support of M. Fedorak, Manager of the 

School Book Branch, who had prepared a lengthy memorandum (dated December 22, 

1977) in support of the discount Fedorak held that since there were no primary references 

for Social Studies, many teachers found it difficult choosing suitable learning resources 

and since the School Book Branch could not stock all Social Studies references, schools 

had to wait 3 to 6 weeks longer than usual for titles to be special ordered. There was also 

some concern that the rental discount of 40% was applied to refmnces in every subject 

except Social Studies. Therefore having three to ten recommended titles meant that the 
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School Book Branch could' stock these titles and thus offer the discount which would 

rnake it f e b l e  to have classroom sets. 

3. To secure approval to proceed with the devefo~ment of unit ~ l a n s ~  monographs 

and a parent guide based on the interim draft ofptescrri  content and objectives. 

4. To enlist the support of the Curricuium Policies Board for a proposal relating 

firrther development, field testing and implementation ofthe revised curriculum. 

Ledgerwood noted that up to that time, all suggestions offered by the Board had 

been acted upon in preparing the submission. The possible exception concerned the 

distribution of Canadian content. In May the board suggested that Canadian content be 

organized in concentrated blocks, rather than king spread peace-meal throughout the 

grades. Then in August the Board seemed to suppa Dr. Berry's suggestion that 

Canadian content should be encouraged where it fits naturally into grade themes. The 

Social Studies Cmiculum Co-ordinating Committee had acted upon the latter suggestion 

and bad placed some Canadian conteat at virtually every grade level. 

With the latest submission, the SSCCC was seeking approval in principle for the 

draft. Ledgerwood also asked for permission to mod@ the draft if the need for changes 

became apparent while resources were being selected and unit plans were being 

prepared. It was assured that such changes would be of relatively minor nature. 

Four Ad Hoc committees, working under the supervision of  Dr. F. 0. Schreiba, 

were formulated for the purpose of selecting learning resources. Committee members 

had been trained and were. ready to begin the selection of resources as soon as they were 

given the "go ahead" by the Cuniculum Policies Board. 
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In a report to the Curriculum Policies Board, dated June 1,1978, the Social Studies 

Learning Resources Ad Hoc Committee Listed the criteria which had eventwily guided 

them in resource selection. The thirteen criteria which they hoped to meet when selecting 

resources for the course were : 

1. Overall excellence 

2. Reading level suitable for the grade (hclrlriing high interest, low vocabulq 

materids for units) 

3. Accuracy 

4. Absence of stereotyping, i.e. racial, sex, age etc. 

5. Absence of bias - regional9 national, political, etc. 

6. Inquiry orientation where possible 

7. Canadian perspective where possible, i.e. content, authorship, etc. 

8. Consonance with the definitions "prescribed" and "recommendedn resources 

9. Consideration of non-print as well as print resources 

10. Reasonable costs 

I 1. Of interest to students (as of June 1, 1979) 

12. Of interest to teachers (as of June 1, 1979) 

13. Bilingual (as of June 1,1979) 

Procedures were also in place to begin: 

a) The development of up to three unit plans at each grade level. These unit plans 

would be developed by individuals and school systems under contract to the Curriculum 

Branch. Unit developments would be s u p e ~ s e d  by Social Studies consultauts from the 
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Regional Offices of Education. The resource rmiu would be m c i e n t  to meet the needs 

of aL teachers for a full year of instruction, Aaalysis of vabatim transcripts of 

Cuxricuium Policies Board discussion of this proposal indicates the Cutriculum Policies 

Board members clearly expected that Unit Plans would k developed for the 75% 

strucancd component of the curticdun. It was assumed that the Unit Plans would meet 

most of the thirteen criteria for resources which the Leamhg Resources Ad HOC 

Committee had formulated. 

b) The development of up to twelve monographs on how to teach the revised 

Social Studies curriculum. The monographs would be written by individuals 

commissioned by the Curriculum Branch. 

C) The development of a Parents' Guide to the Alberta Social Studies P r o m .  

This guide was to be prepared as a joint effort of the Curriculum Branch and the Calgary 

Regional of the A T A  Social Studies Council. 

After the submission of the proposal for the Master Plan, Ledgerwood suggested 

that the Board might fhd it useful to react to the Master Plan in tenns of the degree to 

which it reflected the nine policy directions identified earlier. 

The discussions at the February 2 and 3 , 1978 meeting, of the Master Plan Interim 

Edition raised the following issues: 

1. Structure (Policy #I) - It was g e n d y  agreed that the Master Plan contained an 

appropriate levei of  structure; however, members concumd with Dr. Hrabi's observation 

that the introductory material dealing with the 114 unstructured time was not explicit 

enough and in fact might be conmdictory to the Board's direction provided at an eariier 
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date. Ledgerwood responded that other groups had commented on the inadequacy of the 

rational for the 114 Mstnrnned time and the alternatives available for using that tiine. 

The Chairman identified three alternatives that could be available to teachers in 

their use of the 114 unstructuted time: 

a) The time could be used for extension of the prescribed content, 

b) provincially developed units might be utilized or 

c) locally developed units might be taught. 

The members c o n c d  that the summary of alternatives reflected their position on 

the 1/4 unstructured time; however, there was stiu the question of whether locally 

developed electives had to be extensions of grade themes or whether teacher and students 

would be fiee to select topics entirely unrelated to the 314 prescribed content. 

Ledgerwood commented that tying the 114 time to grade themes would be contrary to the 

Downey report. He felt that the critical issue was the degree to which the Board wished 

to encourage diversity or dormity in the learning experience. In an informal vote, the 

Board agreed that locally developed units intended for use during the 1/4 unstructured 

time need not be related to grade themes. 

2. Prescription (Policy #2, & #3,) - In its earlier meetings, the Board had agreed 

that structure and prescription were not synonymous. Pointing to several specific items in 

the Master Plan, Mr. Jonson felt that in an attempt to provide greater structure, the 

curriculum committee had become very specific in what appeared to be prescribed 

methodology. He felt that the teacher choice o f  methodology was seriously eroded and 

that much of what was included in the Master Plan belonged in a curriculum guide rather 
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thaa in a program of studies which by definition deals with prescribed or mandatory 

content Dr. L,edgerwood agreed that the Master Plan contained some content that was 

more appropriate for a curriculum guide than for a program ofstudies. He d the 

Board that this matter would be reviewed prior to prrparation of fi.ual drafts. 

The amount of prescription was a source of concern It was observed that there had 

been a general increase! in the amount of content to be covered and that this circumstance 

might work against the valuing and skill objectives of the program. Dr. Ledgerwood 

responded tbat reactions relative to the amount of content had been mixed; while some 

gmups felt h t  the ptogram was too heavy, others were pleased with the increased 

emphasis on knowledge objectives. 

3. Relationship of Values, Skills, and Knowledge (Policy # 5)  - It was generally 

agreed that the Master Plan provided an appropriate balance among knowledge, value, 

and skill objectives; however, it was suggested that the ratiode needed to point out more 

clearly that while valuing objectives may be more important than loiowledge objectives¶ 

valuing had to be done in the context of sound knowledge base. 

4. Amount and Distribution of Canadian Content (Policy #7 & #8) - Dr. 

Ledgerwood noted that while the Board had on one occasion suggested that Canadian 

content be organized in concentrated blocks, on another occasion it had recommended 

that such content be introduced wheat it fit naturally into grade themes. The Curriculum 

Coordinating Committee opted to distribute it acnws the grades. It was noted that about 

50% of the program consisted of Canadian content 
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The amount of Canadian content was generally accepted; however, Mrs. Brilz felt 

that the treatment of Canadian geography was entirely inadequate. Mr. Weissenborn 

urged that greater attention be given to labour relations and that such content be 

introduced at perhaps the grade nine level where all students would be exposed to it. 

5. Balance Between Historical, Contemporary and F M c  Studies (Policy #8) - 
Mr. Crowther distriiuted a chart summarizing the time focus of topics form grade 1-12. 

He noted' that the future oriented topics were significantly fewer than historical and 

contemporary topics. The board did not express any conam about this apparent 

imbalance and appeared to agree with Mr Wagnds view that fbture perspectives were 

logically extensions of historical and contemporary issues and would n o d y  be pursued 

adequately in the classroom without explicit prescription (Minutes of the CPC, Februy 

2 & 3,1978). 
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THE GOALS OF BASIC EDUCATION FOR ALBERTA 

The Report of the Curriculum Policies Board 1978-1980 made available by Alberta 

Education lists the following as the Goals of Schooling and the Goals of Education for 
- - 

Albertans: 

"Introduction 

Goals are statements which indicate what is to be achieved or worked toward. In 

relation to basic education, goals serve several fimctions: 

1) they identifi the distinctive role of the school and its contribution to the total 

education of youth; 

2) they provide purpose and direction to curriculum planning, implementation 

and evaluation; 

3) they enable parents, teachers and the c011111lunity at large to develop a common 

understanding of what the schools are trying to achieve. 

Society must periodically re-examine the gods of its schools. Changes in emphasis 

and minor adjustment of the basic goals may be required fbm time to time to keep pace 

with social change. 

This statement of goals is to direct education for Grades 1 through 12 in Alberta 

schools. It is the basis fkom which specifi.c objectives for various subjects and grades 

shaU be developed. 
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While the school makes a very important contri'bution to education, it is only one 

of the agencies involved in the education of youth. The home, the church, the media and 

the commdv organizations are very significant influences on children. It is usefbl, 

therefore, to delimit the role of schooling in education. Education refers to all the 

learning experiences the individual has in interacting with the physical and social 

environment: it is a continuing and lifelong process. Schooling, which has a more 

limited purpose, refers to the learning activities planned and conducted by a formally 

structured agency which influeaces individuals during a specified period. There is, of 

course, a very close relationship between schooling and education - the learning which 

occurs in school iduences and is influenced by what is learned outside the school. 

Gods of Schooling 

Schooling, as part of education, accepts primary aad distinctive responsibility for 

specific goals basic to the broader goals of education. Programs and activities shall be 

planned, taught and evaluated on the basis of these specific goals in order that students: 

- Develop competencies in reading, writing, speaking, listening and viewing; 

- Acquire basic knowledge and develop skills and attitudes in mathematics, the 

practical and fine arts, the sciences, and the social studies (including history and 

geography) with an appropriate local, national and international emphasis in each; 

- Develop the learning skills of finding, organizing, analyzing, and applying 

idonnation in a constructive and objective manner; 

- Acquire basic knowledge and develop skills, attitudes and habits which 

contribute to physical, mental and social well-being; 
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- Develop an understanding of the meaning, responsibilities, and benefits of active 

citizenship at the local, national and international levels; 

- Acquire howledge and develop skills, attitudes, and habits reqpid to respond 

to the opportunities and expectations of the world of wok 

Because the above goals are highly interrelated, each complementing and 

reinforcing the others, priority ranking among them is not suggested. It is recognized that 

in sequencing learning activities for students some goals are emphasized earlier than 

others; however, in relation to the total years of schooling, they are of equal importance. 

In working toward the attainment of its goals, the school will strive for excellence. 

However, the degree of individual achievement also depends on student ability and 

motivation as well as support h m  the home. Completion of diploma requirements is 

expected to provide the graduate with basic preparation for Lifelong learning. Dependent 

on the program choices, the diploma also enables job entry or fkher study. 

Goals of Education 

Achievement of the broader goals of education must be viewed as a shared 

responsibility of the community. Maximum learning occurs when the efforts and 

expectations of various agencies affecting children complement each other. 

Recognizing the leaming that has or has not occumd through various comm~ty 

influences, among which the home is the most important, the school will strive to: 

- Develop intellectual curiosity and desire for Lifelong learning; 

- Develop the ability to get along with people of varying backgrounds, beliefs and 

lifestyles; 
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- Develop a sense of community responsibility which embraces respect for 

authority, public and private property and the rights of o h ;  

- Develop seEdiscipline, =If-understanding, and a positive self-concept through 

realistic appraisal of one's capabilities and Iimitation; . 

- Develop an appreciation for tradition and the ability to understand and to respond 

to appraisal as it occurs in pasod life and in society; 

- Develop skills for effective utilization of financial resources and leisure time and 

for constructive involvement in community endeavours; 

- Develop an appreciation for the role of f d y  in society; 

- Develop an interest in cultural and recreational pursuits; 

- Develop a commitment to the carefbl use of natural resources and to the 

preservation and improvement of the physical environment; 

- Develop a sense of purpose in Life and ethical or spiritual values which respect 

the worth of the individual, justice, fair play and fundamental rights; responsibilities and 

freedoms. 

The ultimate aim of education is to develop the abilities of the individual in order 

that he might fulfil his personal aspirations while making a positive contribution to 

society." (Alberta Education, 19784 pp. LO & 1 1). 




